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ABSTRACT
Predictors of Aberrant Driving Behaviours and Accident
Involvement: Quantitative Objective and Subjective Evidence
from Chinese and Pakistani Drivers
by

SADIA Rayna
Doctor of Philosophy

Traffic safety has emerged as a primary issue for governments, policymakers, and
researchers globally since the surge of automobiles. Outcomes of minimal adherence
to traffic safety (road traffic accidents, injuries, and fatalities) are detrimental to the
socio-economic growth of any country. Human factors, by far, provide efficient
opportunities to improve traffic safety than environmental and engineering factors.
Among human factors, driving behaviours have higher potential to harm traffic safety
than driving performance. Western empirical findings using self-reported measures
have established the predictive role of driving behaviours in crash involvement. Due
to cultural differences in the traffic environment and lack of traffic awareness, these
findings have limited implications for developing countries like China and Pakistan.
Thus, the current research aimed to examine driving behaviours (aberrant) in these two
countries by incorporating an analysis of existing data (objective measure) and a crosssectional survey method (more subjective self-reported measure). To accomplish this
goal, two independent studies were carried out adopting the general traffic safety
culture model (Özkan & Lajunen, 2015). Study 1 examined driving behaviours and
crash involvement in China (N = 24,220) based on existing crash data collected during
2006-2010 from Guangdong Province. Study 2 was a cross-sectional survey conducted
in Pakistan (N = 676) based on the results of Study 1. Considering individual (driver)
as the main component of driving with a potential to adversely impact all stakeholders
(driver, pedestrians, and other road users), two distal factors (age and gender) were
investigated with proximal factors (aberrant driving behaviours; speeding and drunk
driving) and accidents. The results of Study 1 established an indirect effect of speeding
and accidents with injuries through driving experience. It was inferred that young male
drivers were more likely to harm the traffic environment by their (aberrant) driving
behaviours. Male drivers with less driving experience were more prone to speeding
and accidents with injuries. The results further indicated that among young male
drivers, drunk driving violations negatively predicted accidents without injury but
positively predicted fatal accidents. However, speeding only positively predicted fatal
accidents. Extending this model further, Study 2 incorporated big five personality trait,
self-resilience, fatalism beliefs, and attitudes towards traffic safety in addition to age
and gender as distal factors to traffic safety framework of Pakistan. Psychometric
properties were established through Confirmatory Factor Analysis Cronbach alpha
reliability for all translated measures on the data (N = 676) collected from Pakistani
drivers. The results of Study 2, consistent with previous literature (Shinar, 2016),
indicated that drivers were more likely to be involved in accidents if they scored higher
on (aberrant) driving behaviours. Drivers scoring high on agreeableness and
conscientiousness were less likely to involve in accidents. The results supported a
mediation effect of negative attitude towards traffic safety between distal (fatalism

beliefs, extraversion, neurotic, agreeableness, and conscientious) and proximal factors
(driving behaviours). Mediation results asserts that road traffic accidents are
preventable and traffic safety framework can be devised through country-specific
safety interventions. To conclude, age, driving experience, personality, and supportive
attitude towards traffic safety are key factors in implementing safe driving practices in
the two developing countries. Recommendations will be provided to policymakers
targeting interventions at an individual level (driver) to help minimizing adverse traffic
outcomes.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
Road traffic accidents are a global issue as they are attributed to reduced
traffic safety in the traffic environment. It is a common perception that the driver
causes road accidents, but people overlook other contributing factors. Reduced traffic
safety is a key contributor of accidents and can be attributed to many structural and
human factors. In developing countries, specific and costly resources are required to
implement structural measures like road infrastructure and vehicle design. Although
it is empirically well established that cost-effective, human factors are more critical,
less progress has been made to address them in these countries. Risky or aberrant
driving behaviours and lack of traffic safety attitudes are among the human factors
that contribute to traffic accidents and reduced road safety. It is essential for traffic
safety interventions to first understand traffic safety culture and the factors
contributing to accident severity in less-developed countries.
The present research is conducted to identify predictors of aberrant driving
behaviours that lead to traffic accidents in developing countries (China and Pakistan)
and subsequently provide a country specific framework of traffic safety.
This Chapter entails the introduction and severity of road traffic accidents
globally, in general, and their impact on developing countries, such as China and
Pakistan. This research was carried out in these two countries, mainly due to the high
risks of driving behaviours on traffic safety and increased motorized vehicle
accidents. Moreover, the economic burden of reduced traffic safety is continuously
increasing for lower-middle (Pakistan) and upper-middle (China) income countries.
This Chapter outlines the importance of traffic safety and introduces the proposed
framework for traffic safety in China and Pakistan. Developing a traffic safety
1

framework in these countries could also be applied to other countries with similar
economic and traffic conditions but cannot be limited to only developing countries.
The main aim of the research is to provide a safety framework that could help
improve traffic safety in the developing as well as developed countries. Lastly, it
provides an overview of the rest of the thesis.
1.1

Background of the Research
Road Traffic Accidents (RTAs), including Road Traffic Injuries (RTIs) and

Road Traffic Fatalities (RTFs), pose serious threats to health and traffic systems.
Bearing in mind the safety of individuals on roads, RTAs need considerable attention
from all the stakeholders, including the government, policymakers, the transport
industry, health promotion practitioners, researchers, and other relevant bodies. Rates
of injuries and fatalities have globally increased alongside the increase in the number
of vehicles on the road. The number of deaths estimated in road accidents by the
World Health Organization (WHO, 2017) is relatively high, approximately 1.2
million as compared to injured individuals (50 million). Since 1990, the annual
number of deaths from RTAs worldwide has risen by 10% (WHO, 2004), and the
increased estimation of RTAs by 2020 is up to 60% around the globe (Peltzer, 2008).
Over 1.25 million people die each year on roads, and the figure has not changed
since 2007. Drastically, 90 % of deaths occur in low-middle-income countries,
constituting 54% of the world's vehicles (WHO, 2015a). Moreover, the Decade of
Action Plan 2011-2020 projected to rNeduce the fatality rate by 2020, but no
significant change was observed till mid of 2015 (Si, Feng, Zhange, 2015). On the
contrary, RTAs have been ranked number nine (previously 11th), as among the

2

leading causes of death worldwide and cost 1-3 % of gross national products to lowand-middle-income countries (WHO, 2017).
Hence, the situation on roads has remained the same for decades and require
progressive research on traffic safety. The aforementioned paragraph illustrates the
risks associated with reduced traffic safety in terms of RTAs (injuries and fatalities)
and sheds light on its importance. It is, therefore, imperative to understand the
determinants of accident severity.
The human, vehicle, and environmental factors have been attributed to RTAs
(Evans, 1991), among human factors individual is the fundamental component of
driving and driver's failed attempts to comply in certain situations leads to accidents
(Casbard et al., 2003). Evidence of accident research also suggests that human
factors are the sole contributor to approximately 90 % of road-traffic crashes (Lewin,
1982). Jacob, Sayer, and Downing (1981) suggested that in developing countries,
road users' errors are the leading cause of death in 70 % of accidents.
However, different approaches to understand RTAs suggest risky driving
behaviour (Iversen, 2004; Jonah, 1986; Lawton, Parker, Stradling, & Manstead,
1997b; Parker, Reason, Manstead, & Stradling, 1995a) to be a prominent factor in
predicting accidents. Additionally, risky driving behaviour is predicted by
personality and cognitive factors in most of the cases (Chen, 2009; Machin &
Sankey, 2008; Ullerberg & Rundmo, 2003).
Contrary to this, Peden et al. (2004) argued that risky driving behaviours are
also greatly affected by the environment, including road infrastructure, traffic laws,
implementation, and vehicle design and layout. Thus, it can be inferred that both

3

human and environmental factors should both be considered in developing a
comprehensive road safety framework.
The adverse psychosocial impacts of RTAs on countries in general have been
discussed in earlier paragraphs. However, adverse economic and psychosocial
impacts of RTAs in developing nations are much higher than developed nations
because of their limited economic resources to afford the burden associated with
RTAs (Ameratunga, Hijar, & Norton, 2006). For instance, fatalities significantly
impact low-income families economically because of insufficient financial
compensations (GRSP, 2011b). Therefore, this country-specific research aims to
examine RTAs, their determinants, and traffic safety framework for lower (Pakistan)
- and upper middle income (China) economy.
Before discussing the literature and framework of the study, it is vital to
understand accident severity and the importance of traffic safety research in the
traffic contexts of China and Pakistan. As such, the following section details these
contexts.
1.1.1

Accident Severity in China
With a developing economy and fast-growing infrastructure, China has an

efficient transport infrastructure comprising of roads, airports, trains, harbor, and
metro. However, increasing traffic congestion form the last decade needs careful
consideration as well as require country-specific research and safety policies. Traffic
congestions can be attributed to China’s emergence as the highest vehicle producing
market in the world by 2009, crossing a gross sale of 18 million vehicle
(Chanyezicum, 2012). Just in two years, it reached 100 million vehicles mark in
2011, becoming the second-largest vehicle producing market in the world (Jie & Van
4

Zuylen, 2014). Based on the prediction by the State Information Centre in China
2010, the number of vehicles was expected to reach 200 million in 2020. However,
this landmark was achieved earlier than expected in March 2017. More than one
million vehicles, in each of the significant fourteen cities of China, contribute to
traffic congestion.
Subsequently, the increase in car ownership has affected the characteristic of
drivers (age and driving experience) and RTAs. According to 2011 statistics, the
maximum numbers of Chinese drivers (79.04 %) are younger than 50, and only 10%
are above 50 years old. Young drivers with a lack of driving experience can be a
significant contributing factor in the fatality rate of 83.61% (per 100,000- registered
vehicles) in China (Atchley, Shi, & Yamamoto, 2014). In addition to a risk traffic
safety (Houtenbosch, 2008), accidents by these drivers cost 1.6 billion USD to the
Chinese economy (National Bureau of Statistics, 2014). Apart from economic loss,
roads should be safe for everyone. As such, rigorous and intervention-based research
targeting a specific population is the need of the hour for China.
1.1.2

Accident severity in Pakistan
Like China, Pakistan has also suffered from enormous economic burden due

to RTI, Road Traffic Crashes (RTC), and RTF. They cost more than 100 billion
Pakistani rupees, leaving families of those affected in the RTAs helpless. Pakistan
reached the highest RTF rate of 5,565 deaths per year (Batool & Carsten, 2017) from
17.4 per 100,000 population in 2013 (WHO, 2013). A 410% increase in motorization
from 2001-2006 may be a significant contributor to the fatality rates (Ahmed, 2007),
traffic congestion, and RTAs (Nazir, Nadeem, & Veronneau, 2016). Pakistan’s
government has yet to implement a proper transportation policy and subsequently
5

relies on private transport systems (e.g., bus, minibus, taxi, van, and rickshaw)
(Imran, 2009; Kah, 2001). Additionally, despite the low number of registered
commercial vehicles in the country (20%), these vehicles cause more than 50 % of
accidents on the roads of Pakistan (WHO, 2009). These troubling statistics illustrate
the need for timely safety intervention and policy based on indigenous research.
Two separate country-specific studies were carried out to understand traffic
safety in two lower-upper-middle-income countries, China and Pakistan. The aim of
both studies was to examine the distal-proximal-outcome approach in these countries
to improve understanding of traffic safety. The present study proposed and tested a
traffic safety framework for developing countries that can help decrease road traffic
crashes and risky driving behaviours on the roads. Country specific interventions,
countermeasures, and awareness campaign could be devised based on the
framework.
1.2

Rationale and Significance
Traffic and Transport system plays a crucial role in the socio-economic

development of a country. However, reduced safety measures in the traffic and
transport infrastructure adversely impact the economy. Nevertheless, despite the
increased effort to decrease the severity of accidents, little has been achieved
globally (Almqvist & Hyde, 1994; Huang et al., 2020). Unlike developed nations,
where extensive research and advanced technology help in minimizing the accident
severity, the dearth of literature on traffic safety and driving behaviours in the
developing world can halt the already reduced safety process (Downing, 1991).
Considering sudden increase in motorization in the Asian Pacific region, accidents
are bound to happen (Asian Development Bank; ADB, 1998).
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In light of the increased risk of injury-related death in developing countries
(Mock et al., 2004), it is essential to share scientific knowledge to control and
prevent such accidents. Although there is considerable research in developed nations,
generalizing, and devising policies based upon traffic safety research findings and
countermeasures of developed nations for developing nations can raise serious
questions regarding generalizability (Heydari, Hickford, McIlory, Turner, &
Bachani, 2019), cultural inappropriateness (Young et al., 2009), and differences in
implementation of traffic laws and political system (King, 2007; Forjuoh & Li,
1996). To conclude, traffic safety is essential for countries irrespective of their
economic development, yet the catastrophic impacts are far more significant for lessdeveloped countries. Additionally, traffic safety in these countries, holds a pivotal
importance due to difference in traffic environment, infrastructure, and driving
behaviours of drivers from the developed countries, and indigenous research can
provide insight for traffic safety interventions. Furthermore, safer roads for tomorrow
would require attention and more efforts at the national and international levels
(Huang et al., 2020). Therefore, this research aims to analyze RTAs in China (Study
1) and Pakistan (Study 2) to develop a framework for developing countries' traffic
safety research.
China implemented the traffic laws in 1955 and 1988 to manage the traffic
flow, mainly for economic reasons. These rules were the embodiment of economic
success rather than the personal safety of pedestrians and drivers. However, China
developed traffic laws over the years, beginning in 2004, to improve traffic safety,
management, and to facilitate transportation in cities. Over time, new amendments
have been made to improve traffic standards, facilitate transportation, and minimize
traffic violations.
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To explain traffic violations committed by Chinese drivers, researchers
(Atchley et al., 2010) illustrated that this behavior could be attributed to
inexperienced drivers and relatively new traffic laws in China (as compared to
developed countries). However, a recent study of scrambling behaviors suggested
that traffic violations are culturally routed (Shi, Bai, Tao, & Atchley, 2011). The
finding implied that the unlawful driving behaviours, such as not giving way to other
road users (e.g., pedestrians and other drivers), are choices made by the drivers,
which are culturally routed, rather than due to their inadequate driving skill. Given
that improving driving ability alone will not reduce traffic accidents, it is essential to
understand driving behaviours of Chinese drivers from a cultural, country-specific
perspective. The present study aims to understand driving behaviours from a
country-specific approach to inform the implementation of future traffic safety
interventions or countermeasures in developing countries.
In the last three decades, China has invested in the transport infrastructure (as
evident from inter and intra-city transport), while the transport system in Pakistan is
crippling. According to Imran (2009) traffic policy has not been finalized since 1960.
Researchers consider government officials responsible for this negligence towards
road safety (Batool et al., 2011; Ghaffar, Hyder, & Masud, 2004).
Researchers have also highlighted the importance of human factors
responsible for RTAs. Aberrant driving behaviours including irresponsible behaviour
of drivers, ignorance of traffic laws, inadequate safety rules, and regulation (ASIRT,
2005; Batool & Carsten, 2017; Nazir et al., 2016). Nevertheless, there is currently
minimal empirical knowledge on this topic. Only to a handful of studies conducted in
Pakistan have focused on aberrant driving behaviours (Batool & Carsten, 2017), road
safety issues (Ahmed, 2007; Batool, Carsten, & Jopson, 2011; Mir, Razzak, &
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Ahmed, 2012; Nazir et al., 2016; Tahir et al., 2015), and attitude towards safety and
violation (Batool & Carsten, 2017; Mir, Razzak, & Ahmed, 2012). This lack of
knowledge makes it challenging to develop and enforce effective safety policy and
interventions. However, these studies did establish that RTAs in Pakistan are
increasing due to driving violations, unawareness regarding traffic and safety laws,
and lack of systematic mechanism for enforcing these laws.
Summarising the earlier arguments about traffic safety research in China and
Pakistan, two possible explanations of aberrant driving behaviours in China are: (i)
relatively new traffic laws, and (ii) cultural dependence on traffic violations and risky
driving behaviours. These explanations are not mutually exclusive, and the first point
may support the later. Due to new traffic laws, drivers have less knowledge and
awareness of traffic laws, and their attitudes towards traffic safety (Li et al., 2013),
and traffic violations (Li & van Zuylen, 2014) are different from those in developed
countries. These differences make an altogether different country-specific driving
culture, endorsing that driving behaviours can be culturally rooted in China.
In contrast, traffic safety studies conducted in Pakistan attributed risky
driving behaviours to: (i) government negligence (i.e., infrastructure and
implementation of traffic laws), and (ii) human error. Nonetheless, the lack of
literature in Pakistan failed to establish determinants of aberrant driving behaviours
and their dependence on cultural factors. Therefore, the present research examines
driving behaviours and their determinants in order to stablish country specific traffic
safety framework.
The literature on traffic safety culture acknowledges differences in traffic
related constructs, as cross-cultural differences, without explicitly measuring cultural
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aspects surrounding traffic safety. For example, Nordfjærn and Rundmo (2009)
assessed traffic safety culture among Norwegian and Ghanian drivers by assessing
the risk perception of drivers. In contrast, Nordfjaern et al. (2012) argued that
conclusive inferences of road traffic culture/safety culture can only be drawn with an
operationalised cultural measure. Likewise, the scarce literature on it might be due to
complex conceptualisation of safety culture (Zhang, Wiegmann, & von Thaden,
2002). Zhang and colleagues illustrated that studies assessing differences in trafficrelated constructs (e.g. driving behaviors) should rather be considered as crosscountry studies of traffic safety. Therefore, the present research only aims at
understanding country-specific traffic safety framework for developing countries like
China and Pakistan.
Traffic safety framework is essential for both China and Pakistan. Despite
disparities in economic growth, infrastructure, and traffic safety policies between
China and Pakistan as road injuries and fatalities are a major concern for both
countries. These factors described previously provided motivation to understand and
examine the traffic safety in two developing countries instead of comparing traffic
safety of developed and developing economy, as the latter comparison has already
been done in previous studies (Nordfjaern, Ozlem, & Torbjorn, 2012; Nordfjaern &
Rundmo, 2009). The present research aims to propose a traffic safety framework
that can be applicable to other low-middle-income countries as well. Additionally,
the present study examines the traffic safety in two developing countries mainly due
to: (i) high cost of technical countermeasures such as infrastructure, (ii) scarce
literature on the effectiveness of these countermeasures in low-middle-income
economies (Nordfjaern et al., 2012), and (iii) human error as the largest contributing
factor of RTAs in these countries (Hennesy, 2011). Lastly, traffic safety research
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recently shifted to low-middle-income countries from United States and Europe.
However, studies have examined cultural differences between high- and low-income
countries (Nordfjaern et al., 2012). To the best of the researchers’ knowledge, there
are no studies that have examined it between two developing countries.
1.2.1 Selection of China & Pakistan
It has been established that traffic safety framework is of great significance
for developing countries. Traffic safety research is of prime importance for China
and Pakistan due to the recent China Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC), as CPEC
brings cultural exchange and economic trade between the two countries. Both
countries share a border of 438 kilometers at Khunjerab pass, which is a part of a
multibillion-dollar project. This Chinese Belt Road Initiative provides an inordinate
source of road trade, cultural, and tourism exchange between the two countries.
Through this road, trucks carrying essential goods enter between Pakistan and China.
Notably, at this international border, driving side shifts from left-hand (Pakistan) to
right-hand traffic (China). With growing road trade through CPEC projects between
these two countries, it is essential to understand drivers' behaviours in both cultures
for safe roads. The economic ties between two countries have reached a new level
due to the biggest investment of USD 27 billion logged in July 2020, as per State
Bank of Pakistan. This multibillion Belt and Road Initiative pays way for cultural
exchange as well as bring attention to do research on topics that would affect CPEC
directly and indirectly. Additionally, this research aims to provide a direction for
future researches on traffic safety as the previous researches have not analysed
driving behaviours in these two countries. To conclude, indigenous (countryspecific) traffic safety frameworks, interventions, or countermeasures could be
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helpful for CPEC for reducing road accidents in these countries, as well as for other
developing countries.
Despite the adverse impacts of RTAs, traffic safety policies, and
interventions effective in developed nations cannot be implemented in China and
Pakistan. More effective results can be achieved if interventions are implemented
with an understanding that some policies, interventions, and media campaigns
regarding traffic safety (e.g., billboard signs along the highway) are culturally rooted
(Bener & Crundall, 2005). Considering the cultural dependence of safety
interventions and the exceeding fatality rate for low and middle-income countries
expected to exceed until 2020 (Jacobs, Thomas, & Astrop, 2000), it is imperative to
carry out country-specific research for less-developed nations for the successful
implementation of safety interventions (EPE, 2020).
An overview of traffic situation in terms of few demographic characteristics
(age, number of drivers, and transport infrastructure) in both China and Pakistan by
WHO country profile (2015) are elaborated in the table below.

1.

Comparison across variables
Institutional Framework
Lead Agency

National safety Strategy
Fatality reduction target

2.

Safer Roads and Mobility
Regular inspection of existing road
infrastructure
Policies to promote walking or cycling
Policies to encourage investment in public
transport
12

China

Pakistan

Inter-ministerial
Convention on
road Traffic
Strategy
yes
≤ 22 per
100,000 vehicles
(2011-2015)

National
Transport
Research
Centre
No
NA

yes

No

yes
yes

No
Subnational

3.

Policies to separate road users and protect
VRUs
Safer Vehicles
Registered Vehicles
Cars & 4 wheeled light vehicles
Motorized 2 and 3 wheelers
Heavy Trucks
Buses
other
Vehicle standard applied
Frontal impact standard
Electronic stability control
Pedestrian protection
Reported Fatalities

4.

1.3

National Laws (speeding, drunk driving,
motorcycle helmet, child restraint, mobile
phone use, seat belt, and national drug
driving law etc.)

yes

No

250138212 till
(2013)
137406846
95326138
5069292
12335936

9080437 till
(2011)
3095900
5560218
223152
201167
0

yes
No
No
58539 (72%
Male, 28%
Female)
Yes except for
Child restraint
law

No
No
No
7636

Yes except
for Child
restraint law

Aims of Study and Research Questions
To summarize, the aim of this research is to examine traffic safety in China

and Pakistan to formulate a traffic safety framework applicable in countries with
similar traffic and economic conditions. Additionally, this research aims to
contribute towards safety measures and interventions, enhancing the safety of the
traffic environment.
The present research investigates aberrant driving behaviours through the
distal-proximal-outcome approach by adopting the General Traffic Safety Culture
Model (G-TraSaCu) by Özkan and Lajunen (2015). As distal and proximal factors
are identified with the traffic environment, driving behaviours are referred as
proximal and the personal characters of driver refereed as distal factors. Additionally,
outcome is the interaction of distal and proximal factors within the traffic
environment and are referred as road accidents/crashes. G-TraSaCu examines an
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overall cultural approach for traffic safety framework and it’s beyond the scope of
this study to test the model in China and Pakistan. Therefore, a distal-proximaloutcome model was adopted for the first study of this research. Prior studies (e.g.,
Sumer, Lajunen, & Ozkan, 2005) have examined this approach, but the concept has
yet to be applied in low-middle-income countries. Sumer (2003) also examined this
model to assess the psychological symptoms of traffic accidents through mediating
factors of aberrant driving behaviours, speed, and dysfunctional drinking.
Then simple distal-proximal-outcome approach was adopted in the first study
of this research to examine traffic safety in China. However, the second study, which
was conducted in Pakistan, adopted and modified two models to extend the model
and clarify the traffic safety framework. The literature on driving behaviours
identified the variation in the distal-proximal-outcome approach (e.g., Sumer, 2003).
Moreover, Ullerberg and Rundmo (2003) highlighted that distal factors impact
outcome in a personality-attitude-behaviour association in a modified version of the
distal-proximal-outcome approach. Limited studies have adopted or extended the
model (Chen, 2009; Lucidi et al., 2019; Mallia et al., 2015), although their results
indicate that the traffic safety framework can benefit from a personality-attitudebehaviour approach. Therefore, the present research formulated two research
questions based on the two approaches used in both studies (China and Pakistan).
1. How distal factors impact proximal factors in China and Pakistan?
2. To what extent the relationship between distal and proximal factors impact
traffic accidents in China and Pakistan?
These traffic safety models are proposed with an aim to identify distal and
proximal factors in predicting accidents and ultimately could be useful for
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improved and safe roads for everyone irrespective of the socio-economic status
of the country.
1.4

The Present Study
Evidence suggests the far-reaching impacts of RTAs and also highlights the

importance of culturally relevant traffic safety interventions and policies to tackle the
impact of risky/aberrant driving behaviours. Hence, the present study attempts to
understand the traffic safety framework in China and Pakistan by adopting a distalproximal-outcome approach.
This research will be comprised of two studies: (i) the first study will
examine the proposed theoretical framework in China through distal-proximalapproach and (ii) the second study will examine the traffic safety framework in
Pakistan by extending distal-proximal-outcome and incorporating other variables,
based on the findings of the first study in China and supporting literature (see
Chapter 2).
A brief framework and proposed model of the research are also discussed in
Chapter 2 to provide a traffic safety framework for both developing countries.
1.5

Brief Summary of the Thesis
This thesis attempts to investigate aberrant driving behaviours by deploying a

quantitative objective (observational) in Study 1 and subjective (questionnaire)
approach in Study 2.
In Study 1, this research proposes a model to improve traffic safety in China
and Pakistan. Moreover, the present research is conducted to identify predictors of
aberrant driving behaviours and RTAs in both countries. The model proposed in
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China examines the impact of more personal characteristics of drivers (age and
gender) concerning driving violations and accident severity. Extensive literature
(Jafarpour & Rahimi-Movaghar, 2014; Persson, 2008) in China establishes the
positive association of aberrant driving behaviours and accident involvement, but
very few studies targeted any model to improve traffic safety (Jie & Van Zuylen,
2014). Additionally, Study 1 examines objective (observational/on-spot) crash
related data and was collected by traffic police of Guangdong Province. This
objective data includes distal (age, and gender), proximal (driving behaviours;
speeding and drunk driving), and outcome (traffic accidents). Therefore, Study 1
assessed traffic safety framework in China by examining personal factors and
aberrant driving behaviours.
However, traffic safety framework for Pakistan (Study 2) is based on the
scarce literature on driving behaviours, accident severity, and the model results in
China. In addition to personal factors, the proposed model for Pakistan included
personality and attitudes towards traffic safety. These variables are incorporated to
examine Pakistan's traffic safety culture, keeping in mind the dearth of literature on
driving research. Moreover, the findings of Shah et al. (2007) also indicated that
some factors other than motorization could be responsible for accidents such as
personality, behavioural, or attitudinal issues. Therefore, the aims of the research are
as follows:
1. Identifying determinants of driving behaviours and RTAs in both Pakistan
and China.
2. The propensity of drivers to commit aberrant driving behaviours
3. Attitudes of drivers towards traffic safety in Pakistan.
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1.6

Objectives of the research
Based on research questions and aims of the study, the following objectives are

framed for this research:
1. Explore the distal-proximal-outcome relationship in China and Pakistan.
2. Examine personality-attitude-behaviour-outcome model in Pakistan.
3. Investigate the difference in traffic safety frameworks of China and Pakistan
1.7

Organization of Thesis
This thesis comprises three sections. Section I includes introduction and

literature review in Chapters 1 and 2, respectively. Chapter 1 provides the
background of research, rationale, and significance of the research, along with
research questions, aims, and objectives of the study. Chapter 2 entails the literature
review on aberrant driving behaviours and its determinants as well as the theoretical
framework for the study. Section II comprises Chapters 3 and 4 examines
Methodology and Results of Study 1 and Study 2, respectively. Section III
encompasses Chapter 5 and provides discussion and conclusion for the overall thesis,
and finally concludes with research contributions and recommendations for future
directions.
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW
The purpose of this chapter is to review the literature relevant to traffic
safety, in particular determinants of accidents and risky (aberrant) driving
behaviours. Therefore, this Chapter provides an overview of the driving behaviour
literature to describe its determinants and how personal characteristics of driver’s
impact on traffic safety.
2.3

Driving behaviours
Driving is a controlled task, within an unstable environment, performed by

the driver concerning objects (moving and static) in the traffic environment (Fuller,
2011). Evidence suggests that this skilled activity constitutes specific hierarchy
levels consisting of control (operational), maneuvering (guidance), and planning
(navigational) levels (Michon, 1985; Summala, 1996; Van Der Molen & Botticher,
1988). Despite this complexity, with practice and experience, it can become
automated (Summala, 1987). Additionally, Mourant and Rockwell (1972) indicated
that inexperienced drivers learn to use manual gear and clutch rather quickly than
using their peripheral vision for lane keeping. Based on the literature, it seems that
most experienced drivers use automated responses instead of control and conscious
responses.
Two components can further explain driving tasks: driving skills and driving
styles (Elander, West, & French, 1993), and can be interchangeably used as driving
performance and driving behaviors, respectively (Evans, 1991). Driving skills are
learning-based, whereas driving style is a habit. The literature distinguishes driving
skills from driving style in terms of learning with experience versus forming habit,
but also emphasizes that driving experience cannot ensure safety in driving style
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(Elander et al., 1993). Training and extensive driving experience improve driving
skills, but on the other hand, it is a trade-off with safety (Naatanen & Summala,
1976; Spolander, 1983; Summala, 1985).
Ozkan and Lajunen (2011) viewed driver’s behavior as driving style, the
usual way of driving that the driver prefers and mostly done without conscious
awareness. These preferred ways of behaviors entail driving speed, lane keeping,
tailgating, and other relevant traffic rules. Drivers’ awareness of their driving skills
can be assumed to be much lower because the motor and perceptual processes are
automatic and do not need attention. Experienced drivers are probably even less
aware of their skills than are novices because controlling the vehicle requires
conscious attention only in exceptionally demanding situations. For example, shifting
gears becomes automatic in the very early stages of learning to drive; thus, the
experienced driver is no longer aware of the skill level in changing gears. Driving
behaviors are further identified by Parker et al. (1995a) as errors, lapses, and
violations.
2.3.1

Errors
Errors are failures to respond to a planned action, and lapses occur when the

driver deviates from the planned action (Parker et al., 1995a; Reason, 1990). Reason
(1990) defined error as a generic term which is when an action does not go as
planned and these failed actions cannot be further attributed to an external stimulus.
Reason (1990) further classified errors into two categories: slips, lapses, and
mistakes. Slips indicate that the intention that does not go well with the execution.
For example, when a driver turns on the windshield wiper while intending to indicate
the signal to take a turn. Lapses referred to failure or forgetting to perform the next
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action in a sequence of planned actions. For example, a driver forgetting to lock the
car after parking despite fully intended to do so. Mistakes are harder to detect and are
unobservable, which occurs when a driver performs the wrong action. Mistakes are
executions of wrong decisions. For example, when a driver applied a brake at a green
signal when the appropriate action would be to accelerate.
2.3.2

Violations
Violation is defined as “the deliberate infringement of some regulated or

socially accepted code of behavior” (Parker et al., 1995a, p.1036). The authors
examined the relationship between driving behaviors and accident involvement,
concluding that violations are behaviors that involve deliberate deviations from safe
driving practice and correlate with both past and future accident rates. Violations are
conscious and voluntary deviations from safe practices of traffic environments that
are otherwise necessary to maintain safety. These can further be identified as
aggressive and ordinary violations (Lawton, Parker, Manstead, & Stradling, 1997)
and these violations including speeding, driving while intoxicated, and minimal to no
seat belt use can be linked to traffic accidents (Parker, 2004; Parker et al. 1995a;
Reason, 1990; Stradling & Meadows, 2000). These violations can also be attributed
to one-year (continuous) crash involvement and can predict accidents even if age,
gender, and exposure are partial out (Iversen, 2004).
2.4

Aberrant driving behaviours
Driving violations are committed in the traffic environment, which comprises

vehicle, human, and structural system. The interaction between the systems creates a
unique setup. Human is the fundamental component of this setup that contributes
extensively to reduce traffic safety (US General Accounting Office; GAO, 2003;
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Parker et al., 1995a; Iversen & Rundmo, 2004). In the past two decades, the literature
has identified various driving violations, which they label as risky driving
behaviours: speeding (Hatfield, Fernandes, Faunce, & Job, 2008), drunk driving or
driving while intoxicated (Li, Simons-Morton, & Hingson, 2013), overtaking
(Harbeck & Glendon, 2013), and not wearing a seat belt (Carpenter & Stehr, 2008).
Within traffic psychology, risky driving behaviour and its determinants have
been extensively studied (Pearson, Murphy, & Doane, 2013) due to its detrimental
impact on traffic safety (Boyce & Geller, 2002). Risky driving behaviours threatens
the driving environment by deviating from the set standards of safety and therefore
are regarded as aberrant driving behaviours (Batool & Carsten, 2017). In the present
study all risky driving behaviours (including violations) are regarded as aberrant
driving behaviours.
2.4.1

Determinants of aberrant driving behaviours
Safety culture provides actions and policies to promote the safety of

individuals (Hedlund, 2007). Within the context of traffic environment, drivers’
behavior plays an imminent role in traffic safety culture, and aberrant behaviour
could have detrimental effects (Iversen, 2004; Jonah, 1986; Lawton, Parker,
Stradling, & Manstead, 1997b; Parker, Reason, Manstead, & Stradling, 1995a).
Understanding driver behaviour can be useful in reducing traffic injuries and crashes
(Evans, 1996). However, the literature on negative impact outweighs the resourceful
support from Evan (1996). Notably, various factors are linked to aberrant driving
behaviours, and literature emphasized motivation as an essential aspect in risky
driving (Parker, Manstead, Stradling, Reason, & Baxter, 1992b; Parker et al. 1995a;
Ulleberg & Rundmo, 2003).
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While the literature has outlined the driver-risk taking behaviours and its
impact on safety, it is equally important to understand the motivational factors
behind these factors. The engagement of drivers despite knowing the risk of these
behaviours provides a source of future investigation on the part of researchers. Given
the emphasis on the motivators of aberrant driving behaviours, risk-taking attitudes,
beliefs, and personality traits are of particular interest.
2.5

Attitudinal factors
Violations contribute to RTCs, and their involvement in the aberrant driving

and crashes has prompted researchers to look into the motivating factors behind
them. One of these motivating factors is an individual’s attitude. Attitude is a
tendency to examine and express a stimulus through cognitive, behavioral, and
affective response (Eagly & Chaiken, 1993), as well as thoughts and feelings that
motivate human behaviour (Parker, 2004). Driving behaviours are influenced by
individual traits of a driver and depict a personal, attitudinal, and motivational aspect
of a driver (Hennessey & Wiesenthal, 2005). Favourable and unfavourable attitudes
towards traffic safety may influence the degree to which drivers respect traffic rules
and policies. Negative attitudes may lead to aberrant driving behaviours (Parker et
al., 1992a & 1995a; Stadling & Meadows, 2000). It implies that influencing driver
attitudes may help preventing traffic violations (Parker et al., 1995a) and reduce the
aberrant driving behaviours (Ajzen 2001; Crano & Prislin, 2006). Besides reducing
aberrant driving behaviours, Summala (1996) suggested that attitude is a key
component of safety intervention programs. Safety framework along with training
and awareness campaign may be improved through a better understanding of driver
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motivations for their risky driving behaviours (Eby & Molnar, 1998; Ulleberg &
Rundmo, 2003).
Within the traffic environment, long-lasting solutions require a change in the
behaviors and can be achieved by changing beliefs, values, and attitudes (Parker,
2004). Focusing on identifying the motives behind reckless driving could help
development traffic training. As the ability of attitude to guide or direct the
appropriate behaviour plays its role in risk-taking behaviours including speeding,
rule violation, and reckless driving (Iversen & Rundmo, 2004). Attitude towards
traffic safety can shape up safe driving behaviour, as supported by a meta-analysis of
a study showing the positive impact of traffic safety campaigns when combined with
the number of other measures (AarØ & Rise, 1996; GADGET project, 1999).
2.5.1

Attitude formation
Eby and Molnar (1998) postulate that attitudes towards driving and traffic

safety may influence driving behaviours. Specifically, to develop an effective traffic
safety program, information about the origin and nature of traffic safety attitude are
necessary. Both behavioural antecedents and consequences of attitudes have
cognitive, affective, and behavioural domains, although these domains will not
necessarily all apply to a given attitude. Studies (Fossey 1993; Sdorow 1990)
elucidate that attitudes are learned, which suggests that favourable attitudes towards
traffic safety can also be learned. The most effective and powerful way of attitude
formation is through direct experience (LearnPortal, 2012) or by classical
conditioning (Fossey 1993). Hence, safety attitude formation could be an effective
strategy in training drivers to adopt a positive attitude towards traffic safety while
driving. However, according to social learning theory (Bandura, 1977), individuals
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can adopt attitudes from others, including a significant other, parents, teacher, peers,
or role models (Eby & Molnar, 1998).
Considering that driving behaviours might be influenced by attitudes, it is
imperative to understand how this relationship could further be strengthened in
establishing a safe driving environment.
2.5.2

Two-way relationship between attitudes and behaviour
Earlier, it was argued that attitude should be discarded based on a weak

association of the attitude-behavior relationship (Eby & Molnar, 1998; Santrock,
1991). However, Ajzen and Fishbein (1977) addressed this weak association as a
methodological limitation. Kraus (1995) also supported Ajzen and Fishbein
explanation of attitude-behavior association and further addressed that attitude’s
place could only be accorded: 1) applying standard procedure to scale attitudes and
selecting behaviours, and 2) paying attention to the attitude-behavioral elements.
Attitude measures could only explain behaviours if identical elements (target, action,
context, and time elements) were targeted. Furthermore, Kraus (1995) also supported
the high correlation between attitude and behaviour when measured at corresponding
levels of specificity. Although the argument suggests that attitudes predict behaviour,
the complexity of the relationship cannot be ignored. It would be vital to understand
the circumstances of this relationship (Bentler &Speckart, 1981; Cherry, 2011)
To conclude this two way attitude-behaviour association, attitudes are an
essential part of traffic safety and have long been recognized (Ajzen 2001; Delaney
et al. 2004; OECD, 1994), affect aberrant driving (Ulleberg & Rundmo, 2003), and
accident involvement (Parker & Manstead, 1996; Parker et al., 1998). Therefore,
efforts are needed to change the people’s attitude towards committing high violations
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(Parker et al. 1995). In the broadest sense of functionality, attitudes also facilitate
behavioural adaptation to the environment (Eagly & Chaiken 1998, as cited in Ajzen,
2001), such that changes in driving environment may improve driving behaviour and
road safety. Nonetheless, the importance of favourable attitudes in predicting
aberrant driving behaviours has been well documented (Ulleberg & Rundmo, 2003)
and can be utilised by road safety interventions and campaign program to achieve the
desired goal.
2.6

Individual factors
Despite being exposed to the same condition on the roads, drivers may

behave differently based on individual differences. Put differently, aberrant driving
behaviours and driving aggression differ between drivers-. Previous research (e.g.,
Jovanovic, Lipovac, Stanojevic & Stanojevic, 2011) has established that both
environmental and individual entities affect driving behaviour. However, the
challenge is to understand and explore specific psychological factors that influence
driving behaviours (Elander, West, & French, 1993).
In contrast, Shinar (1998) criticized putting too much weight on individual
differences as well. He argued that aggressive behaviour on the road has escalated
over time, and there is no reason to believe that drivers have gone become more
aggressive individuals. Instead, he suggests that the increase in aggressive behaviour
to a large extent can be explained by changes in road conditions that elicit aggressive
behaviour. Nevertheless, drivers' characteristics have received increased attention in
the research literature during the last decades (Oltedal & Rundmo, 2006). While the
impact of environmental or structural measures cannot be ignored, literature
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established that both psychological and environmental have an equal impact on
traffic safety (Larsson et al., 2010; Nordfjaern et al., 2014).
However, for developing or low-middle income economies, structural
measures are costly and require resources. On the contrary, psychological factors
such as attitudes and personality traits are more likely influence traffic safety in
lower-middle income countries with minimal adherence of traffic rules. Therefore,
the present study examined individual characters of drivers, such as personality traits,
in countries with minimal resources.
2.6.1

Personality and aberrant driving behaviour
The psychologists have provided quite a few definitions of personality over

some time. Walters (2000) defines personality as "an internalized attribute of
reasonable consistency and stability to which individual differences in behavior can
be ascribed" (p. 178). However, it can also be conceptualized as individual
personality dimensions consisting of distinct and consistent patterns of cognitions,
emotions, and behaviour (McCrae & Costa, 1990). Further, the American
Psychological Association defined as “individual differences in characteristic
patterns of thinking, feeling, and behaving” (APA, 2014). Much of these definitions
frame personality as permanent disposition and is relatively stable across time and
situations (Walters, 2000).
Furthermore, personality is best conceptualized through the Big Five-Factor
Model by McCrae and Costa (2008). Researchers within personality psychology
have agreed on the consensus on "Big Five" as a taxonomy for personality traits
(John, Naumann & Soto, 2008), which was initially developed on adjectives, and
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John et al. (2008) provides five factors of this lexical approach through factor
analysis.
Several studies have found associations between personality and driving
behaviour (Benfield, Szlemko & Bell, 2007; Berdoulat, Vavassori & Sastre, 2013;
Deffenbacher, Lynch & Richards, 2003; Jovanovic et al., 2011; Lajunen, 2001; Miles
& Johnson, 2003; Ulleberg, 2004; Ulleberg & Rundmo, 2003). However, limited
studies link the Big Five personality traits’ association with driving behaviours and
accident involvement. Therefore, for the present research, the BFF model has been
incorporated to assess Big Five personality association with driving behaviours and
accidents in a distal-proximal-outcome approach.
Previous literature demonstrates that the BFF model has an association with
risk behaviour (Kowert & Hermann, 1997), which have positive support with
extraversion (Eysenck, 1973; Segal, 1973) as it follows the exact pattern of
sensation-seeking, and openness (McCrae & Costa 1997b). However, risk behaviours
have a negative and inverse relationship with neuroticism (Klein & Kunda, 1994),
Agreeableness (West & Hall, 1997), and conscientiousness (Hogan & Ones, 1997).
Extraversion is recognised as the energetic and sociable traits and includes
impulsivity, sensation seeking, and assertiveness. However, neuroticism includes
traits like anxiety, anger, hostility, depression, self-consciousness, impulsiveness,
and vulnerability as lower-level traits (Costa & McCrae, 1992). Although Eysenck
(1965) suggested a positive association between accident involvement and
individuals scoring high on both extraversion and neuroticism, more recent literature
provides mixed findings. Lajunen (2001), in his extensive research in 34 countries,
identified the decisive role of extraversion in traffic fatalities, but failed to find a link
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between neuroticism and fatalities. Lajunen concluded the non-generalisability of
results from group level (national) to individual-level due to separate horizontal and
vertical domains of traffic system (Lajunen & Ozkan, 2011). That is, finding an
association between extraversion and traffic fatalities on a group level (nation level)
does not necessarily imply that the same association is present on an individual level.
Similarly, while studying the relationships between gender, personality traits,
risky driving behaviour and accident involvement in a Norwegian sample of 1356
young drivers, Oltedal and Rundmo (2006) found a positive correlation between
aggression (facet of neuroticism) and both risky driving and accidents with damage.
Similarly, authors further assessed that anxiety (facet of neuroticism) correlated
negatively with accident involvement, and excitement-seeking (facet of extraversion)
correlated positively with both risky driving and accidents with damages. However,
these traits explained only a small proportion of the variance.
Jovanovic et al. (2011) conducted a study among 260 Serbian drivers to
investigate the effect of the five-factor personality traits on aggressive driving
behaviour. They found that neuroticism predicted aggressive driving behaviour and
that the driver's anger mediated this effect. However, they failed to find a relationship
between extraversion and aggressive driving behaviour. Similarly, in a sample of 204
psychology students, Benfield et al. (2007) found that high scores on extraversion
were associated with more self-reported aggressive driving behaviour.
In a meta-analysis of 47 studies of the relationship between the Big Five traits
and accident involvement, Clarke and Robertson (2005) identified extraversion as a
valid and generalizable predictor of traffic accidents. This meta-analysis did not,
however, use aggressive driving behaviour as a criterion for inclusion, but rather
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accidents and injuries. The trait of sensation-seeking, which is similar to the
extraversion facet of excitement seeking, has been extensively connected to driving
behaviour. In a review of the literature on sensation seeking in traffic contexts, Jonah
(1997) concluded that the majority of studies demonstrated a positive association
between sensation seeking and risky driving.
Agreeable is the second factor that determines the social relationships of the
person and includes positive traits for these relationships, including trust,
straightforwardness, altruism, compliance, modesty, and tender mindedness (Costa &
McCrae, 1992). Conscientiousness comprises of competence, order, dutifulness,
achievement striving, self-discipline, and deliberation (Costa & McCrae, 1992).
Low conscientiousness has been associated with driving behaviours in college
students (Schwebel, Severson, Ball, & Rizzo, 2006). Similarly, individuals low on
agreeableness (Dahlen, Edwards, Tubre, Zyphur, & Warren, 2012) and
conscientiousness have also indicated reduced road rage and aggressive driving in
the studies (Britt & Garrity, 2006).
However, Openness, the fifth and last factor, consists of the facets of fantasy,
aesthetics, feelings, actions, ideas, and values (Costa & McCrae, 1992) and is the
least studied variable in this context. Arthur and Graziano (1996) reported an
association of openness trait with at-fault road traffic accidents. However, low scores
on openness to experience predicted reduced risky (Dahlen & White, 2006) and
aggressive driving (Benfield, Szlemko, & Bell, 2007).
These prior studies indicated mixed findings of extraversion’s association
with driving behaviours and accidents. However, neuroticism indicates both positive
and negative association with both aberrant driving behaviours and accident
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involvement depending on facet of neuroticism (aggression/hostility or anxiety).
Less literature has examined agreeableness, conscientiousness, and openness to
experiences with driving behaviours and accident involvement. Additionally, a
limited number of studies examined big five personality traits in a traffic safety
framework, and to the author’s knowledge, none of the studies have been conducted
in developing countries.
Based on the literature, present study predicts that extraversion, neuroticism,
and openness to experience will have positive association with aberrant driving
behaviours and unfavourable attitudes towards traffic safety. However, agreeableness
and openness to experience should have negative association with both aberrant
driving behaviours and accident involvement. It has been established that personality
factors may be important in the traffic environment and they can play a vital role in
the traffic safety of developing environment. Hence, the present study examines
other individual factors that may predict adherence to traffic safety policy in
developing countries
2.7

Driver characteristics, aberrant driving behaviours, and RTAs
Although traffic accidents are unavoidable due to urbanization and

industrialization, Hijar, Perez-Nunez & Inclan-Valadez (2011) have argued that
traffic accidents have been reduced in high-income countries. However, the statistics
for traffic safety shows a different perspective for low and middle-income countries
(Batool & Carsten, 2017). Given the higher risk of accidents in such countries, the
present study examines traffic safety of developing countries with the goal
ofdeveloping a cost-effective and indigenous framework.
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As previously discussed, the driver is the central component of driving
environment. Therefore, it is important to consider driver’s personal characteristics
in driving behaviours. The present research examines the relationship of personal
characters with driving behaviours and accident in a single approach through distalproximal-outcome model. Age and gender of the driver are among the personal
characteristics of the drivers that have been the focus of the driving research
particularly traffic safety. Safety campaigns, interventions, and countermeasures
targeting personal characteristic (e.g, age, gender, personality, and attitudes).
Therefore, the present study incorporated age and gender as the personal/distal factor
in the model. However, due to data limitation, other personal characteristics could
not be incorporated in Study 1 (more detail in Chapter 3). To address this, Study 2
incorporated all personal characteristics in a comprehensive approach in the model
(more detail in Chapter 4).
Age and gender have also been studied with personality and driving
behaviours. The literature demonstrates that young and middle-aged adults with high
neuroticism, extraversion, impulsivity, and low self-control are more likely to be
careless drivers (Dahlem, Martin, Ragan, & Kuhlman, 2005; Lajumen, 2001;
Lawton, Parker, Manstead, & Stradling, 1997; Renner & Anderle, 2000). , It has also
been reported that men and young drivers tend to commit traffic violations more
frequently than women and older drivers and that those who drive frequently violate
traffic rules more often than those who drive less frequently. In contrast, female and
older drivers committed more errors than male and young drivers (Aberg & Rimmo,
1998; Blockey & Hartley, 1995; Parker, McDonald, Rabbitt, & Sutcliffe, 2000).
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Although traffic accidents kill people from all age groups, young people,
especially young men, are overrepresented in accident involvement in virtually every
country. (Blockey & Hartley, 1995; Doherty, Andrey, & MacGregor, 1998). Young
male drivers are more prone to take risks (Deery, 1999), less frequently use seat belts
(Jonah & Dawson, 1987), engage in aggressive driving, speed and commit more
violations (Jonah, 1990) than other age groups.
Based on the literature and the argument established earlier, it can be inferred
that unsafe drivers commit driving violations and are more prone to accidents on the
roads and thereby reducing the safety on roads. Previous sections established the
association of personal characters (age, gender, personality, and attitudes) with
aberrant driving behaviours and accidents. These sections suggest that distalproximal-outcome approach is supported by the literature and can be tested further.
However, attitudes have an interesting relationship with personality and
driving behaviours. Ulleberg and Rundmo (2003) examined it as personality-attitudebehaviour relationship. The next section examines how attitudes can mediated the
relationship between distal and proximal factors.
2.8

Mediation models and the role of attitudes
Even though several studies link personality variables and driving behaviour,

the strength of these associations tends to be quite small. This can be attributed to the
indirect association of personality with driving behaviours (Beirness, 1993).
According to the five-factor theory of personality, personality traits affect
characteristic adaptations (which include attitudes and cognitive schemas), which in
turn influence how the individual adapts to the environment and behaves in specific
situations (McCrae & Costa, 1996; 2008). It has also been suggested to examine
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attitude in the relationship between personality traits and driving behaviours, as
established earlier, attitude shapes the behavior (Ulleberg, 2002b). Ulleberg (2002b)
suggested that attitudes are evaluative and refer to specific phenomena while
personality traits are the more stable and fundamental, and genetic disposition of
personality traits further verified this notion (McCrae & Costa, 1996, 2008). Having
established that, Ulleberg and Rundmo (2003) assume a causal relationship where
traits influence attitudes, which in turn influence the behaviour. Attitudes may thus
be conceptualized as reflections of enduring personality traits (Elander et al., 1993),
or even as integral parts of the personality (Smith, Bruner & White, 1956), and how
the five-factor theory of personality sees attitudes as part of characteristic adaptations
(McCrae & Costa, 1996; 2008).
Ulleberg and Rundmo (2003) conducted a study among 1932 young
Norwegian drivers to investigate individual differences in risky driving behaviour
and traffic accident involvement. They found that attitudes mediated the association
between personality traits (including aggression and anxiety, facets under
neuroticism), and risky driving behaviour. Hence, the authors concluded that an
indirect personality crash association through attitudinal determinants of driving
behaviours.
2.9

Fatalism beliefs and driving behaviours
Beliefs are another factor that may influence risky driving behaviours and can

be categorically highlighted as the socio-cognitive pattern determining traffic safety
(Ngueusta & Kouabenan, 2015). Beliefs are the thought-action plans of an individual
to which the person hold on to. Understanding that beliefs hold an essential spot in
understanding risks taken by individuals can facilitate the development of an
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effective countermeasures for risky behaviours (Kouabenan, 2009). Rogers (1983)
argued that beliefs are also the protective factor of individuals from uncertainty and
varies from believing no control over the situation (fate beliefs) to total control over
the situation (Ngueusta & Kouabenan, 2015). Safety and risk behaviours are two
sides of the same coin. For instance, believing that individual has no control over the
situation and destiny, fate, or an external element hold the ultimate decision can lead
to people underestimate the risk associate with the situation. On contrary, believing
that individual (themselves) have full control can lead to people taking safety
measures in situations (Mbaye & Kouabenan, 2013).
Believing in lack of control over situation and neglecting safety precautions
have been well documented in safety behaviours (Kayani, King, & Fleiter, 2012;
Milton & Mullan, 2012). Total absence of control beliefs is labelled fatalistic beliefs,
and studies have indicated an association between fatalistic beliefs, risky behaviours
(Peltzer & Renner, 2003) and traffic accidents (Morris & Peng, 1994). Individuals
who hold fatalistic beliefs are more likely to engage in risky and unsafe behaviours
(e.g., not wearing a seat belt, traffic violations). Peltzer and Renner (203) further
observed that individuals with less fatalistic beliefs practiced safer driving
behaviours.
It has been established that fatalistic beliefs can have fatal outcomes in traffic
environment of a Muslim majority country where people believe that destiny has
already been written and nothing is in their control (i.e., “Whatever happens, will
happen”). Although fatalistic beliefs have a positive association with risky
behaviours, they are highly subjective as well (Kouabenan, 2007, 2009). Kayani et
al. (2012) investigated an ethnographic research on fatalistic beliefs and their impact
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on traffic accidents in Pakistan. Participants reported high fatalistic beliefs, which the
authors concluded may influence the high number of RTAs and ineffectiveness of
safety campaigns. Fatalistic beliefs may create a barrier in safer behaviours, and
therefore country-specific traffic safety frameworks are necessary to improve traffic
safety in developing countries.
Fatalistic beliefs have also been studied in other cultures. For example, as
Peltzer (2003) investigated in South Africa and observed similar results with unsafe
behaviours. Moreover, Ngueutsa and Kouabenan (2017) found partial mediation
between fatalistic beliefs and safe behaviours through perceived risk. In other words,
higher fatalistic beliefs were associated with higher safer behaviours when mitigated
by perceived risks. Favourable attitudes towards traffic safety can be associated with
higher perception of risk (Ulleberg and Rundmo, 2003). Taken together, these results
suggest that safer attitudes may help get reduce aberrant driving behaviours even in
individuals with higher fatalistic beliefs. The mediating association of traffic safety
attitudes between fatalistic beliefs and aberrant driving behaviours further enhances
the traffic safety framework of developing countries with high fatalistic beliefs.
Based on this, the present research expected a positive association between fatalistic
beliefs and aberrant driving behaviours (in Study 2).
2.10

Resilience and driving behaviour
Given the contradictory findings for personality crash association with

extraversion and neuroticism, and limited studies on agreeableness,
conscientiousness, and openness to experience, other individual factors were
considered. Resilience has been associated with displaying positive adaptive skills
and qualities in the face of adversity (Luthar, Cicchetti, & Becker, 2000). Individuals
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with higher resilience can better cope and adapt with stressful events (Cyrulnik,
2001). In the present study, resilience considered a potential protective factor for
traffic safety. The risky environment of traffic system needs protective factors for
safer roads and resilience could be shield the harmful impacts of the environment
Resilience literature supports its positive relationship with preventing of
substance use (Wingo et al., 2014) and coping with aging (Windle, Bennett, &
Noyes, 2011). Resilience has also been part of a wide array of research, from mental
health and improving quality of life (Friedi, 2009) to being included in a young
driving education program (Senserrick et al., 2009). The findings of this educational
program indicated that resilience has the potential to reduce traffic crashes and
enhance road traffic safety. Hence, the present research included resilience in the
traffic safety framework for developing countries.
2.11

Framework of the present study
Different models and frameworks (including system theory, energy models,

process models, and information-psychology approaches) have been applied to
improve traffic safety. However, system models are highly effective in the safety
context, and safety culture has emerged as an essential concept in the traffic safety
models (Hughes et al., 2015). The current study aims to analyze safety framework in
the traffic system of the two countries (China and Pakistan). Therefore, the present
study modified and adopted the distal-proximal-outcome approach from General
Traffic Safety Culture (G-TraSaCu) model by Özkan and Lajunen (2015), which
uses the system approach.
Traffic safety in G-TraSaCu is conceptualized by system theory, and
accidents are viewed as the results of the interaction between all aspects of the
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system. The utility of the model is usually assessed by context and its application
process (Underwood & Waterson, 2013a). This research intends to provide a traffic
safety model for developing countries by adopting distal-proximal-outcome approach
at individual level of G-TraSaCu (Özkan & Lajunen, 2015). The main contribution
of the present research is to enhance the understanding of safety framework and its
effectiveness in the traffic systems of China and Pakistan.
G-TraSaCu constructs a general reference point (Özkan & Lajunen, 2015;
Lajunen, Gaygisiz, & Özkan, 2017) by modifying the ecological systems model;
individual interaction with systems-level (micro, meso, macro, exo)
(Bronfenbrenner, 1979) in the traffic environment. G-TraSaCu model constitutes five
horizontal stages of safety culture development with four vertical levels of the
system in which an individual is embedded (see Figure 2.1). This complex multilevel
approach of person and environment (Özkan & Lajunen, 2011) expanded the focus
from the human perspective to the environment of the traffic system. Researchers
(Özkan, 2006; Özkan & Lajunen, 2011) adapted factors of ecological theory into the
traffic domain as vertical levels to explain distal factors (gender, age, beliefs,
personality, etc.), and horizontal levels as proximal (driving behaviours) in the traffic
system. To conclude, the behavioural component of driving was embedded within
the system environment (traffic) and ecological theory (see Figure 2.1 for detail).
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Figure 2. 1. General traffic (safety) culture model (Özkan & Lajunen, 2015, p.29).
Each level operates distinctively and is interrelated, therefore, despite having
their own set of rules, a driver’s performance may vary across countries depending
on rules and regulations set by the government, traffic awareness among the public
(Svedung & Rasmussen, 1998), and effective traffic safety practices (Leviäkangas,
1998). Additionally, different groups of drivers (i.e., professional vs.
nonprofessional, young vs. old, private car vs. company operating vehicle drivers) in
the same country pose a different level of risky driving behaviours at the community
level (meso), (Öz, Özkan, & Lajunen, 2013). The G-TraSaCu model integrates the
interaction between human, road, and environment concerning systems of ecological
theory (Özkan & Lajunen, 2015).
The present research examines the traffic safety at only one horizontal level
(micro) instead of all (meso, macro, and exo) and tested it on all vertical level
(constructs). In other words, the present study intends to establish a safety framework
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for traffic systems of China and Pakistan at individual level so that cost-effective
countermeasures can be developed to improve traffic safety. By adopting the GTraSaCu at horizontal level, the traffic safety outcome can be analysed through
distal-proximal-outcome approach. Hence, the present research modified the GTraSaCu to better understand traffic safety framework of developing countries at an
individual level, as an individual (driver) is identified as the main component of
driving context (Evans, 1991, Reason et al., 1996) and drivers’ attributes and
behaviours affect traffic safety. The proposed model for the present research is
presented in Figure 2.2.

Driving Experience

Distal Factors
(Age, Gender,
Personality, etc.)

Proximal Factors
(Driving behaviours)

Outcomes
(Road Traffic
accidents)

Figure 2. 2. Proposed model based on the Basic horizontal model at the
individual level (Lajunen, 1997)
However, testing the complete TraSaCu model (i.e., with vehicle and
environmental factors at all horizontal levels) within the traffic system of two
developing countries is beyond the scope of this thesis. Moreover, the proposed
models in both countries slightly differ due to availability of data. However, the
proposed model has incorporated driving experience as a mediator between proximal
factors (driving violations) and outcomes (RTAs) (see Figure 2.2). Experienced
drivers can avoid the severity of accidents irrespective of personal characteristics
(age and gender) and aberrant driving behaviours (violations) (Girotto et al., 2016;
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Kim et al., 1995). In developing countries with scarce literature on traffic safety, it is
essential to consider the elements that are cost-effective and can be implemented at a
personal level. Model testing of driving behaviours and traffic safety research
incorporates licensing tenure and daily driving hours as driving experience (Tao et
al., 2017). Driving experiences may mitigate the adverse impacts of aberrant driving
behaviours on road traffic crashes. For the present study driving experience is taken
as the overall number of years the drivers has spent since getting driving license.
The framework of the present study has two main points: (1) model 1 is based
on the secondary longitudinal data, and (2) variables of the models of Study 1 and
Study 2 are slightly different but the basic model and concept is unchanged. To
understand further, both models and the need to adopt both models are explained in
additional detail below.
2.11.1 Proposed models for China and Pakistan
Prior literature established distal-proximal-outcome approach in developed
countries (Sumer, 2003), but the lack of literature on the usefulness of this approach
in developing countries, along with the high level of fatalities in traffic accidents,
prompted the current research. The extension of distal-proximal-outcome approach
in developing countries can extend from individual-cultural factors and can establish
country-specific or indigenous traffic safety framework. This proposed model
provides preliminary basis of the framework in two developing countries. To further
explain this, the distal-proximal-outcome was tested on Chinese data first, and based
on promising results and literature review, this model was further enhanced with the
inclusion of distal factors. Additionally, results of existing studies of developed
countries determining distal-proximal-outcome cannot be implemented in developing
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countries like china and Pakistan due to complex traffic environment with minimal
adherence of the traffic laws by drivers and low traffic safety awareness (Huang et
al., 2006; Tao et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2006), significant cultural differences,
attitudes, and driving behaviours (Batool & Carsten, 2017).
Additionally, personality crash association has been studied in China, but
distal-proximal-outcome approach has not been studied yet. This make this study
first of its kind to examine traffic safety of China from observational data.
As mentioned earlier, non-significant personality crash association the nonsignificant personality-crash association (Greaves & Ellison, 2011) has been
suggested due to methodological limitations (Tao et al., 2016), cultural dependence
of personality (Heine & Buchtel, 2009), and lastly because most of the studies
assessing the association were conducted in Western cultural context (Ge et al.,
2014; Guo et al., 2016; Yang et al., 2013). As OECD (2008) recognized cultural as
well as psychological factors as the human factors responsible for RTAs. The present
research incorporated personality as in individual determinant (distal) of driving
behaviour along with other (human) determinants to establish a country-specific
safety framework.
Study 2 was further modified for personality-attitude-behaviour approach
based on Ulleberg and Rundmo (2003). Personal factors were incorporated based on
the literature (mentioned earlier in the Chapter for fatalism beliefs, attitudes, and
resilience). Moreover, studies on risk perception and safety have also failed to
document any effect on RTAs, so researchers (e.g., Elvick, Vaa, & Ostvik, 1989;
OECD 1999) illustrated that it might have happened because of some ignored
factors. For example, Elvick and colleagues (1989) suggested including personality
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in the safety and risky driving research, as personality traits are rarely studied as
socio-cognitive variables. Only a handful of studies (Kong, Zhan, & Chen, 2013;
Nordfjærn et al., 2014) have examined the integrative role of personality and social
cognition (attitude towards traffic safety) in risky driving and accident involvement.
Moreover, personality has a direct and indirect effect on driving behaviors through
attitudes towards traffic safety (Kong, Zhan, & Chen, 2013; Ulleberg & Rundmo,
2003). Hence, incorporating personality and attitudes towards traffic safety in the
model could prove to be useful in determining safety intervention for developing
countries including China and Pakistan. Although, this model has been proposed for
only Pakistan and China, but the model has already been tested in 11 developed
countries (TraSaCu Report, 2018). Therefore, it would be safe to assume that
indigenous distal and proximal factors could be included in the model (while testing
it different countries and in separate studies) irrespective of the socioeconomic status
of the country.
2.12

Conclusion
This chapter examined the existing literature on driving behaviours and its

role in predicting accidents. Aberrant driving behaviours and traffic safety violation
play a detrimental role in jeopardizing traffic safety. It has also been argued that
personal characteristics, including personality, age, gender, and driving experience,
are important to consider in order to better understand aberrant driving behaviours
and accidents. However, personality and crash-association can be better explained
through an indirect association of attitudes towards traffic safety. Supportive attitude
towards traffic safety can increase road traffic safety and thereby reduces the road
traffic accidents.
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The present research is divided into two studies, and on the basis of results
and literature available, the framework for the present research is designed. The
proposed model for the overall study indicates an association of personal factors and
road traffic accidents by aberrant driving behaviours. Determinants of accidents
globally, as discussed in Chapter 1, include human, vehicle and structural factors.
The current research, however, only focused on human factors and examines it with
in two systems (countries). The present research highlights the importance of traffic
safety framework at an individual level within traffic systems of two countries. This
traffic safety framework is designed to improve traffic safety work by working on
individual factors in developing countries with limited resources to spend on
structural measures and therefore does not incorporates structural measures. In
context to this, the current research is applying system and individual approach to
structure a safety framework applicable in developing countries or with upper and
lower-middle income economies.
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CHAPTER 3: THE FIRST STUDY
This Chapter reports the first study, conducted in China to examine the
impact of distal factors (age and gender) on proximal factors (aberrant driving
behaviours) and outcome (accident severity) in China.
The first study was conducted in collaboration with Center for Studies of
Hong Kong, Macao, and Pearl River Delta, Sun Yat-Sen University, Guangzhou,
China. Longitudinal data was assessed and analysed with their support. The proposed
models for this study were based on the existing knowledge of the findings of the
data (Zhang et al., 2013).
3.1 Proposed Model in China
It has been established (Chapter 1) that vehicle influx in China may have
increased aberrant driving behaviours and subsequently poses a serious threat to
traffic safety. The present research adopted the basic horizontal model at an
individual level to assess the role of distal (age and gender) and proximal factors in
predicting the outcomes (accidents) in China. Previous research has found that age is
a significant predictor of aberrant driving behaviours (Sherif, 2015). Gender also
predicts reduced traffic safety (Wickens et al., 2011). However, the increase in car
ownership corresponds with an increase in the number of young and inexperienced
drivers in China, a critical characteristic of driver in predicting road accidents.
Therefore, Study 1 incorporated driving experience in addition to distal and proximal
factors.
Study 1 proposed two models in China with respect to the distal factors i.e.,
separate models of accident severity for age (see Fig. 3.1) and gender (see Fig. 3.2).
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These models were proposed based on the available data and previous literature on
the potential influence of personal characteristics on driving violations and accidents
involvement of drivers. The observational method was most appropriate and useful
for Study 1 because of its cost-effectiveness, reliability, and large sample size. As
this longitudinal data was collected by traffic official’s on-spot of traffic accidents.
The results of this data were later used to inform Study 2.
Crash-related observational data provided the significant impact of driving
violations in predicting accidents among young and inexperienced drivers (Zhang et
al., 2013). Moreover, an existing model of distal-proximal-outcome (horizontal
framework of G-TraSaCu) was modified to add driving experience as a mediator
between proximal and outcome factors.

Speeding

Driving
Experience

Age

Accident Severity

Drunk Driving

Figure 3. 1. Proposed model 1 for Study I

Speeding

Driving
Experience

Gender

Drunk Driving
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Accident Severity

Figure 3. 2. Proposed model 2 for Study I
With an objective to test the proposed models in China, it was hypothesized
that:
H1: Driving experience will mediate the relationship between driving violations and
accidents severity for both models.
H2: Young male drivers will commit higher violations and accidents.
3.2

Procedure
Quantitative objective (observational) data was used to test the proposed

model for traffic safety in China. Traffic accident data was extracted from the
longitudinal data (2006-2010) in Guangdong Province, China. Due to economic
growth and increase in vehicle influx Guangdong has the highest number of
accidents in China (Zhang et al., 2013). Data for Study 1 was extracted from the
Traffic Management Sector-Specific Incident Case Data Report. Current data was
collected on-spot (observational) by the traffic police for the assessment and reported
to the headquarters of Traffic Management. Moreover, this is the only official data
available in the accident severity in China. Each sample included various information
regarding personal (age, gender, driving experience, hukou origin, and occupation),
vehicle (type, safety status, overload condition, and insurance), and environmental
(street light condition, weather condition, visibility level, weekend or public holiday
driving, time, and season of the year) factor. Respondents were asked to provide
information regarding all these factors on the crash site and information was
recorded by police officials. However, for the current study, personal characteristics
(age, gender, and driving experiences), driving violations (speeding and drunk
driving), and accident severity (with/without injury and fatal accidents) were
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analysed to test the proposed model. Traffic safety research in China relies on both
survey and observational data (Yu. et al., 2011), but only Zhang et al. (2013, 2014,
2016, & 2019) studies used such a comprehensive and large-scale data. Therefore,
current study utilises this data to examine traffic safety through accident severity
data.
3.3

Respondents
Among all traffic crashes recorded (N = 24,220), 9.6% of the drivers were

involved in speeding, and 3.5% involved in drunk driving. Of the crash-involved
vehicles, 34.6% were involved in crashes with injuries and 1542 (6.37%) with
fatalities. Concerning the driver’s demographic information, 14.7% of all drivers
were under the age of 24, male drivers drove 94.2 % of crash involved vehicles, and
14.2% of the drivers were novice drivers with less than two years of driving
experience.
3.4

Statistical Analysis
To test the combine effect of distal and proximal factors on accidents, AMOS

22 (Arbuckle, 2013) was used for Structural Equational Modeling (SEM).
Correlation analysis was carried out initially to examine the relationship of distal
factors on proximal factors and driving outcomes (accidents with, without injury, and
fatal accidents). Data was coded “1” (yes) if the violation or accidents were
committed by the driver and “0” (no) if the violations or accidents were not
committed. As the outcome measure was binary, logistic regression analysis was
carried out to assess test the hypotheses H1 and H2. Based on these two-preliminary
analysis, proposed models for the first study were tested further.
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3.5

Results of Study 1
Results of Table 2 provided support for further analysis i.e., Logistic

regression and SEM. Predictive role of violations in accident severity supported the
notion that SEM can provide satisfactory values for fit indices. Table 3 indicates the
values of fit indices for Confirmatory Fit Index (CFI), Goodness of Fit Index (GFI),
Incremental Fit Index (IFI), Tucker-Lewis Index (TLI), and Root Mean Square Error
Approximation (RMSEA) for both models. Satisfactory fit indices were obtained for
model 1, however for model 2 results indicate poor model fit. Poor model fit of
model be an indication of cultural differences or addition of some other factors.
3.5.1

Correlation between the Variables
Correlation analysis (Table 3.1) was conducted, and young male drivers (<24

years of age) with driving experience (≤ 2 years) were taken to examine the
relationship. Table 1 illustrated relationship between distal (age and gender),
proximal factors of traffic system (speeding and drunk driving), driving experience,
and the severity of traffic accidents. As results of Table 1 indicate, age was not
associated with speeding (r = .01, p = n.s.) or accidents without injuries (r = .00, p =
n.s.). On the contrary, age was positively associated with driving experience (r = .40,
p < .05), fatal accidents (r = .02, p < .05), and accident with serious injuries (r = .02,
p < .05) were significantly and positively associated with age. However, significant
negative association was observed for young individuals (<24 years of age) with
drunk driving (r = -.02, p < .05) as well as accidents with minor injuries (r = .02, p <
.05).
Results also indicated positive association of male drivers with driving
experience (r = .05, p = .05), speeding (r = .01, p < .05), drunk driving (r = .01, p <
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.05), accident without injuries (r = .07, p < .05), and fatal accidents (r = .08, p < .05).
However, a small significant negative relationship was observed between male
drivers and accidents with minor injuries (r = -.08, p < .05). Lastly, no association
was observed between age and accidents with serious injury (r = .00, p = n.s.)
Driving experience (≤ 2 years) was significantly and negatively correlated
with speeding (r = -.04, p < .05), fatal accidents (r = -.11, p < .05), accidents with
minor injuries (r = -21, p <.05), and accidents with serious injuries (r = -11, p < .05).
However, it was non-significant with drunk driving (r = .00, p = n.s.) and
significantly positively associated with accidents without injuries (r = .30, p < .05),
Speeding was positively associated with fatal accidents (r = .04, p < .05) and
accidents with serious injuries (r = .03, p < .05), but was negatively associated with
drunk driving (r = -.06, p < .05) and accidents with injury (r = -.04, p < .05).
However, no significant relationship was observed between speeding and accidents
without injury (r = -.01, p = n.s.).
Results also established a negatively significant relationship between drunk
driving and accidents without injuries (r = -.02, p < .05). However, drunk driving
was positively associated with fatal accidents (r = .03, p < .05) and accidents with
serious injuries (r = .02, p < .05). Non-significant association was found between
drunk driving and accidents with minor injuries (r = -.01, p = n.s).
Significant and negative association was found between accidents without.
Injury and other accident severities i.e., fatal accidents (r = -.36, p < .05), accidents
with minor injury (r = -.74, p < .05), and accidents with serious injury (r = -.34, p <
.05). Similarly, fatal accidents were also found to be significantly and negatively
associated with accidents with minor injuries (r = -.14, p < .05) and accidents with
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serious injuries (r = -.06, p <.05). Lastly, accidents with minor and serious injuries (r
= -.13, p < .05) were also significantly and negatively associated.
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Table 3. 1. Correlation between Distal Factors (Age & Gender), Proximal Factors (Speeding & Drunk Driving), Driving Experience, and
Driving Outcomes (Accidents without Injuries, Fatal Accidents, Accidents with Minor Injuries, & Accidents with Serious Injuries) (N = 24, 220)
Factors

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

1

Age (<24)

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

2

Gender (Male)

-.01

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

3

Driving Experience

.40*

.05*

-

-

-

-

-

-

4

Speeding

.01

.01*

-.04*

-

-

-

-

-

5

Drunk Driving

-.02*

.01*

-.00

-.06*

-

-

-

-

6

Accidents with/without Injuries

-.00

.07*

.30*

-.01

-.02*

-

-

-

7

Fatal Accidents

.02*

.08*

-.11*

.04*

.03*

-.36*

-

-

8

Accidents with minor Injuries

-.02*

-.08*

-.21*

-.04*

-.01

-.74*

-.14*

-

9

Accidents with serious injuries

.02*

-.00

-.11*

.03*

.02*

-.34*

-.06*

-.13*

*p < .05.
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3.5.2

Logistic Regression Analysis
Logistic Regression analysis was carried out to examine the predictive role of

driving violations (speeding and drunk driving) on accident severity (accidents
with/without injuries and fatal accidents). Accidents with/without injuries were
coded as “0” (no) for accidents without injuries and “1” (yes) for accidents with
injuries. Therefore, in the analysis the same variable was used to assess with/without
injuries accidents. It has been established in the introduction that driving violations
are associated with road traffic injuries and fatalities. As the correlation (Table 3.2)
indicates non-significant relationship of speeding with accident with/without injury,
therefore, speeding was not included for predictive role of accidents with/without
injury. Accidents severities (serious and minor injuries) were not included in
regression analysis and only fatal accidents were included due to their severity and
significant impact on traffic safety. Moreover, fatal accidents in the data also
indicates death of individual who dies after being injured in the accidents. Therefore,
a single variable can be used to assess the severity of accidents (serious, minor and
fatal injury). Table 2 highlighted the impact of violations on the severity of accidents
in China and depicted that drunk driving significantly predicted accidents
with/without injury (B = -.05**, p <.001) and fatal accidents (B = .05, p <.001).
Moreover, speeding significantly predicted fatal accidents (B = .21, p <.001).
Results indicated the significant impact of violations on traffic accidents. Drunk
driving significantly predicted severity of accidents; drunk drivers are more likely to
commit accidents with injuries which eventually lead towards fatalities. However,
speeding indicated only significant impact on fatal accidents.
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Table 3. 2. Logistic Regression Analysis to Predict Accidents with/without Injuries
&Fatal Accidents from Speeding, & Drunk Driving (N = 24,220)
Accidents with/without Injuries
Variables

Drunk Driving

B

-.05**

SE

.02

95% CI

F

R2

LL

UL

-.09

-.02

10.13**

.0004

Fatal Accidents
Speeding

.20**

.01

.18

.22

358.37**

.015

Drunk Driving

.05**

.02

.02

.09

9.20**

.0004

**p < .01, **p < .001.
3.5.3

Model Testing
The proposed models were tested through Structural Equation Modeling on

AMOS 22, after initial correlation and regression analysis. SEM is widely used in
behavioural sciences and can be viewed as a combination of factor analysis and
regression or path analysis (Hox & Bechger, 1998). The proposed structural model is
defined as, “a simultaneous regression of the endogenous variables in the
hypothesized structural model on the predicted antecedents” (Cheng, 2001, p.654).
Moreover, SEM is used to determine the validity of the model (Rahman, Shah, &
Rasli, 2015) and has the statistical efficiency for model testing with a single
comprehensive method (Cheng, 2001; Hair, 2006).
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Additionally, Kaplan (2000) argued SEM’s potential to test substantive
theories and further implied that all variables will not load on all factors. Therefore,
to test the hypothesized model (Fig. 3.3 & 3.4) SEM was used.
3.5.3.1 Model for age, driving violations (speeding and drunk driving), driving
experience, and accident with injuries
The resulting structural equation model for age, driving violations, and
accidents with injuries is presented in Figure 3, and satisfactory model fit indices
were observed (see Table 3.3). However, χ2 (637.61, p < .001) was significant and
χ2/ df was larger than suggested 5:1 of the sample size but χ2 statistics can also be
attributed to large sample size and other fit indices should also be considered. Value
of Absolute Fit Indices (RMSEA) should be <.08 (Browne & Cudeck, 1993) and
acceptable range of Incremental Fit Indices (CFI, IFI, & TLI) should be greater than
.90 (Bentler, 1990; Bentler & Bonett, 1980). Table 3 indicated satisfactory fit indices
with (X2/ df = 87.64), CFI = .97, IFI = .97, TLI = .89, RMSEA = .05. Other than the
model fit indices of the structural model, direct and indirect paths were also observed
in the model.
Indirect significant paths were observed for age (β = .08, p < .01) and speeding
(β = .01, p < .01) (see Table 3.4). These results support that age and speeding predict
traffic accidents with/without injuries through a driving experience as a mediator.
The mediation effect further clarified that young drivers with less driving experience
were more likely to commit driving violations and hence were more prone to traffic
accidents with injuries. Path coefficients are also represented in Figure 3.3, and
details of direct and indirect effects are represented in Table 3.4.
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Figure 3. 3. Model for age, driving violations, driving experience, and accidents with
injuries.
3.5.3.2 Model for gender, driving violations (speeding and drunk driving),
driving experience, and accident with injuries
To test the proposed model for gender (only male participants, as they were
96% of the sample) and accident with injuries, SEM was conducted. Results in
Table 3.3 indicates the model fit indices for this model. Slightly non satisfactory fit
indices were observed for TLI. The other model fit indices were satisfactory, and the
results can be generalised by taking CFI and RMSEA as primary and two highly
recommended fit indices (Burnette & Williams, 2005). However, the proposed model
for male drivers predicting accidents with injuries via driving violations and driving
experience indicated few significant path coefficients. Significant paths were
observed for gender (male) to driving experience (β = .06, p < .001), speeding to
driving experience (β = -.03, p < .001), and driving experience to accidents with
injuries (β = -.25, p < .001) (see Figure 3.4). However, significant indirect paths were
also observed for traffic accidents with injuries for gender (β = -.01, p < .01) and
speeding (β = .01, p < .01).
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The mediating role of driving experience (for both models) further strengthened
the prospect of traffic safety models in China. This illustrated that inexperience male
drivers who commit driving violation of speeding were more likely to commit
accidents with injuries. Direct, indirect and total paths are illustrated in Table 3.3.

Figure 3. 4. Model for gender, driving violations, driving experience, and accidents
with injuries
Findings of Study 1 were further concluded in Table 3.3 and 3.4. These tables
illustrated that Model 1 (impact of age on driving violations and accident severity
with mediating role of driving experience for model 2) was supported by the data.
However, path analysis (Table 3.4) further indicated that the association between
speeding and less driving experience (≤ 2 years) can increase accident with injuries
proneness of Chinese drivers.
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Table 3. 3. Confirmatory Fit Indices for the Proposed Models (1 & 2) to predict
accidents with injuries in China (N = 24,220)
Models

CMIN/df

CFI

IFI

TLI

RMSEA

Model 1(age)

53.84**

.97

.97

.89

.04

Model 2 (gender)

87.64**

.91

.91

.54

.06

**p < .001.
Table 3. 4. Path Analysis of Age, Driving Violations (Speeding & Drunk Driving),
Driving Experience, & Accidents Severity (Accidents with Injuries) in China (N =
24,220)
Accidents with Injuries
Path (X to M)

Estimates

p

Remarks

Model 1
Age > Driving Experience

.08

.001

Sig Indirect Effect

Drunk Driving > Driving
Experience

.001

.69

Non-Sig. Indirect
Effect

Speeding > Driving Experience

.01

.001

Sig Indirect Effect

Model 2
Gender > Driving Experience

-.01

.001

Sig. Indirect
Effect

Drunk Driving > Driving
Experience

.002

.18

Non-Sig. Indirect
Effect

Speeding > Driving Experience

.01

.002

Sig. Indirect Effect

3.6

Summary of Findings
Correlational and regression analysis significantly identified the association

between driving violations and accident severity. Among these violations, speeding
contributes to fatal accidents while drunk driving has its predictive role in both
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accidents with/without injury and fatal accidents. However, young male drivers (<24
years of age), and those with limited driving experience (≤ 2 years) were more likely
to commit traffic violations (speeding) and therefore were highly prone for accidents
severity. These findings supported the hypothesis that young male drivers will be a
threat to traffic safety.
3.7

Discussions
The first study was conducted to examine driving violations and their impact

on traffic safety in China from an individual perspective. Correlation analysis was
carried out to examine the relationship of driving experience with driving violations
and accident severity. Young male drivers showed a negative relationship with drunk
driving and findings were consistent with the existing literature (Shinar & Compton,
2004). It has been established earlier that young male drivers commit higher driving
violations (Gulliver & Begg, 2007; Jonah, 1990; Wickens et al., 2011), and thereby
increase the chances of traffic accidents (Atchley, Shi, & Yamamoto, 2014). It can be
assumed that the fearless tendency of males towards danger makes them commit
driving violations as compared to females. Negative relationship of driving
experience with speeding and injury-related traffic accidents suggest inexperience
could be fatal in the traffic system. Novice and inexperienced drivers in China tend
to commit driving violations i.e. speeding (Jie & Van Zuylen, 2014; Mayhew,
Simpson, & Pak, 2003), and these risky driving behaviours are potential threats to
traffic safety (Alfonsi, Ammari, & Usami, 2018).
These results further elaborated that that driving violations committed by
Chinese drivers can be culturally rooted and are more dependent on norms of the
traffic system than skill or training of the drivers, consistent with previous research
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(Shi, Bai, Tao, & Atchley, 2011). Implying the crucial importance of traffic safety
framework in China, aversive effects of these behaviours could be minimized by
efforts to integrate traffic safety rules at the National level. Nonetheless, driving
violations or risky driving behaviours could also be attributed to the relatively new
traffic laws of China (as compared to other countries).
The basic horizontal model (at distal-proximal-outcome) was tested to
examine potential threats and traffic safety at an individual level in China. It was
beyond the scope of the study to test the whole G-TraSaCu framework in China, as it
requires a hierarchy level and multiple constructs. This effort was made to provide a
baseline of traffic safety framework in regard to distal-proximal-outcome and GTraSaCu specifically. The structural equation model was carried out separately on
age and gender models, keeping proximal factors, driving experience, and driving
outcomes similar.
Model fit indices of the proposed model for age indicates that driving
experience can be effective in reducing accident severity. Other researchers (e.g.,
Özkan, 2006; Özkan & Lajunen, 2011) have also elaborated on the horizontal model
by incorporating personality factors in addition to age and gender as distal factors.
Though personality factors do not predict accidents directly (Ulleberg & Rundmo,
2003), they may influence drivers indirectly via driving violations or behaviours
(Elander, West, & French, 1993). These indirect effects of (a) driving experience in
between driving violations and accident severity (Girotto et al., 2016), (b) driving
behaviours between age and accident severity (Kim et al., 1995) are consistent with
the literature and could be helpful in further testing this model at other levels.
Furthermore, the proposed model was tested on existing data set in China, and it was
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recorded on the spot of the crash by the Chinese police officials, this limits
researchers to incorporate other variables such as personality factors, suggested by
the literature. Although the proposed model had poor model fit indices for the gender
model, data revealed a significant path between gender to driving experience and
speeding to the driving experience. Results indicate that this model has the potential
for further investigation.
Our results suggested that accident severity could be diminished by enriching
young drivers’ driving experience. Negative impacts of driving behaviours on traffic
safety (Atchley, Hadlock, & Lane, 2012; Jie & Van Zuylen, 2014) and positive
impact of driving experience in reducing traffic crashes (Vahedi et al., 2018; Shope,
2006) may be crucial in understanding potential the impending threats to traffic
safety. Additionally, Girotto et al. (2016) in Brazil, described the importance of
driving behaviours as facilitators towards traffic safety regardless of driving
behaviours. Current analysis suggests that risky driving behaviours paired with lack
of driving experience may be serious risk factors and impact traffic safety negatively
in terms of accident severity.
3.8

Conclusion & Suggestions for Study 2
Based on the findings of this Chapter, the proposed model for study 2 was

finalised, and new constructs were incorporated. Hence, specifically, the big five
personality traits, attitude towards traffic safety, resilience, and fatalism beliefs were
incorporated to test the proposed models in Pakistan.
Correlation and regression analysis of the observed data from Study 1 also
supported the role of proximal factors (driving violations) in predicting accident
severity. However, the SEM analysis illustrated distal-proximal-outcome approach
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and supported role of that driving skills (driving experience) as key to the traffic
safety and both driving behaviours and driving styles. These results should be
considered when formulating a traffic safety framework in developing countries.
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CHAPTER 4: The Second Study
To the best of the researcher’s knowledge, Study 2 is the first to establish
indigenous traffic safety framework in Pakistan based on distal-proximal-outcome
approach.
Based on the literature review and proposed model, objectives and hypothesis
were formulated to further analyse driving situation in Pakistan. To answer the
following research questions, objectives and hypothesis were formulated for the
second study.
4.1

Research Questions for Study 2


To what extent do distal and proximal factors impact traffic safety in
Pakistan?



To what extent proximal factors (aberrant driving behaviours) are affected by
distal factors (age, personality traits, self-resilience, fatalism, and attitude
towards traffic safety)?



To what extent can driving experience affect traffic accidents through
proximal factors?

4.2

Research Objectives for Study 2
The study objectives were formulated to examine and understand traffic

safety culture in Pakistan with reference to distal and proximal factors.
1. To establish the construct validity of the translated measures of the study
through Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA).
2. To explore the relationship between distal and proximal factors among
Pakistani drivers.
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3. To inspect the impact of distal and proximal factors on traffic outcomes
(traffic accidents).
4. To examine the effect of driving experience on traffic accidents.
4.3

Conceptual Framework of Study 2
Previous Chapters and the above-mentioned research questions and

objectives of the second study provided the foundation of the framework of this
study. Additionally, hypotheses were also generated in the light of the conceptual
framework of traffic safety for Pakistan (see Fig. 4.1 & 4.2).
Attitude towards
Traffic Safety

Self-Resilience
Aberrant
Driving
Behaviours

Big Five
Personality
Traits
Fatalism Beliefs
Distal Factors

Proximal Factors

Traffic
Accidents

Outcome

Figure 4. 1. Conceptual Framework for Study 2 with reference to distal, proximal,
and outcome factors.
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Violation & Speeding

Careless Driving

Drunk Driving

Attitudes towards
Traffic Safety
Self-Resilience
Neuroticism

Openness
Consciousness

Big Five

Driving

Personality Traits

Behaviours

Traffic Accidents

Extraversion
Agreeableness
Aggressive
Fatalism Beliefs

Driving

Risky

Egoistic

Unlawful

Driving

Driving

Driving

Figure 4. 2. Conceptual Framework for the Study II.
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The conceptual framework for the second study illustrates in Figure 4.1 the
basic model (i.e. how distal and proximal factors would impact traffic accidents).
Traffic safety attitudes are taken as distal factors for the mediating effect of proximal
factor (driving behaviours) between attitudes and traffic accidents. However, traffic
safety attitudes were taken as mediators in the relation between distal (personality)
and proximal factors. Figure 7 shows the association of all the variables with
subscales. This association of distal and proximal factors eventually predicts road
traffic accidents (i.e., reduced traffic safety culture) in Pakistan. Aberrant driving
behaviours include aggressive, risky, egoistic, and unlawful driving. Traffic safety
attitudes constitutes of attitudes towards violation and speeding, careless driving of
others, and drunk driving of others.
In the light of conceptual framework, literature review, and objectives of the
Study 2, the following hypotheses were formulated. The supporting literature has
been provided earlier in Chapter 2.
4.4

Hypotheses of Study 2

H1:

Fatalism beliefs, extraversion, neuroticism, and openness to experience, will
be positively associated with attitudes towards traffic safety.

H2:

Self-resilience, conscientiousness, and agreeableness will be negatively
associated with attitude towards traffic safety.
Safer and favorable attitude towards traffic safety yields safer driving

behaviours, however, in the present study, high scores on the measure indicates risky
attitudes towards traffic safety. Therefore, individuals with low resilience,
agreeableness and conscientiousness, while high extraversion, neuroticism, and
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fatalism beliefs will be more likely to have risky attitudes towards traffic safety. The
assumption is backed from Ulleberg and Rundmo (2003) personality attitude
association as well from fatalistic studies Wingo et al., 2014).
H3:

Fatalism beliefs, extraversion, neuroticism, and openness to experience, will
be positively correlated with aberrant driving behaviours.

H4:

Self-resilience, conscientiousness, and agreeableness will be negatively
associated with aberrant driving behaviours.
Although big five personality traits are less documented in driving behaviour

literature (rather well studied at facets level), nonetheless, it examines that
individuals with high extraversion and neuroticism traits and low agreeableness and
conscientiousness traits are more likely to have aberrant driving behaviours ( Clark
& Roberstson, 2005; Sumer, Lajunen, & Ozkan, 2005). Openness to experience traits
are least studied traits in driving research but Sumer et al. (2005) examined a positive
association of openness to experience with aberrant driving behaviours. Fatalistic
beliefs are associated with lack of control and therefore, in a driving context
individual with stronger fate beliefs are not threatened and therefore behave
recklessly. Based on Ngueusta and kouabenan, (2015; 2017) findings, increased
aberrant driving behaviours are expected from individuals with fatalistic beliefs.
Lastly, resilience is mostly associated to safer behaviour due to its ability to cope up
with adverse and traumatic events. Therefore, present research further assumes a
negative association between the two due to their positive impact on safer driving
(Senserrick et al., 2009).
H5:

There will be a positive association between attitude towards traffic safety
and aberrant driving behaviours.
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Literature (Chen, 2009; Machin & Sankey, 2008; Ulleberg & Rundmo, 2003;
West & hall, 1997) asserts that risk attitudes predicts unsafe driving behaviours.
Drivers with unfavourable or less safe attitude towards traffic attitudes are more
likely to commit aberrant driving behaviours.
H6:

Attitude towards traffic safety will mediate the relationship between distal
factors (extraversion, agreeableness, conscientiousness, neuroticism,
openness to experience, self-resilience, and fatalism beliefs) and proximal
factor (aberrant driving behaviours).
Personality traits predict aberrant driving behaviours through mediational

effect of attitudes towards traffic safety (Ulleberg & Rundmo, 2003). Based on this,
Chen (2009) also asserted mediation effect of safety attitudes for personality crash
association. Additionally, risk perception and attitudes towards risks have also been
examined as a mediator model to predict safer behaviours (Ngueusta & kouabenan,
2015). Therefore, with in traffic system, distal and proximal approach can be studied
with reference to attitudes that can shape behaviours.
H7:

Distal factors will predict accident involvement through proximal factors
(driving behaviours).
Distal factors effect traffic safety and predict accidents/outcomes through

proximal factors. Other and Lajunen and Ozkan (2015) basic horizontal model,
Sumer (2003) designed a study to examine a contextual mediated model to predict
traffic accidents. Based on both these models as well as Ulleberg and Rundmo
(2003) model of indirect personality crash association, present study assumes that
distal factors will predict accidnets through personality-attitude-behavioural-crash
association.
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Keeping in mind the conceptual framework, objectives and hypotheses, the
following steps were conducted for the second study in Pakistan
4.5

Method of Study 2
Unlike Study 1, Study 2 used survey research to understand the traffic safety

framework in Pakistan. The literature review and results of Study 1 not only
provided the basic framework for the study, but also identified cognitive constructs
(beliefs and attitudes) used in predicting aberrant driving behaviours and RTAs.
4.5.1

Research Design
This second study was carried out using a cross-sectional design. The sample

was collected through quantitative subjective questionnaires from Islamabad, the
capital city of Pakistan. The questionnaires were translated into Urdu, as most drivers
in Pakistan are illiterate and cannot read or write English. Data were collected from
both professional and non-professional drivers. Professional drivers were identified
as those drivers who drove for their living and drive five or more days a week.
Professional drivers included: drivers of transport and tourism companies, bus, van,
taxi, and truck drivers. While non-professional drivers were defined as those
individuals who drove to carry out their routine (e.g. drive to go to offices or
universities). Graphical representation of research design is represented in Figure 7
below.
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Research Design

Translations of the
Instruments

Pretest of translated
measures

Data Collection

CFA & Model testing

Sample (N = 676)
Professional (n = 300)
Non-Professional (n = 376)

Figure 4. 3. Research Design for Study II
Following measures were used to carry out the second study.
4.5.2

Self-Reported Measures
Big Five Inventory (BFI).

The Big Five Inventory (John & Srivastava,

1999) was used to assess the personality of the drivers. It consists of 44 items
measuring five dimensions of personality: Extraversion and Neuroticism with eight
items each, nine items each for Agreeableness and Consciousness, and ten items of
Openness to Experience along a 5-point Likert scale. Responses items ranged from 1
(Strongly Agree) to 5 (Strongly Disagree).
Extended Violation Scale of Driving Behaviour Questionnaire (DBQ).
This 24-item scale developed by Batool and Carsten (2017) was used to
assess aberrant driving behaviours. High scores of the scale indicate high aberrant
driving behaviours. Likert response ranged from 0 (never) to 5 (nearly all the time).
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However, aberrant driving behaviours were further broken down into Aggressive (8
items), Unlawful (7 items), Risky (4 items), and Egoistic driving (5 items), with the
alpha reliability for these subscales ranging from .72 - .86. Independent as well as an
overall composite score can be generated based for this scale.
Attitude towards Traffic Safety.

This 16-item Attitude towards Traffic

Safety Scale (Iversen, 2004) was used to measure safety attitudes of Pakistani
drivers. The scale omprises three dimensions assessing attitude towards violation and
speeding (11 items), attitude towards careless driving of others (3 items), and
attitudes towards drinking and driving (2 items). Responses were evaluated on a fivepoint Likert scale with response ranging from 1 (Strongly Agree) to 5 (Strongly
Disagree). Higher mean scores on each subscale would indicate negative attitudes
towards traffic safety and positive risk preferences. Cronbach alpha for the three
subscales ranged from .68 - .83.
Resilience Scale.

The 9-item Resilience Scale (Siu, Hui, Phillips, Lin,

Wong, & Shi, 2009) was used to measure self-resilience of drivers. Responses were
evaluated on a six-point Likert scale ranging from 1 (very inaccurate) to 6
(accurate). Cronbach alpha of this scale was .90, and higher scores on the scale
represent higher self-resilience.
Fatalism Scale.

This 3-item trait-like internal locus of control (safety

locus of control), operationalized as an individual’s locus of control to avoid issues
related to workplace. Responses were assessed through six-point Likert scale with
responses ranging from 1 (very inaccurate) to 6 (accurate). Cronbach alpha for the
scale was .93.
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Demographic measures.

The questionnaire booklet included a

demographic sheet and included information regarding driver’s age, gender, and
education, possession of driving license, accidents and traffic tickets information.
Drivers provided this information after reading the informed consent attached with
the booklet of questionnaires. All the measures of the study were translated into Urdu
so that drivers could understand and respond on the scales. Some cultural
modifications were also implemented on items of the two scales (DBQ & Attitude
towards Traffic Safety) regarding drunk driving, as alcohol is illegal in Pakistan. But
some truck drivers, driving on the long routes, use some drugs to stay awake and
drive on the highway. Therefore, questions regarding drunk driving were modified to
“driving under the influence of alcohol or any other drugs, like cigarettes, to stay
fully awake while driving”. Moreover, following steps were taken to ensure
translation procedure.
1. Culturally irrelevant items were identified in the measures and modified
accordingly (e.g. drunk driving statements in DBQ and Attitude towards
Traffic Safety Scale) and was given to independent native bilingual speakers
and Subject Matter Experts (SMEs) (Psychologists, familiar with the driving
and traffic situation in Pakistan) for translations as well as feedback on the
cultural relevancy of statements.
2. These forward translations were reviewed in committee approach to make a
decision about the compatibility of these translations with the English version
in terms of meaning and clarity.
3. Finalised forward translations were again given to independent bilinguals and
SMEs for backward translation (English).
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4. Lastly, back translations were than matched with the original questionnaires
by the expert panel and Urdu version of the instruments were finalised.
All the instruments were pretested on 5 individuals to ensure the cultural
meaning and difficulty of statement as Hambleton, Merenda, and Spillberger (2004)
suggested. These individuals ranged between 18-59 years of age reported these
instruments to be appropriate and easy to comprehend.
Graphical representation of the translation procedure is explained in Figure 8
below.

English Versions of the Scales of the Study

Forward translations by subject matter
experts in psychology (version 2 &
2a)

Forward translation by two native
independent bilingual speakers
(version 1 & 1a)

Review & Match by the expert team (version 3)
Backward translation by another
independent bilingual speaker and
familiar with the field (version 4)

Backward translation by another
independent bilingual speaker and
familiar with the field (version 4a)

Back translated and original questionnaires matched by the expert panel
and the Urdu version finalized (version 5)
Face validity tested on Urdu speaking drivers

Figure 4. 4. Steps taken for the translation of all the measures of Study 2
4.5.4

Procedure
After translations and pretest of the instruments, different places were sorted

out before going to the field. Data was collected through convenience sampling in
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the Capital city of Pakistan, Islamabad and its adjacent city Rawalpindi. Both twin
cities have a different driving culture, either in its transport infrastructure or law
enforcement. In the capital, roads are wider and traffic laws are implemented with
the help of traffic police and speed monitoring cameras installed on the roads.
However, the situation is different in Rawalpindi. Traffic signals are only installed
on the main roads and due to non-implementation of traffic laws, traffic is congested.
Absence of traffic lights as well as traffic police allows everyone to roam speed and
break the traffic rule as they please. This creates a messy situation and congested
situation for traffic as well as the pedestrians. Additionally, vehicles in both cities
also varies; like other cities in Pakistan, vans, trucks, coasters, buses, and trucks can
be seen on the roads of Rawalpindi. But, rickshaws, trucks and buses are banned on
the main roads of Islamabad. Therefore, to get an overall idea of the driving culture
these two cities were selected.
4.5.5

Participants
Data was collected by the team of three research assistants, who were trained

and briefed about the research project before going to the field. Prior to data
collection, official permission was sought from universities, transport companies,
and offices. Professional and non-professional drivers were approached at different
locations including bus terminals, taxi stands, parking lots, transport companies, as
well as public and private universities and offices. Other than transport companies,
Careem and Uber were also contacted for data collection as these are now-a-days
most convenient and cheaper mode of transportation in Pakistan, particularly in
bigger cities. However, only Careem permitted data collection from their drivers at
one of their offices. After respondents were briefed about the research purpose and
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confidentiality of their information, they were requested to fill out the questionnaires.
Participants were specifically informed about their voluntary participation, and that
they could withdraw at any point of the research. At the end, respondents were
thanked for their valued cooperation, time, and participation in the research.
Professional (only males, male to female driver ratio in Pakistan is 5:1) and
non-professional (both male and female) drivers were approached to fill out the Urdu
version of the questionnaires. Drivers ranged in age from 18 to 75 years (M = 33.81,
SD = 10.79). To be included in the study, drivers needed to be a minimum 18 years
old and drive a minimum of six hours driving a Individuals with less than 18 years of
age, driving fewer than six hours per week, or driving outside the twin cities (i.e.,
Islamabad and Rawalpindi) were not included in the present study. A total of 696 out
of 900 filled questionnaires were returned by the respondents. Among these, 20
questionnaires (18%) were discarded based on incomplete or socially desirable
responses, and four drivers refused to participate. Sample characteristics of the
drivers along, with their frequency and percentage, are presented in Table 4.1.
The number of male drivers is higher than female drivers because female
drivers are very rare in Pakistan as compared to men, let alone professional drivers.
Professional drivers were greater in number (n = 310, only male) as compared to
non-professionals (n = 363; 187 females, 176 male). Most of the drivers drive on
urban highway with maximum up to 5 hours driving a day. Most of the licensed
drivers got their driving license through proper training. Driving characteristics
clearly depicts that they have learned about the safety information in written or oral
form, and they observe seat belt law regularly; despite this, the number of traffic
tickets is higher, and accident vs. no accident ratio is also comparable in the present
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research. The attribution of accidents to an external fate (i.e., fatalistic belief) is also
prominent in the frequency table. Table 4.1 indicates that among the drivers of the
twin cities, 89.5 % have the driving license and 6.8 % get the driving license without
a driving test. This is a common practice and indicates the minimal adherence of
traffic policies of the driving situation in Pakistan.
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Table 4. 1. Descriptive Characteristics of the Sample of the Second Study (N = 676)
S#
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Variables

f (%)

S#

Gender
Male
Female
Missing
Marital status
Single
Married
Missing
Residence
Rural
Urban
Missing
Driving Route
Urban Highway
Motorway
GT road
All of them
Others
Missing
Daily Driving hours
1-5 hours
6-10 hours
>10 hours
Missing
Weekly Driving Hours
5-35 hours
36-70 hours
> 70 hours
Missing
Driving License
Yes
No
Missing
Driving License Test
Yes
No
Missing
Driving Experience
<3 years
<10 years
<15 years
<20 years

489(72.3)
187(27.7) 10

214(31.7)
447(66.1)
15(2.2)
11
155(22.9)
508(75.1)
13(1.9)
12
366(54.1)
74(10.9)
77(11.4)
91(13.5)
63(9.3)
5(0.7)
473(70) 13
123(18.2)
64(9.5)
16(2.4)
483(71.4)
125(18.5)
56(8.3) 14
12(1.8)
606(89.5)
70(10.4) 15
553(81.8)
46(6.8)
77(11.4) 16
142(21.0)
216(32.0)
75(11.1) 17
91(13.5)
76

Variables

f (%)

>20 years
101(14.9)
Missing
51(7.5)
Driving learned
Driving School
148(21.9)
Family members
235(34.8)
Friends
121(17.9)
Self
160(23.7)
Missing
12(1.8)
Driving Type
Professional
300(44.4)
Non-Professional
376(55.6)
Missing
0
Driving Vehicle
Car
493(72.9)
Bus
42(6.2)
Truck
12(1.8)
Vegan
83(12.3)
All of them
07(1.0)
Others
37(5.5)
Missing
02(.3)
Seat Belt
Never
28(4.1)
Rarely Never
24(3.6)
Half of the time
146(21.6)
Almost always
211(31.2)
always
260(38.5)
Missing
07(1.0)
Driving Safety Information
Yes
494(73.1)
No
178(26.3)
Missing
04(.6)
Driving Safety Information Type
Written
220(32.5)
Oral
165(24.4)
Others
103(15.2)
Missing
06(1.6)
Traffic Ticket
Yes
464(68.6)
No
212(31.4)
Missing
Traffic Ticket in Last Six months
0
192(28.4)

S#

18

19

Variables
1
>1
Missing
Traffic Ticket Reason
None Tickets
Violation of Traffic rule
Speeding
Irresponsible driving
Others
Missing
Traffic Ticket Fixing
yes
No
Missing

f (%)
S#
102(15.1)
112(16.6)
63(9.3)
23
207(30.6)
70(10.4)
87(12.9)
26(3.8)
189(28.0)
97(14.3)
24
168(24.9)
471(69.7)
37(5.5)

20

21

22
4.6

Traffic Accidents
Yes
284(42)
No
392(58)
Missing
Traffic Accidents in Last 6 months
0
155(22.9)
1
73(10.8)
>1
27(4.0) 25
Missing
421(62.3)
Traffic Accidents in Last 2 years
0
90(13.3)

Variables
f (%)
1-2
129(19.1)
>2
26(3.8)
Missing
58(8.6)
Traffic Accident Route
None Accidents
373(55.2)
Motorway
20(3.0)
Urban Highway
114(16.9)
GT road
50(7.4)
Others
53(7.8)
Missing
66(9.7)
Traffic Accident Reason
None Accidents
373(55.2)
Traffic Signal
08(1.2)
Violation
Speeding
60(8.9)
Irresponsible
27(4.0)
Driving
Mobile Phone Use
22(3.3)
Fatigue
18(2.7)
Sleep
05(.7)
Multiple reasons
02(.3)
Others
92(13.6)
Missing
69(10.2)
Accident Attribution to God
Yes
337(49.9)
No
339(50.1)
Missing
-

Findings of the Study
Statistical analysis was carried out on SPSS and AMOS to understand the

driving behaviours of Pakistani drivers. Because the measures were translated,
confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA) was carried out to confirm the factor structures
of the measures.
4.6.1

Construct Validity of all measures through CFA
To establish the construct validity of the Urdu versions of all the

questionnaires, CFA was conducted. Below, detailed description of CFAs is provided
along with their item loadings and fit indices.
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4.6.1.2 Big Five Inventory (BFI)
First-order factor CFA was applied to examine the factor structure of BFI on
the current sample. Poor model fit was observed for the original factor structure.
Therefore, items with factor loadings less than .35 were deleted one by one;
however, this did not improve fit indices. Then items with factor loadings less than
.35 were deleted to see if the fit indices improved, with minor improvement (items in
bold, Table 4.2). After adding certain modifications, model was improved with CFI
= .90, TLI = .90, and RMSEA = .05. Graphical representation of the factor structure
is shown in Figure 9. The factor structure for BFI with 32 items was retained. Item
loadings of BFI with both 44 and items are illustrated in Table 4.3. Bold items
indicated poor factor loading and were deleted from the factor structure of BFI.
Table 4. 2. Confirmatory Factor Analysis of the Factor Solution of Big Five
Inventory (N = 676)
Model

χ2

df

TLI

CFI

RMSEA

3332.66**

892

.69

.71

.06

∆χ2(df)

Model 1(44
items)
Model 2 (32

1921.14 (438)

items)

1411.52**

454

.85

.85

.06

Model 3

1113.37**

444

.90

.90

.05

**p < .001.
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298.15 (10)

Table 4. 3. Descriptive Statistics for Factor Loadings of Factor Solution of Big Five
(N = 676)
Items

Statements

44 items

32 items

β

R2

β

R2

Is Talkative
Is reserved
Is full of energy
Generates a lot of enthusiasm
Tends to be quiet
Has an assertive personality
Is sometimes shy, inhibited
Is outgoing, Sociable
Agreeableness
Tends to find fault with others
Is helpful and unselfish with others
Starts quarrels with others
Has a forgiving nature
Is generally trusting
Can be cold and aloof
Is considerate and kind to almost everyone
Is sometimes rude to others
Likes to cooperate with others
Conscientiousness
Does a thorough job
Can be somewhat careless
Is a reliable worker
Tends to be disorganized
Tends to be lazy
Perseveres until the task is finished
Makes plans and follows through with them
Does things efficiently
Is easily distracted
Neuroticism
Is depressed, blue
Is relaxed, handles stress well
Can be tense
Worries a lot
IS emotionally stable, not easily upset
Can be moody
Remains calm in tense situations
Gets nervous easily
Openness to Experiences

.47
.78
.79
.68
.70
.10
.67
.87

.22
.61
.50
.44
.49
.04
.45
.76

.47
.78
.70
.66
.70
-.68
.87

.22
.61
.50
.44
.49
-.46
.76

.15
.67
.28
.63
.65
.02
.74
.54
.64

.02
.44
.09
.40
.42
.00
.55
.29
.41

-.67
-.61
.65
-.74
.53
.64

-.45
-.39
.43
-.55
.28
.41

.61
.49
.70
.44
.29
.62
.48
.27
.17

.37
.24
.50
.19
.08
.38
.23
.07
.03

.60
.47
.71
.42
-.61
.48
---

.36
.22
.51
.18
-.37
.23
---

.56
.34
.32
.62
.68
.41
.40
.58

.42
.12
.10
.38
.46
.17
.16
.34

.58
--.58
.71
.41
.37
.59

.34
--.33
.51
.17
.13
.35

Is original, comes up with new ideas

.42

.17

.39

.16

Extraversion
01
06
11
16
21
26
31
36
02
07
12
17
22
27
32
37
42
03
08
13
18
23
28
38
33
43
04
09
14
19
24
29
34
39
05
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Items

Statements

10
15
20
25
30
35
40
41
44

Is curious about many different things
Is ingenious, a deep thinker
Has an active imagination
Is inventive
Values artistic, aesthetic experiences
Prefers work that is routine
Likes to reflect, play with ideas
Has few artistic interests
Is Sophisticated in art, music, or literature

44 items
β
R2
.47
.22
.50
.15
.29
.09
.28
.08
.51
.26
.36
.13
.40
.16
.21
.05
.50
.25

32 items
β
R2
.45 .20
.46 .21
----.52 .27
.41 .17
.38 .14
--.48 .23

Bold = items with lower Eigen values (< .35).
Table indicated factor loadings of BFI with 32 items Extraversion (.47-.87),
Agreeableness (.53-.74), Conscientiousness (.48-.71), Neuroticism (.37-.71), and
Openness to Experiences (.38-52).

Figure 4. 5. Factor Structure of Big Five Inventory
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4.6.1.3 Extended Violation Scale.
Batool and Carsten (2017) adopted the 12-item violation-based DBQ (Lawton
et al., 1997) and constructed 21-items Extended Violation Scale particularly for
Pakistani driving behaviours. They mentioned two types of scoring; (1) based on two
independent scales as Aggressive Violations (AV) and Highway Code Violations
(HCV) and (2) Classification of Aberrant Driving Behaviours as Aggressive Driving,
Unlawful Driving, Risky Driving, and Egoistic Driving. Subscales of latter
dimensions include items from both type of violations AV and HCV. For the present
research, the factor structure of Aberrant Driving Behaviours was analysed through
CFA. Satisfactory fit indices were observed (see Table 4.4) after deleting three items
from the scale (with factor loading less than .35). Confirmatory fit indices for the
second-order factor structure of DBQ are illustrated by Table 4.4.
Table 4. 4. Confirmatory Factor Analysis of Factor Solution of Extended Violation
Scale of DBQ (N = 676)
χ2

Model

df

TLI

CFI RMSEA ∆χ2(df)

Model 1 (24 items)

863.44** 246

.83

.85

.06

Model 2 (21 items)

636.54** 183

.86

.88

.06

226.9(63)

Model 2a

560.77** 179

.88

.90

.05

75.77(4)

**p > .001.
Factor loadings of independent items of the DBQ are represented in Table 4.5
and ranged between .39 - .67.
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Table 4. 5. Descriptive Statistics for Factor Loadings of Extended Violation Scale (N
= 676)
24 items
β
R2

Statements

1
4
7
9
10
11
12
13

6
22
23
26
27
28
29

2
21
24
25

03
05

Aggressive Driving
Become angered by another driver and give chase
with the intention of giving him/her piece of your
mind
Overtake a slow driver on the inside?
Drive so close to the car in front that it would be
difficult to stop in an emergency?
Race away from traffic lights with the intention of
beating the driver next to you?
Become angered by a certain type of driver and
indicate your hostility by whatever means you can?
Disregard the speed limit on a residential road?
Disregard the speed limit on a motorway?
Speed, blow horn or overtake to get ahead of female
drivers?
Unlawful Driving
Cross a junction knowing that the traffic lights have
already turned against you?
Use high beam lights during driving at nighttime in
built-up areas?
Use your status profile or personal connections to
get rid of fines, penalties?
Drive against one-way traffic?
Park your vehicle in a no parking zone?
Use a handheld mobile phone when you are
driving?
Manage to drive a vehicle within poor maintenance
conditions?
Risky Driving
Drive when you suspect you might be over the
blood alcohol limit or any other drug/stimulant?
You carry goods/articles in your vehicle more than
its capacity?
Do not stop at the call of traffic police wardens?
Drive with tinted windows glass?
Egoistic Driving
Stay in a lane that you know will be closed ahead
until the last minute before forcing your way into
the other lane?
Pull out of a junction so far that the driver with
right of way has to stop and let you out?
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21 Items
β
R2

.39

.15

.32

.56

.32

.65

.42

.64

.41

.70

.49

.68

.48

.48
.63
.58

.23
.40
.33

.44
.64
.58

.19
.41
.34

.52

.27

.52

.28

.43

.18

.43

.18

.31

.10

--

--

.58
.67
.39

.34
.44
.15

.59
.67
.41

.35
.45
.16

.41

.17

.41

.17

.48

.23

.49

.24

.34

.10

--

--

.58

.34

.59

.35

.49
.63

.25
.40

.49
.64

.25
.42

.61

.37

.63

.43

.51

.23

.51

.26

.41

.17

.56

24 items
β
R2

Statements
08
17
18

Sound your horn to indicate your annoyance to
.28
another driver?
You ignore continuous white lines while changing a
.48
lane on road?
You not stop at the stop line?
.65

.08
.26
.39

21 Items
β
R2
--.49

.24

.67

.45

Bold = items with lower Eigen values (< .35).
Graphical representation of the second order factor structure of DBQ is
illustrated by Figure 4.6. The factor weight of Unlawful Driving (β = 1.07) and Risky
driving (β = 1.06) exceed 1, which explained the higher correlation between the two
factors. This may also be due to multi collinearity of the data (Kenny, 2015).

Figure 4. 6. Second Order factor Structure for Aberrant Driving Behaviour
Questionnaire
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4.6.1.4 Attitude towards Traffic Safety
The Three-dimensional attitude towards traffic safety issues scale measures
attitudes towards safety. Higher scores on the scale represented risky attitudes
towards traffic safety. Therefore, second-order factor structure was carried out to
analyse the factor structure in Pakistan (see Fig. 4.7). Two items were deleted due to
poor item loadings (< .35) (see Table 4.7). Fit indices are represented in Table 4.6,
indicating satisfactory fit indices
4.6.1.5 Self-Resilience Scale
Unidimensional Self resilience scale was also factor analyzed through CFA,
and the model fit indices are shown in Table 4.6. Additionally, Item loadings ranged
between .42 - .82 and are represented in Table 4.8.
Table 4. 6. Confirmatory Factor Analysis of Factor Solution of Extended Violation
Scale of DBQ and Self-Resilience Scale (N = 676)
χ2

Model

df

TLI

CFI RMSEA ∆χ2(df)

Attitude towards Traffic Safety Scale
Model 1 (16 items)

533.11**

103

.86

.88

.08

Model 2 (14 items)

407.04**

76

.89

.91

.08

41.76(26)

Model 2a

336.46**

75

.92

.93

.07

70.22(1)

Self-Resilience Scale
Model 1

202.80**

27

.92

.94

.10

79.94**

25

.97

.98

.06

Model 1a (with
Constraints)
**p > .001.
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122.86(2)

Table 4. 7. Descriptive Statistics for Factor Loadings of Attitude towards Traffic
Safety (N = 676)
16 items
β
R2

Statements

01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10

11
12
13
14
15
16

Attitude towards Violation and Speeding
Many traffic rules must be ignored to ensure
.41
traffic safety.
It makes sense to exceed speed limit to get
.43
ahead of ‘Sunday drivers”.
Traffic rules must be respected regardless of
.06
road and weather conditions.
Speed limits are exceeded because they are too
.46
restrictive.
It is acceptable to drive when traffic lights shift
.51
from yellow to red.
Taking chances and breaking a few rules does
.48
not necessarily make bad drivers.
It is acceptable to take chances when no other
.63
people are involved.
Traffic rules are often too complicated to be
.54
carried out in practice.
If you are a good driver it is acceptable to drive
.57
a little faster.
When road conditions are good, and nobody is
.57
around driving in 100 mph is ok.
Attitude towards Careless Driving of others
Punishments for speeding should be more
-.80
restrictive.
I will ride with someone who speeds if that’s
.93
the only way to get home at night.
I will ride with someone who speeds if others
.89
do.
I don’t want to risk my life and health by riding
.83
with an irresponsible driver.
Attitude towards Drinking and Driving
I would never drive after drinking alcohol.
.82
I would never ride with someone I knew has
.98
been drinking alcohol.

Bold = items with lower Eigen values (< .35).
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.17
.18
.00
.21
.26
.23
.39
.29
.28
.32

.63
.87
.80
.69
.67
.96

14 items
β
R2
.42

.17

.44

.19

--

--

.39

.15

.49

.24

.50

.25

.62

.39

.49

.24

.55

.30

.59

.35

--

--

.93

.87

.89

.80

.83

.69

.82
.97

.67
.95

Figure 4. 7. Second Order Factor Structure of Attitude towards Traffic Safety Scale.
Violation and Speeding explained higehst factor weight in the overall
attitudes towards traffic saftey (β = .73), leading behind it, is careless attitude
towards others driving (β = .47), and least among the two is drunk driving attitudes
(β = .31) with a minimum regression weight of .10.
Table 4.8 and Figure 4.8 explained the factor loading of Self-Resilience
Scale. With two modification indices the factor loadings of the scale ranged
between .41 -.81
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Table 4. 8. Descriptive Statistics for Factor Loadings of Self-Resilience Scale (N =
676)
Model 1
β
R2

Statements
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09

I feel capable of overcoming my present or any
future difficulties and problems I might face such as
resolving dilemmas or making difficult decisions.
I have high capacity for facing adversity.
When there is a great deal of pressure being placed
on me, I remain calm.
During stressful circumstances, I never experience
anxiety.
When I have made a mistake during a stressful
situation, I continue to like myself.
When I need to stand up for myself, I can do it easily.
In difficult situations, I feel able to respond in
positive ways.
I experience peacefulness-free of thoughts and
worries when I need to relax during stressful times.
I remain calm, even when I am in a frightening
situation.

.68

.47

.63

.39

.81

.66

.79

.63

.68

.47

.69

.48

.65

.42

.66

.43

.42

.17

.41

.17

.75

.56

.75

.57

.81

.66

.81

.66

.72

.52

.74

.54

.57

.45

.70

.49

Figure 4. 8. Factor Structure of the Self-Resilience Scale.
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Model 1a
β
R2

CFAs were carried out to confirm the factor structure of translated scales and
the results indicated good factor structure for all the measures with the deletion of
few items. The cut off value for Eigen value in all of the CFAs was < .25, however,
for aberrant driving behaviours factor stature was not confirmed after deleting item
with the said Eigen value. Therefore, all items were reassessed, and two items were
further deleted based on their Eigen values (< .35) as well as the item face validity
and cultural appropriateness. For instance, Item number 2 states driving behaviour
under the influence of alcohol / other drugs, and as a Muslim majority country
alcohol is totally prohibited. This cultural aspect may have affected the individual
response on this item, but it can be explored further. Nevertheless, CFAs represented
an overall good model fit for all scales and hence further analysis was carried out
after CFA analysis including Cronbach alpha reliability to assess the internal
consistency between the items of the measures. Similarly, correlations between the
variables were also assessed.
4.6.2

Analysis for Relationship between distal and proximal factors
To understand the relationship between all the distal factors with proximal

factors (i.e., how personality, fatalism, resilience, and age impact driving
behaviours), additional analyses were conducted.
4.6.2.1 Preliminary Analyses
Descriptive statistics for the variables of the study were carried out to
examine the normality assumptions. Skewness and kurtosis indicated normal
distribution of the data, with skewness ranging between ± 2 (1.22 & -1.40) and
kurtosis between 1.74 and -.93. Preliminary analysis of skewness and kurtosis
indicated no serious violation of the assumptions of normality, linearity, and
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homoscedasticity. However, the negative skewness suggested that the sample were
more likely to score towards higher ends of drinking and driving attitudes of safety (1.40), extraversion (-.45), agreeableness (-1.13), conscientiousness (-1.03), openness
to experiences (-.44), and self-resilience (-.69). Sample also indicated quite a
substantial positive skewness towards careless driving of others (1.22), aggressive
driving (1.14), risky driving (1.22), and aberrant driving behaviours (1.19). Positive
skewness towards driving behaviours indicated that drivers are more likely to score
low on these behaviours.
Table 4.9 depicts an overall satisfactory Cronbach alpha reliability, ranging
between α = .62 - .92 for all the measures of the study. However, the low reliabilities
of the subscales of aberrant driving behaviour unlawful (α = .67), risky (α = .60), and
egoistic driving (α = .66) can be attributed to the smaller number of items.
Additionally, the low reliability of openness to experience (α = .62) scale could be
due to data as it was translated and applied on Pakistani sample for the first time. As
shown in the Table 4.9, drivers scored higher on Extraversion (M = 27.68, SD =
7.20) and lowest on neurotic (M = 15.98, SD = 5.02), with scores of
Conscientiousness (M = 24.26, SD = 4.33), Agreeableness (M = 24.82, SD = 4.54),
and Openness to Experiences (M = 23.42, SD = 4.42) lying between extraversion
and neurotic traits.
The skewness of aberrant driving behaviours are skewed towards positive,
but the mean analysis indicated that drivers tend to have higher aggressive driving
tendencies (M = 8.96, SD = 7.02) than unlawful (M = 7.89, SD = 5.28), risky (M =
3.45, SD = 3.02), and egoistic driving (M = 5.23, SD = 3.76). However, the overall
scores indicated that they tend to drive aberrantly (M = 25.57, SD = 15.70).
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As all variables were deemed suitable for further analysis, correlation
analysis was carried out to examine the relationship between variables before testing
the hypothesis and model for the second study.
4.6.2.2 Bivariate Correlations Analyses
Correlations were conducted to examine the association between personality
traits, driving behaviours, and attitudes towards traffic safety. The results in Table
4.9 indicated mostly significant associations between the variables.
Age was taken as a continuous variable for the study to examine its
relationship with the severity of accidents as well as attitudes towards traffic safety
and aberrant driving behaviours. Drivers aged ranged between 18-75 years (M =
33.75, SD = 10.74), and the correlation indicated that age had a significant
relationship with all variables of the study except for drunk driving (r = .03, p =
n.s.), self-resilience (r = -.03, p = n.s.), and the Big Five trait openness to
experiences (r = .03, p = n.s.). However, age was positively associated with only
three variables of the study: extraversion (r = .10, p < .001), agreeableness (r = .15,
p < .001), and conscientiousness (r = .20, p < .001). Driver age was negatively
associated with overall attitude towards traffic safety (r = -.12, p < .001), attitudes
towards violation and speeding (r = -.13, p < .001), attitude towards careless driving
of others (r = -.16, p < .001), aggressive driving (r = -.15, p < .001), unlawful
driving (r = -.11, p < .001), egoistic driving (r = -.19, p < .05), overall aberrant
driving behaviours (r = -.17, p < .001), neuroticism (r = -.15, p < .001), and fatalism
beliefs (r = -.11, p < .001).
These associations of age with all the measures indicated that older drivers
are more likely to have higher tendencies for extraversion, agreeableness, and
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conscientiousness, but lower tendencies for neuroticism. Similarly, they have lower
attitudes towards risks (i.e., negative association with traffic safety attitude) and are
less prone to exhibit risky driving behaviours. This negative association between age
and risky driving behaviours can also be attributed to fate beliefs of older drivers. In
other words, older adults believe they have more control over their fate and tend to
practice safer driving (i.e., believing that their behaviours can impact their life on the
roads).
Table 4.9 indicated significant association of extraversion with all study
variables except for drunk driving attitudes (r = .02, p = n.s.) and egoistic driving (r
= -.05, p = n.s.). However, drivers higher on extraversion tended to tendencies are
more likely to exhibit safer attitudes towards overall traffic safety (r = -.12, p < .001)
and were less likely to violate traffic safety by speeding (r = -.12, p < .001).
Moreover, they also exhibited positive attitudes towards careless driving of others (r
= -.17, p < .001). In a similar pattern, high extraversion was negatively related to
aberrant driving behaviours (r = -.16, p < .001), aggressive driving (r = -.15, p <
.001), unlawful driving (r = -.13, p < .001) and risky driving (r = -.17, p < .001).
Positive attitudes of traffic safety and lower aberrant driving behaviours of extraverts
can further be explained through self- resilience, as extraversion was positively
associated with self-resilience (r = -.24, p < .001). In conclusion, extraversion and
self-resilience are associated with less risky attitudes and fewer risky driving
behaviours.
Agreeableness showed similar patterns of association as extraversion, except
that all associations were significant with all the measures of the study. Drivers who
scored higher on agreeableness showed riskier attitudes towards drunk driving (r = 91

.10, p < .001) but exhibited supportive attitudes towards overall traffic safety issues
(r = -.17, p < .001), violation and speeding (r = -.20, p < .001) and careless driving
of others (r = -.29, p <. 001). Subsequently, individuals with higher agreeableness
tendencies tend to commit fewer aberrant driving behaviours (r = -.34, p < .001),
fewer aggressive driving behaviours (r = -.35, p < .001), less unlawful driving (r = .32, p < .001), less risky driving (r = -.33, p < .001), and less egoistic driving (r = .34, p < .001). These negative correlations indicate that agreeableness is linked to
more positive attitudes towards traffic safety, which can be further interpreted with
its positive relationship with self-resilience (r = .32, p < .001) and negative
association with fatalism beliefs (r = -.14, p < .001).
Table 4.9 indicated that conscientiousness exhibited a similar pattern to
agreeableness. It was positively associated with self-resilience (r = .40, p < .001) and
drunk driving attitudes (r = .16, p < .001). Similarly, like agreeableness, it indicated
negative association with overall attitude towards traffic safety (r = -.13, p < .001),
violation and speeding (r = -.18, p < .001), careless driving of others (r = -.27, p <
.001), aberrant driving behaviours (r = -.34, p < .001), aggressive driving (r = -.33, p
< .001), unlawful driving (r = -.31, p < .001), risky driving (r = -.30, p < .001),
egoistic driving (r = -.34, p < .001) and fatalism belief (r = -.15, p < .001).
Unlike the association of above-mentioned personality traits, drivers higher in
neuroticism tended to exhibit riskier attitudes towards traffic safety and may negative
impacting the traffic safety by committing riskier driving behaviours. Table 4.9
indicated positive associations between neuroticism and all variables of the study
except for self- resilience (r = -.23, p < .001). Individual with higher neuroticism
scores tended to have safer attitudes towards traffic safety (r = .22, p < .001),
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violation and speeding (r = .14, p < .001), careless driving of others (r = .20, p <
.001), drunk driving (r = .09, p < .05), aggressive driving (r = .28, p < .001),
unlawful driving (r = .19, p < .001), risky driving (r = .15, p < .001), egoistic driving
(r = .19, p < .001), aberrant driving (r = .25, p < .001). Neuroticism was also
positively correlated with fatalism belief (r = .09, p < .05).
Openness to experience depicted slightly different results. Table 4.9 showed
that individual scoring higher on this trait tended to exhibit egoistic driving (r = .11,
p < .001), aberrant driving behaviours (r = .08, p < .05), and have higher selfresilience (r = .19, p < .001). Openness to experience was found to be nonsignificant with other attitudes, driving behaviours and fatalism beliefs.
Relationship between attitudes towards traffic safety and driving behaviours
indicated a positive association. The data indicated that higher scores on (risky)
attitudes towards traffic safety are positively related to aggressive driving (r = .34, p
< .001), unlawful driving (r = .27, p < .001), risky driving (r = .26, p < .001),
egoistic driving (r = .18, p < .001), and aberrant driving (r = .32, p < .001).
Similarly, violation and speeding attitudes are positively related to aggressive driving
(r = .43, p < .001), unlawful driving (r = .36, p < .001), risky driving (r = .34, p <
.001), egoistic driving (r = .37, p < .001), and aberrant driving (r = .46, p < .001).
Similar to this pattern, careless attitudes towards other’s driving showed positive
association with aggressive driving (r = .40, p < .001), unlawful driving (r = .38, p <
.001), risky driving (r = .36, p < .001), egoistic driving (r = .25, p < .001), and
aberrant driving (r = .43, p < .001). Lastly, drunk driving attitudes portrayed the
opposite association compared to other safety attitudes. It illustrated non-significant
association with aggressive driving (r = .07, p = n.s.) and significant negative
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association with unlawful driving (r = -.13, p < .001), risky driving (r = -.12, p <
.001), egoistic driving (r = -.17, p < .001), and aberrant driving behaviours(r = -.15,
p < .001).
Additionally, self-resilience was not significantly associated with attitudes
towards traffic safety except for drunk driving attitudes (r = -.10, p < .05). However,
a negative association existed between resilience and all scales of driving behaviour
except egoistic driving (r = .00, p = n.s.). The data showed that individuals with
higher self-resilience had less aberrant driving (r = -.08, p < .05), aggressive driving
(r = -.10, p < .001), unlawful driving (r = -.08, p < .05), and risky driving behaviours
(r = -.09, p < .05).
Lastly, the association of fate with attitudes towards traffic safety, driving
behaviours and self-resilience was also explored. Table 4.9 depicted significant
association of fatalism beliefs with all measures except for violation and speeding
attitudes (r = .06, p = n.s.), drunk driving attitudes (r = .04, p = n.s.), and selfresilience (r = .02, p = n.s.). Individuals scoring high on the fatalism belief scale
were more likely to have risky attitudes towards traffic safety (r = .14, p < .001),
careless driving attitudes (r = .17, p < .001), aggressive driving (r = .19, p < .001),
unlawful driving (r = .16, p < .001), risky driving (r = .13, p < .001), egoistic driving
(r = .10, p < .05), and aberrant driving behaviours (r = .15, p < .001).
The bivariate correlation analyses supported the hypothesized relationships
between distal and proximal factors with few exceptions: (a) non-significant
relationships of openness and self-resilience with traffic safety attitudes, and (b)
significant but opposite relationship of extraversion and aberrant driving behaviours.
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Figure 4. 9. Graphical representation of correlational hypotheses between distal and
proximal factors.
Figure 4.9 indicates that for H1 and H2 all the associations were accepted,
except for openness to experience and self-resilience. The non-significant
relationship was apparent for both self-resilience and openness to experience with
attitude towards traffic safety. However, for H3, extraversion indicated significant
yet negative association with aberrant driving behaviours in contrast to the proposed
relationship i.e., significant positive relationship. Additionally, all the proposed
associations for H4 were accepted and represented in the above figure.
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Table 4. 9. Cronbach Alpha Reliability, Descriptive (Mean & Standard Deviation), & Correlation between Age, Traffic Safety Attitudes and its
Sub-scales (Violation & Speeding, Careless Driving of Others, & Drunk Drinking), Aberrant Driving Behaviours (Aggressive Driving, Unlawful
Driving, Risky Driving, & Egoistic Driving), Big Five Personality Traits, Self-Resilience, & Fatalism (N = 676)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Variables
Age
ATS
Viola. & Speed.
Careless Driv.
Drunk Driv.
Aggressive Dri.
Unlawful Dri.
Risky Driv.
Egoistic Driv.
Aberrant Driv.
Extraversion
Agreeableness
Conscientiousness
Neuroticism
Openness
Self-Resilience
Fatalism Beliefs
k
α
M
SD

1
-.12**
-.13**
-.16**
.03
-.15**
-.11**
-.19**
-.09*
-.17**
.10**
.15**
.20**
-.15**
-.03
.03
-.11**
33.81
10.79

2
.59**
.73**
.60**
.34**
.27**
.26**
.18**
.32**
-.12**
-.17**
-.13**
.22**
.06
-.03
.14**
14
.77
2.82
.68

3
.43**
-.07
.43**
.36**
.34**
.37**
.46**
-.08*
-.20**
-.18**
.14**
.05
-.01
.06
09
.76
2.35
.81

4
.02
.40**
.38**
.36**
25**
.43**
-.17**
-.29**
-.27**
.20**
.06
-.10*
.17**
.03
.92
2.01
1.12

5
-.07
-.13**
-.12**
-.17**
-.15**
.02
.10**
.16**
.09*
.02
.05
.04
.02
.88
4.10
1.13

6
.61**
.55**
.52**
.82**
-.15**
-.35**
-.33**
.28**
.06
-.10**
.19**
08
.80
8.96
7.02

7
.70**
.46**
.85**
-.13**
-.32**
-.31**
.19**
.07
-.08*
.16**
06
.67
7.89
5.28

8
.43**
.83**
-.17**
-.33**
-.30**
.15**
.03
-.09*
.13**
03
.60
3.45
3.02

9
.74**
-.05
-.11**
-.16**
.19**
.11**
.00
.10*
04
.66
5.23
3.76

10
-.16**
-.34**
-.34**
.25**
.08*
-.08*
.18**
21
.88
25.57
15.70

11
.32**
.30**
-.08*
.19**
.24**
-.02
07
.87
27.68
7.20

Note. ATS = Attitudes towards Traffic Safety Attitudes; Vio. & Speed. = Violation & Speeding; Driv. = Driving;
*p < .05. **p < .001.
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12
.72**
-.16**
.27**
.47**
-.14**
06
.81
24.82
4.54

13
-.19**
.25**
.40**
-.15**
06
.73
24.26
4.33

14
.14**
-.23**
.09*
06
.71
15.98
5.02

15
.19**
.15**
08
.62
23.42
4.42

16
.02
09
.89
38.60
8.36

17
03
.88
4.86
4.71

4.6.2.3 Predictive relationship between distal and proximal factors
Stepwise regression analysis was carried out for distal factors to predict
proximal factors of the study after the initial corelation analyses. Stepwise regression
was carried out to underatnd the hierarchy of the impact of distal factors on the
current sample. The coefficients are explained in Table 4.10, stepwise regression
excluded extraversion (and fatalism beliefs from the analyses. Agreeableness
expained the highest variance (12%) among all variables, and the overall model
accounted for 25% of variance in predicting aberant driving bhevaiours, with the
least variances accounted for by neuroticism and self-resillience (1%).
Based on corelation and stepwise regression analysis, mediation analysis was
carried out to examine the mediating role of traffic safety attitudes in relationship
between distal factors and proximal factors (aberrant driving behaviours). Mediation
analysis was carried out between persoanlity traits (extraversion, neuroticim,
agreeableness, and conscientiousness) and aberrant driving behvaiours, as they
satisfied Baron and Kenny (1986) requirements. As indicated from correlation
analysis, openness to experiences, self-resilience, and fatalism beliefs had nonsignificant association with attitude towards traffic safety, hence they were not
included in the mediation analysis.
In contrast contrary, although extraversion was excluded from step-wise
regression analysis, the bivariate correlations in Table 4.10 showed a significant
relationship of extraversion with both the mediator (attitude towards traffic safety)
and the criterion variable (aberrant driving behaviours) Therefore, among all the
study variables, mediations were carried out only for the Big Five traits (except
openness to experiences).
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Table 4. 10. Stepwise Regression Analysis of Distal Factors (Extraversion,
Neuroticism, Agreeableness, Conscientiousness, Openness to Experiences, SelfResilience, Traffic Safety Attitudes, and Fatalism Beliefs) in Predicting Aberrant
Driving Behaviours (N = 676)
Unstandardized Standardized
Coefficients
Coefficients
R2
B
SE
β
1 (Constant)
10.48
.60
.12
Agreeableness
-.22
.02
-.34***
2 (Constant)
6.35
.79
.19
Agreeableness
-.19
.02
-.29***
Traffic Safety
1.20
.16
.27***
3 (Constant)
4.81
.85
Agreeableness
-.22
.02
-.34***
.21
Traffic Safety
1.12
.15
.25***
openness
.11
.02
.16***
4 (Constant)
5.75
.87
Agreeableness
-.13
.03
-.19***
.23
Traffic Safety
1.11
.15
.25***
openness
.12
.02
.17***
Conscientiousness -.15
.03
-.21***
5 (Constant)
4.82
.91
Agreeableness
-.12
.03
-.19***
Traffic Safety
1.02
.15
.23***
.24
Openness
.10
.02
.15***
Conscientiousness -.13
.03
-.19***
Neuroticism
.07
.02
.11**
6 (Constant)
4.18
.94
Agreeableness
-.15
.03
-.23***
Traffic Safety
.98
.15
.22***
Openness
.10
.02
.14***
.25
Conscientiousness -.14
.03
-.20***
Neuroticism
.08
.02
.13***
Self-Resilience
.04
.01
.11**
Model

∆R2

F

88.04***
.07

77.67***

.02

59.55***

.02

50.54***

.01

42.91***

.01

37.60***

**p < .001. ***p < .0001.
4.6.2.4 Mediation Analysis to predict aberrant driving behaviours through
attitude towards traffic safety
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Correlational analyses indicated relationships between the study variables;
however, stepwise regression analysis further demonstrated the predictive role of the
distal factors. Therefore, mediation analysis was carried through the SPSS macro to
examine the mediating effect of traffic safety attitudes in predicting driving
behaviours from personality traits.
Table 4. 11. Mediating Effect of Attitude towards Traffic Safety in Predicting
Aberrant Driving Behaviours through Neuroticism (N = 676)
Model

B

SE

p

Cl (lower)

Cl (Upper)

Model without Mediator
Constant

2.51

.37

.000

1.78

3.25

Pn—ADB(c)

.15

.02

.000

.11

.19

R2 (Y,X)

.06
Models with addition of Mediator
Model 1: Attitude towards Traffic Safety as Dependent variable

Constant

2.34

.09

.000

2.18

2.51

Pn —ATS (a)

.03

.005

.000

.02

.04

R2

.02
Model 2: Aberrant Driving Behaviours as Dependent variable

Constant

-.38

.52

.46

-1.41

.64

ATS — ADB (b)

1.24

.16

.000

.92

1.55

Pn — ADB (c’)

.11

.02

.000

.07

.16

Indirect effect

.04

.01

.02

.05

R2 (Y, M, X)

.14

Note. Pn = Neuroticism; ATS = Attitude towards Traffic Safety; ADB = Aberrant
Driving Behaviours.
The path (direct effect) from neuroticism to attitude towards traffic safety was
positive and significant (β = .22, p < .001). Similarly, the path (direct effect) from
neuroticism to aberrant driving behaviours was also positive and significant (β = .25,
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p < .001). This direct effect indicates that drivers scoring high on neuroticism trait
are more likely to exhibit aberrant driving behaviours than those who score low on
the measure. The path from attitudes towards traffic safety to aberrant driving
behaviours (β = .28, p < .001) indicates that person scoring higher on attitude
towards traffic safety (higher risky attitudes) are more likely to commit aberrant
driving behaviours than those having safer attitudes towards violation and speeding
(scoring low on the measure). The indirect path ((B = .04, SE = .01, CI = .02, .05)
indicated that risky attitudes towards traffic safety impact aberrant driving
behaviours significantly through neuroticism. Overall model accounted for 14 % of
variance ion the model. Graphical representation of the table are presented in Figure
4.10.

Figure 4. 10. Impact of attitude towards traffic safety on aberrant driving behaviours
through neuroticism
Separate mediation analysis for traffic safety attitudes to impact aberrant
driving behaviours through personality traits (significant predictors in stepwise
regression analysis) were also examined for agreeableness, conscientiousness,
openness to experiences, and self-resilience. These results indicated that personality
traits and self-resilience significantly affect aberrant driving behaviours if mediated
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by risky attitudes towards traffic safety (higher scores on the measure). These results
are further explained in Table 4.12, 4.13, 4.14, and 4.15.
Table 4. 12. Mediating Effect of Attitude towards Traffic Safety in Predicting
Aberrant Driving Behaviours through Agreeableness (N = 676)
Model

B

SE

p

Cl (lower)

Cl (Upper)

Model without Mediator
Constant

10.48

.60

.000

9.29

11.66

Pa—ADB(c)

-.22

.02

.000

-.27

-.18

R2 (Y, X)

.12
Models with addition of Mediator
Model 1: Attitude towards Traffic Safety as Dependent variable

Constant

3.45

.17

.000

3.17

3.73

Pa —ATS (a)

-.03

.006

.000

-.04

-.01

R2

.03
Model 2: Aberrant Driving Behaviours as Dependent variable

Constant

6.34

.79

.000

4.79

7.90

ATS — ADB (b)

1.20

.16

.000

.89

1.50

Pa — ADB (c’)

-.19

.02

.000

-.24

-.15

Indirect effect

-.03

.001

-.05

-.01

R2 (Y, M, X)

.19

Note. Pa = Agreeableness; ATS = Attitude towards Traffic Safety; ADB = Aberrant Driving
Behaviours.

The path (direct effect) from agreeableness to attitude towards traffic safety
was negative and significant (β = -.17, p < .001). Similarly, the path (direct effect)
from agreeableness to aberrant driving behaviours was also negative and significant
(β = -.29, p < .001). This direct effect indicates that drivers scoring high on
agreeableness trait are more likely to exhibit less aberrant driving behaviours than
those who score low on the measure. The path from attitude towards traffic safety to
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aberrant driving behaviours (β = .27, p < .001) indicates that person scoring higher
on attitudes towards traffic safety (risky attitudes) are more likely to commit aberrant
driving behaviours than those having safer attitudes towards traffic safety (scoring
low on the measure). The indirect path (B = -.03, SE = .01, CI = -.05, -.01) indicated
that risky attitudes towards traffic safety impact aberrant driving behaviours
significantly through agreeableness. The overall model accounted for 19 % of
variance. A Graphical representation of the model is are presented in Figure 4.11.

Figure 4. 11. Impact of attitude towards traffic safety on aberrant driving behaviours
through agreeableness
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Table 4. 13. Mediating Effect of Attitudes towards Traffic Safety in Predicting
Aberrant Driving Behaviours through Conscientiousness (N = 676)
Model

B

SE

p

Cl (lower)

Cl (Upper)

Model without Mediator
Constant

10.55

.62

.000

9.33

11.76

Pc—ADB(c)

-.23

.03

.000

-.28

-.18

R2 (Y, X)

.11
Models with addition of Mediator

Model 1: Attitudes towards Traffic Safety as dependent variable
Constant

3.29

.15

.000

3.00

3.58

Pc —ATS (a)

-.02

.006

.001

-.03

-.007

R2

.02
Model 2: Aberrant Driving Behaviours as Dependent variable

Constant

6.42

.78

.000

4.90

7.95

ATS — ADB (b)

1.25

.15

.000

.95

1.55

Pc — ADB (c’)

-.21

.02

.000

-.26

-.16

Indirect effect

-.02

.008

-.04

-.008

R2 (Y, M, X)

.11

Note. Pc = Conscientiousness; ATS = Attitude towards Traffic Safety; ADB = Aberrant Driving
Behaviours.

The path (direct effect) in Table 4.13 from conscientiousness to attitude
towards traffic safety was negative and significant (β = -.12, p < .001). Similarly, the
path (direct effect) from conscientiousness to aberrant driving behaviours was also
negative and significant (β = -.33, p < .001). This direct effect indicates that drivers
scoring high on conscientiousness trait are more likely to exhibit less aberrant
driving behaviours than those who score low on the measure. The path from attitudes
towards traffic safety to aberrant driving behaviours (β = .28, p < .001) indicates that
person scoring higher on safety attitudes measure (risky attitudes) are more likely to
commit aberrant driving behaviours than those having safer attitudes towards traffic
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safety (scoring low on the measure). The indirect path (B = -.05, SE = .02, CI = -.08,
-.03) indicated that risky attitudes towards traffic safety impact aberrant driving
behaviours significantly through conscientiousness. The model accounted for 11 %
of variance in the relationship between conscientiousness and aberrant driving
behaviours through attitude towards traffic safety. A graphical representation of the
model is presented in Figure 4.12.

Figure 4. 12. Impact of attitudes towards traffic safety on aberrant driving
behaviours through conscientiousness
The paths (direct effect) in Table 4.14 from extraversion to attitude towards
traffic safety (β = -.15, p < .001) and aberrant driving behaviours (β = -.12, p < .001)
were negative and significant. These direct effects indicate that drivers scoring high
on extraversion were more likely to exhibit less aberrant driving behaviours than
those who scored low on the measure. The path from attitudes towards traffic safety
to aberrant driving behaviours (β = .31, p < .001) indicates that individuals scoring
higher on safety attitudes measure (risky attitudes) are more likely to commit
aberrant driving behaviours than those having safer attitude towards traffic safety
(i.e., scoring low on the measure). The indirect path (B = -.01, SE = .01, CI = -.03, 104

.004) indicated that risky attitudes towards traffic safety predicted aberrant driving
behaviours significantly through extraversion. Moreover, 12 % variance was
explained by the mediation analyses. A graphical representation of model is
presented in Figure 4.13.
Table 4. 14. Mediating Effect of Attitudes towards Traffic Safety in Predicting
Aberrant Driving Behaviours through Extraversion (N = 676)
Model

B

SE

p

Cl (lower)

Cl (Upper)

Model without Mediator
Constant

6.68

.45

.000

5.79

7.57

Pe—ADB(c)

-.06

.02

.001

-.10

-.03

R2 (Y, X)

.01
Models with addition of Mediator

Model 1: Attitudes towards Traffic Safety as Dependent variable
Constant

3.12

.10

.000

2.92

3.32

Pe —ATS (a)

-.01

.003

.003

-.02

-.003

R2

.02
Model 2: Aberrant Driving Behaviours as Dependent variable

Constant

2.45

.66

.000

1.15

3.74

ATS — ADB (b)

1.36

.16

.000

1.04

1.67

Pe— ADB (c’)

-.05

.02

.001

-.08

-.02

Indirect effect

-.01

.01

-.03

-.004

R2 (Y, M, X)

.12

Note. Pe = Extraversion; ATS = Attitude towards Traffic Safety; ADB = Aberrant Driving
Behaviours.
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Figure 4. 13. Impact of attitudes towards traffic safety on aberrant driving
behaviours through extraversion
Table 4. 15. Mediating Effect of Attitudes towards Traffic Safety in Predicting
Aberrant Driving Behaviours through Fatalism Beliefs (N = 676)
Model

B

SE

p

Cl (lower)

Cl (Upper)

Model without Mediator
Constant

4.35

.16

.000

4.03

4.67

Fb—ADB(c)

.11

.02

.000

.06

.16

R2 (Y, X)

.03
Models with addition of Mediator

Model 1: Attitudes towards Traffic Safety as dependent variable
Constant

2.72

.04

.000

2.65

2.79

Fb —ATS (a)

.02

.006

.000

.01

.03

R2

.02
Model 2: Aberrant Driving Behaviours as Dependent variable

Constant

.72

.46

.12

-.19

1.63

ATS — ADB (b)

1.34

.16

.000

1.02

1.65

Fb— ADB (c’)

.09

.02

.003

.04

.13

Indirect effect

.03

.01

.01

.05

R2 (Y, M, X)

.12

Note. Pe = Extraversion; ATS = Attitude towards Traffic Safety; ADB = Aberrant Driving
Behaviours.
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The path (direct effect) in Table 4.14 from fatalism beliefs to attitude towards
traffic safety (β = .14, p < .001) and to aberrant driving behaviours (β = .18, p < .001)
were positive and significant. This direct effect indicated that drivers scoring high on
fatalism beliefs are more likely to exhibit risky attitudes and aberrant driving
behaviours than those who score low on the measure. The path from attitudes
towards traffic safety to aberrant driving behaviours (β = .30, p < .001) indicated that
individuals scoring higher on safety attitudes measure (risky attitudes) are more
likely to commit aberrant driving behaviours than those having safer attitude towards
traffic safety (scoring low on the measure). The indirect path (B = .03, SE = .01, CI =
.0, .05) indicated that risky attitudes towards traffic safety significantly but partially
predicted aberrant driving behaviours significantly through fatalism beliefs.
Moreover, 12 % variance was explained by the mediation analyses. A graphical
representation of the model is presented in Figure 4.14.

Figure 4. 14. Impact of attitudes towards traffic safety on aberrant driving
behaviours through fatalism beliefs
All the hypotheses of the study regarding prediction and mediation were
confirmed by these analyses with few exceptions (as represented in Figure 4.15 &
4.16).
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Figure 4. 15. Graphical representation of prediction between distal and proximal
factors
H6

Fatalism Beliefs
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Extraversion
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Agreeableness
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Conscientiousness

H6
×

*Self-Resilience

Attitude
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Driving
Behaviours

*mediation analysis of Self-Resilience & Openness to
experience were not carried out due to their nonsignificant correlation with aberrant driving behaviours

Figure 4. 16. Graphical representation of confirmation of mediation hypotheses
between distal and proximal factors
As Figure 4.15 represents the predictive relationship of distal factors for
aberrant driving behaviours. Hypothesis were not framed for the prediction;
however, mediation hypothesis was formulated for all variables and are represented
in Figure 4.16. All the mediation hypothesis was accepted except for self-resilience
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and openness to experience as correlation analysis indicated non-significant
association of both variables with attitude towards traffic safety. This non-significant
association between independent variable and mediator did not met condition Baron
and Kenny’s (1985) mediation conditions. Hence mediation analysis was not carried
out for these two distal factors.
Additional analysis was carried out to understand the impact of distal (age,
personality, attitudes, and beliefs) and proximal factors (aberrant driving behaviours)
on traffic accidents. Traffic accidents were reported as yes or no, therefore, mean
differences were calculated initially to assess the difference on traffic accidents by
study variables.
4.6.3

Model testing
CFA, preliminary analyses (reliability estimates and assumptions of normal

distribution of data), as well as the corelation and stepwise regression analysis
depicted promising results for the relationship between distal and proximal factors.
Therefore, to futher examine how this relationship affects traffic accidents, the
proposed model was tested on AMOS through SEM. As proposed initially (see Fig
4.1), distal and proximal factors impact traffic safety negatively in terms of traffic
accidents. Hence, all the distal factors (age, personality traits, self-resilience, fatalism
belief, and attitude towards traffic saftey), proximal factors (aberrant driving
behvaiours), and the outcomes of aberrant driving (traffic accidents) were
incorporated in the proposed model.
The literature discussed in Chapter 2 identified the mediating role of traffic
safety attitudes between personality traits and driving behvaiours and the mediation
analysis of the current paper confirmed it. Additionally, attitudes are considered as
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cultural component (distal factors) of the vertical dimension of G-TraSaCu (Ozkan &
Lajunen, 2015). Therefore, traffic safety attitudes are taken as mediating distal factor
between other distal factors and proximal factor (aberrant driving behvaiour).
Moreover, the path between traffic safety attitudes, driving behaviours, and traffic
accidents was also tested to examine how traffic safety as a distal factor may impact
traffic outcomes. To summarize, SEM was carried out to test how distal factors
predict traffic accidents through proximal factors. Traffic accidents were recorded as
binary reponse and was coded as 0 for “yes” and 1 for “no”.
Furthermore, all aberrant driving behvaiours (aggressive, unlawful, risky, and
egoistic) were taken into account to further understand the potential impact of distal
factors on the outcome through each aberrant behaviours.
Various fit indices were used to evaluate model fit based on Hu and Bentler
(1995). Chi-square (χ2) goodness of fit index and the χ2/degrees of freedom ratio as
well as RMSEA, CFI, IFI, were assessed. Acceptable goodness of model fit was also
observed on χ2: df ratios of 2:1 to 5:1 (Marxh & Hocevar, 1988), to assess the
reliable measurement of the observed variables.
The measurement model indicated model fit indices for the proposed model
with χ2 (df) = 226.75 (67), p < .000. Results indicated significant χ2, however,
CMIN/df = 3.38 was well below the 5:1 ratio. The following model fit indices were
observed for the data, CFI = .94, TLI = .89, IFI = .94, and RMSEA = .06.
Additionally, indirect effects of the model are explained in Table 4.16. Significant
indirect effects were observed between distal and proximal factors (aberrant driving
behaviours). As indicated by results, traffic accidents were also significantly
indirectly predicted by distal factors through proximal factors except for age and
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fatalism beliefs. Furthermore, as apparent from the Figure 4.17, structural path
indicated three significant path coefficients: direct effect of agreeableness to traffic
safety attitudes (β = -.30, p <.001), traffic safety attitudes to aberrant driving
behaviours (β = .63, p <.001), and aberrant driving behaviours to traffic accidents (β
= -.20, p <.001). Additionally, distal factors accounted for 74 % of variance in
attitudes towards traffic safety, and 43 % of variance in aberrant driving behaviours.
Lastly, aberrant driving behaviours accounted for 96 % of variance in accidents.
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Table 4. 16. Indirect Effects for Proximal Factors & Traffic Accidents (N = 676)
Outcome: Proximal Factors (Driving Behaviours)
Path X > M

Outcome: Traffic
Path X > M

Accidents

Aberrant.

Aggressive.

Unlawful

Risky

Egoistic

Age

-.07*

-.04

-.04

-.04

-.03

Age > ADB

.01

Extraversion > ATS

-.06

-.05

-.05

-.05

-.04

Extraversion > ADB

.01*

Conscientiousness > ATS

-.10*

-.14*

-.15*

-.14*

-.11*

Conscientiousness > ADB

.04*

Agreeableness > ATS

-.19*

-.23*

-.26*

-.24*

-.18*

Agreeableness > ADB

.06**

Neuroticism > ATS

.10*

.13*

.14*

.13*

.10*

Neuroticism > ADB

-.03*

Openness > ATS

.10*

.12*

.13*

.12*

.09*

Openness > ADB

-.03**

Fatalism Belief > ATS

.04

.06

.07

.06

.05

Fatalism Belief > ADB

-.02

Self-Resilience > ATS

.09*

.10*

.11*

.11*

.08*

Self-Resilience > ADB

-.03*

ATS > ADB

-.12*

Note. ATS = Attitude towards Traffic Safety; ADB = Aberrant Driving Bhevaiours.

*p < .05, **p < .01.
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Figure 4. 17. Traffic accident involvement of distal factors through mediating effect of proximal factors.
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Figure 4. 18. Traffic accident involvement through distal, proximal factors, and driving experience.
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Confirmatory fit indices confirmed the hypotheses that distal factors
predicted traffic accidents via proximal factors (distal-proximal-outcome model).
However, it was further examined how proximal factors may affect traffic accidents
through mediating effect of driving experience (see Figure 4.20), and the model
indicated non-significant fit indices with χ2 (df) = 797.17(81), p < .000 and CFI =
.78, TLI = .63, IFI = .78, and RMSEA = .11. Additional models did not affect any
path coefficients of the model.
After hypotheses testing, data was further examined across dichotomous
responses to understand the mean differences.
4.6.4

Mean Differences
Mean differences were examined on all dichotomous variables of the study

including traffic accidents, traffic tickets, gender and driving skills (professional vs.
non-professional drivers).
Significant mean differences were apparent across agreeableness,
conscientiousness and self-resilience for traffic accidents, indicating that drivers
scoring high on these measures are less likely to commit accidents as compared to
drivers scoring low on these measures. In contrast, individuals with high scores on
fatalism beliefs and aberrant driving behaviours (including aggressive, unlawful,
risky and egoistic driving) are more likely to commit accidents (see Table 4.16).
Effect size were also examined for significant mean differences.
Similarly, mean differences were analysed across gender to examine the
difference across study variables in Table 4.17. Results demonstrated that male
scored higher on agreeableness, conscientiousness, and self-resilience, attitude
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towards careless driving of others, risky driving, and aberrant driving behaviours
than females. On the other hand, females are more likely to score higher on
neuroticism, and have higher risky attitudes towards drunk driving than male drivers.
Lastly, Table 4.18 indicated mean difference across driving skills
(professional vs. non-professional drivers) and assessed that professional drivers
scored higher on extraversion, agreeableness, conscientiousness, openness to
experience, and self-resilience as compared to non-professional drivers. However,
non-professional drivers are more prone to risky attitudes towards traffic safety (high
scores on attitudes towards traffic safety, attitude towards violation and speeding,
attitude towards careless driving of others, and attitude towards drunk driving of
others). These analyses were carried out to understand the group differences in the
data so that the model can further be examined in future studies with reference to all
these groups.
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Table 4. 17. t- test for Mean Comparison across Traffic Accidents on Study Variables
(N = 676)
Yes
Scale

No

(n = 284)

(n = 392)

M(SD)

M(SD)

Extraversion

27.92 (7.20) 27.92 (7.21)

Agreeableness

24.12 (5.0)

CI 95 %

Cohen’s
d

t(674)

p

LL

UL

.76

.45

-.68

1.53

.00

-.51

.26

-1.71

-.38

.24

25.33 (4.10) 3.37 .001 -.1.93

Conscientiousness 23.65 (4.44) 24.70 (4.20) 3.10 .002
Neuroticism

16.16 (4.91) 15.85 (5.10)

.78

.44

-.46

1.07

.06

Openness

23.37 (4.51) 23.45 (4.36)

.56

.5

-.76

.59

.02

Traffic Safety

2.85(.63)

2.79(.72)

1.07

.28

-.05

1.61

.09

Violations

2.39 (.84)

2.32 (.79)

1.20

.23

-.05

.20

.09

Careless Driving

2.06 (1.03)

1.97 (1.18)

1.07

.28

-.08

.27

.08

Drunk Driving

4.10 (1.17)

4.10 (1.31)

.01

.99

-.19

.19

.00

Self-Resilience

37.62(8.63)

39.31(8.10)

2.61

.01

-2.97

-.42

.20

Fatalism Beliefs

5.35(4.64)

4.51(4.73)

2.28

.02

.12

1.55

.18

Aggressive Driving

1.30 (.97)

.99 (.78)

4.59 .000

.18

.44

.35

Unlawful Driving

1.49 (.89)

1.19 (.85)

4.56 .000

.18

.44

.34

Risky Driving

1.29 (1.01)

1.05 (.99)

3.10 .002

.09

.40

.24

Egoistic Driving

1.42 (1.04)

1.22 (.85)

2.75

.01

.05

.35

.21

Aberrant Driving

5.51 (3.21)

4.49 (2.76)

4.66 .000

.60

1.52

.34

Note. CI = Confidence Interval; LL = Lower Level; UL = Upper Level.
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Table 4. 18. T test for Mean Comparison across Gender on Study Variables (N =
676)
Cohen’s

Males

Females

(n = 489)

(n = 187)

M(SD)

M(SD)

t(674)

p

LL

UL

Extraversion

3.39 (1.02)

3.33 (.93)

.74

.46

-.10

.23

.06

Agreeableness

4.22 (.76)

3.92 (.69)

4.79

.000

.18

.43

.41

Conscientiousness

4.10 (.74)

3.89 (.66)

3.46

.001

.09

.33

.30

Neuroticism

2.55 (.81)

2.96 (.83)

5.91

.000

-.55

-.28

.50

Openness

3.66 (.70)

3.65 (.66)

.16

.87

-.11

.13

.01

Traffic Safety

2.8 (.71)

2.86 (.61)

1.08

.28

-.18

.05

.09

Violations

2.35 (.81)

2.35 (.82)

.07

.95

-.14

.13

.00

Careless Driv.

2.06 (1.20)

1.86 (.89)

2.07

.04

.01

.39

.19

Drunk Driv.

3.99 (1.33)

4.37 (.97)

3.60

.000

-.59

-.18

.33

Self-Resilience

39.44 (8.51)

36.41 (7.54)

4.27

.000

1.63

4.42

.38

Fatalism Beliefs

4.71 (4.64)

5.26 (4.87)

1.35

.18

-1.34

.25

.12

Aggressive Driv.

1.14 (.87)

1.07 (.89)

.99

.32

-.07

.22

.08

Unlawful Driv.

1.35 (.87)

1.22 (.90)

1.76

.08

-.02

.28

.15

Risky Driv.

1.20 (1.02)

1.02 (.95)

2.02

.04

.01

.34

.18

Egoistic Driv.

1.35 (.88)

1.19 (1.07)

2.10

.06

-.004

.34

.16

Aberrant Driv.

5.05 (2.91)

5.01 (3.20)

2.14

.03

.05

1.06

.01

Scale

CI 95 %

d

Note. Driv. = Driving; CI = Confidence Interval; LL = Lower Level; UL = Upper Level.
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Table 4. 19. T test for Mean Comparison across Professional & Non-Professional
Drivers on Study Variables (N = 676)
Professional

Non-Prof

Scale

CI 95 %

Cohen’s
d

(n = 300)

(n = 376)

M(SD)

M(SD)

t(674)

p

LL

UL

Extraversion

28.40 (7.54)

27.10 (6.88)

2.33

.02

.20

2.39

.18

Agreeableness

25.89 (4.50)

23.97 (4.39)

5.57

.000

1.24

2.59

.43

Conscientiousness 25.44 (4.26)

23.31 (4.16)

6.53

.000

1.49

2.77

.51

Neuroticism

15.18 (5.09)

16.62 (4.87)

3.73

.000

-2.19

-.68

.29

Openness

22.95 (4.72)

23.79 (4.13)

2.45

.02

-1.52

-.16

.19

Traffic Safety

2.73 (.74)

2.89 (.62)

-2.98

.003

-.26

-.05

.23

Violations

2.32 (.81)

2.37 (.81)

.84

.40

-.18

.07

.06

Careless Driv.

1.93 (1.25)

2.07 (1.00)

1.68

.09

-.32

.03

.12

Drunk Driv.

3.94 (1.45)

4.22 (1.06)

2.91

.004

-.47

-.09

.22

Self-Resilience

40.30 (9.07)

37.25 (7.49)

4.78

.000

1.80

4.30

.37

Fatalism Beliefs

3.50 (4.43)

5.94 (4.65)

6.93

.000

-3.13

-1.75

.53

Aggressive Driv.

1.04 (.77)

1.18 (.95)

2.10

.04

-.27

-.01

.16

Unlawful Driv.

1.25 (.85)

1.37 (.90)

1.81

.07

-.22

.01

.14

Risky Driv.

1.11 (.97)

1.18 (1.03)

.92

.36

-.22

.08

.07

Egoistic Driv.

1.25 (.88)

1.36 (.99)

1.46

.14

-.25

.04

.12

Aberrant Driv.

4.65 (2.66)

5.10 (3.24)

1.90

.06

-.89

.02

.15

Note. Driv. = Driving; CI = Confidence Interval; LL = Lower Level; UL = Upper Level.

Results indicated significant difference across professional and nonprofessional drivers on the study variable. Therefore, to further understand the data
in terms of traffic accidents, mean difference were further computed for traffic
accidents and traffic tickets across professional and non-professional drivers (Table
4.19).
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Table 4. 20. T test for Mean Comparison across Professional & Non-Professional
Drivers on Traffic Accidents and Traffic Ticket (N = 676)
Cohen’s

Professional

Non-Prof

(n = 300)

(n = 376)

M(SD)

M(SD)

t(674)

p

LL

UL

Traffic Accidents

.64 (.48)

.53 (.50)

2.85

.004

.03

.18

.22

Traffic Tickets

.20 (.40)

.40 (.49)

5.95

.000

-.27

-.14

.45

Scale

CI 95 %

d

Note. CI = Confidence Interval; LL = Lower Level; UL = Upper Level.
Results indicated that professional drivers have higher tendency to commit
accidents and are less likely to get traffic tickets as compared to non-professional
drivers.
4.7

Summary of the Findings
The present research was carried out with the main focus (a) to understand

the relationship between distal and proximal factors i.e., personality-attitude-aberrant
driving behaviour association (b) and how distal and proximal factors predict traffic
safety in terms of traffic accidents. Analysis of the data confirmed that distal and
proximal factors predict reduced traffic safety and increased road traffic accidents.
The present study also examined the mediating role of risky attitudes towards traffic
safety between personality traits, fatalism beliefs, and aberrant driving behaviours.
Moreover, results supported the study's hypotheses with few exceptions and
indicated that extraversion predicts safer behaviours (i.e., negative association with
aberrant driving behaviours). However, self-resilience and openness to experience
did not predict traffic safety attitudes among Pakistani drivers. Mean differences in
the data illustrated significant differences among variables of the study across
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different groups (i.e., professional vs. non-professional drivers, traffic accidents
committed vs. not committed).
4.8

Discussion
The second study's goal was to take the results of the first study further and

test an advanced safety framework incorporating personality, attitudes, and beliefs as
distal factors to predict aberrant driving behaviours and, ultimately, traffic accidents.
The second study was also carried out to understand the personality-attitude-risky
driving behaviour relationship among Pakistani drivers. Furthermore, the main aim
of the research was to establish a traffic safety framework by examining the
relationship between distal and proximal factors and how this relationship further
impacts traffic safety in terms of traffic accidents in Pakistan. The present research
analyzed the results in two phases to attain the aims of study (a) investigated
personality-attitude-aberrant-driving-behaviour relationship through mediation, and
(b) examined an overall traffic safety framework of the distal-proximal-outcome
model. Previous studies also examined personality-attitude-risky driving behaviours
(Malia, Lazuras, Violani, & Lucidi, 2015; Ulleberg & Rundmo, 2003) as well as
distal-proximal-outcome approaches (Ozkan & Lajunen, 2015; Sumer, 2003).
However, the Big Five personality traits have not been tested in previous studies,
instead of psychological symptoms or facets of personality were taken, and none of
the studies have taken the combined approach to enlist a framework applicable in
developing countries. Therefore, the present study modified the model and tested the
distal and proximal approaches by incorporating traffic safety attitudes.
Correlation between distal and proximal factors
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To examine the personality-attitude-aberrant-driving-behaviour relationship,
correlational and mediational hypotheses were established in line with Baron and
Kenny's (1985) guidelines. Correlation analysis indicated significant associations
between personality traits, attitude towards traffic safety, and aberrant driving
behaviour.
Personality traits significantly correlated with aberrant driving behaviours
and findings were in line with the previous literature; including the positive
association of neuroticism and openness to experience with aberrant driving
behaviour (Yang, Du, Qu, Gong, & Sun, 2013; Mallia, Lazuras, Violani, & Lucidi,
2015; Starkey & Isler, 2016), and the negative association of agreeableness (Yang et
al., 2013; Benfield, Szlemko, & Bell, 2007; Dahlen, Edwards, TubreÂ, Zyphur, &
Warren, 2012) and conscientiousness (Arthur & Doverspike, 2001; Cellar, Nelson,
Yorke, & Bauer, 2001) with aberrant driving behaviours. However, extraversion
demonstrated inconsistent relationships with aberrant driving behaviours than
hypothesized and illustrated a negative correlation with aberrant driving behaviours.
Although literature suggested that individual with higher excitement seeking- a facet
of extraversion trait- tend to exhibit aberrant driving behaviours (Mallia, Lazuras,
Violani, & Lucidi, 2015) but the non-significant relationship is also apparent
between extraversion and the dimensions of Multidimensional Driving Style
Inventory (MDSI) (PooÂ & Ledesma, 2013). However, findings of Shen et al.
(2018) indicated a negative association of extraversion with all the driving violations
of the Driving Behaviour Questionnaire. It can be inferred that the findings on
extraversion are inconsistent, and the relationship can vary depending on the sample
and other factors.
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Besides, self-resilience demonstrated a significant negative association with
aberrant driving, suggesting that resilience may reduce risky driving. These results
were consistent with the young driver education program, where resilient, focused
programs yielded a significant decline in the accident and risky driving behaviors
(Senserrick et al., 2009).
Moreover, the results highlighted the positive correlation between fatalism
beliefs and aberrant driving behaviours. It has been argued that fatalistic beliefs tend
to reduce traffic safety, as individuals explain events concerning fate and luck. Do
not feel their actions influence the likelihood or severity of traffic accidents. These
beliefs establish a less likely situation for individuals to follow the traffic rules and
hence will commit driving violations and accidents (Peltzer & Renner, 2003).
Moreover, it can be argued that fatalistic belief (i.e., belief in supernatural/mystic
powers/fate/luck) hinders the estimation of perceptual hazardousness and failure to
do anything, especially to minimize the risk.
Furthermore, attitude towards traffic safety also yielded a positive association
with aberrant driving behaviours. The significant positive association indicates that
drivers with a higher risky attitude towards traffic safety are more likely to commit
risky driving, which is consistent with the existing literature (Chen, 2009). These
results support that safe driving attitudes yield positive driving behaviours. The
findings of the study can serve as an antecedent for interventions targeting driving
behaviours of drivers in developing countries. It can be further inferred that the
association of personality-attitude-aberrant driving behaviours, consistent with the
extensive work of Ulleberg and Rundmo (2003) and Iversen (2004), can be examined
on the current data.
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Lastly, age demonstrated a negative association with aberrant driving
behaviours, indicating that the risks taken by the drivers is lower in older adults.
Older adults are less likely to adopt risky driving behaviours, which can be linked to
their driving experience. These results are consistent with Ozkan and Lajunen's
(2005) study of positive driving behaviours, in which authors examined age group
differences for all age groups.
Predictive role of distal factors in proximal factors
Although correlation analysis indicated a significant association between
distal and proximal factors, stepwise regression analysis was carried out to determine
an overall hierarchy of distal factors based on variance accounted for each factor in
predicting aberrant driving behaviours. Data-driven hierarchy indicated
agreeableness (12%) and attitude towards traffic safety (7%) among the highest
contributory factors in an overall 25% predictive role of distal factors. However,
extraversion and fatalistic beliefs were excluded from the hierarchy by SPSS,
illustrating that these personal factors contribute minimal in the overall model.
Previously Shen et al. (2018) illustrated through hierarchical regression that an
overall 32% variance was accounted for the Big Five personality traits in predicting
aberrant driving behaviours. It can be concluded that among all personality traits (in
general) and distal factors (in particular), agreeableness and traffic safety attitudes
are most predictive in the traffic safety framework. Hence, interventions can be
designed following the country/sample-specific driven results on the personalityattitude-aberrant-driving-behaviour association.
Mediation between distal and proximal factors
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The relationship between personality-attitude-aberrant-driving-behaviours
has been widely examined. Researchers (Chen, 2009; Machin & Sankey, 2008;
Ulleberg & Rundmo, 2003; Iversen & Rundmo, 2004; West & Hall, 1997)
hypothesized that some personal characteristics of drivers directly as well as
indirectly predict aberrant driving behiours through safety attitudes. More recently,
Lucidi et al. (2014 & 2019) examined the association with different age groups on
violations, errors, and lapses of driving behaviours among professional drivers.
Sufficient literature on personal characteristics provided the framework to examine
the direct and indirect effect of distal (personal) characters independently through
SPSS macro. Mediation for openness to experience and self-resilience was not
examined owing to their non-significant correlations with the attitude towards traffic
safety (mediator) and aberrant driving behaviours (dependent), respectively. Partial
mediation was supported for all the remaining personal characteristics of the driver
(big five personality traits and fatalistic beliefs), as the direct effect remained
significant after the addition of the mediator in the model.
Mediation analysis indicated that drivers with higher neuroticism and
fatalistic beliefs would commit higher aberrant driving behaviours through risky
attitudes towards traffic safety. However, the inverse indirect effects of (a)
agreeableness-attitude-aberrant-driving-behaviour, and (b) conscientiousnessattitude-aberrant-driving-behaviour highlighted that drivers with these traits are less
likely to commit aberrant driving behaviours through attitudes towards traffic safety.
Lastly, the mediation results are quite different for extraversion (just like
correlation); individuals with higher extraversion will have less aberrant driving
behaviours through attitudes towards traffic safety.
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Distal-Proximal-Outcome model
The second main aim of the research was to establish an association between
distal, proximal, and outcome variables to provide a safety framework for developing
countries. To the best of the researcher's knowledge, very few studies have been
carried out to examine the traffic safety framework regarding the personalityattitude-behaviour-crash association. The current study was based on Ulleberg and
Rundmo's (2003) model and the extension of the traffic safety culture model by
Ozkan and Lajunen (2015).
The present research incorporated traffic accidents reported by the
participants as outcome variable along with Big Five personality traits and
aggressive, unlawful, risky, and egoistic driving as aberrant driving behaviours in the
model. Previous models either did not determine the indirect effect of distal factors
on the outcome through proximal factors, or outcome variable was not included in
the model. The present research establishes the indirect link at three-level (a) distal –
linking all personal characters with the attitude towards traffic safety; (b) proximallinking personality-attitudes to aberrant driving behaviours; and (c) behaviouralassociates traffic outcomes with behaviours. The model was tested on AMOS, and
the results support satisfactory fit indices and some significant indirect effects
indicating that distal factors predict traffic accidents through proximal factors.
However, only a few direct effects were observed: (i) agreeableness-attitude towards
traffic safety; (ii) attitude towards traffic safety-aberrant driving behaviours; and (iii)
aberrant driving behaviours-traffic accidents. Compelling results were reported for
the model, including 43% of variance accounted for distal factors in aberrant driving
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behaviours, and 96% of the variance in traffic accidents accounted for the direct
effect of proximal factors and indirect effects of distal factors.
Similar to the present study, prior studies examined personality-attituderisky-driving based on Ulleberg and Rundmo's (2003) model, and a handful of
studies examined the association with the Big Five personality traits. For example,
Chen (2009) and Lucidi et al. (2019) examined the association with big five (anxiety,
sensation-seeking, anger, altruism, & normlessness). However, Sumer, Lajunen, and
Ozkan (2005) examined distal-proximal-outcome instead of personality-attitudebehaviour association with big five personality traits.
Additionally, Sumer (2003) also examined the contextual mediated model to
examine the psychological symptoms of traffic accidents through mediating factors
of aberrant driving behaviours, speed, and dysfunctional drinking. Therefore, the
present research extended the model and incorporated outcome as well in the model.
However, the model also draws support from the recent Lucidi et al. (2019) study.
However, Lucidi and colleagues called their model as personality-attitude-behaviour
model by incorporating lapses, errors, and violations at proximal factor and crash
involvement and traffic fines at the outcome factor. Figure 21 explains their model at
distal level (personality-attitudes), proximal level (attitudes-risky behaviours), and
behavioural level (driving behaviours-crash involvement reporting).
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Figure 4. 19. Personality-attitude-behaviour model by Lucidi et al. (2019) page 6.
However, Lucidi and colleagues' model did not establish any significant
indirect effect on crash involvement and traffic fines. In contrast, the present model
also portrays a significant contribution to the traffic safety framework for developing
and developed countries. This model, as an extension of all the existing literature on
traffic safety culture framework, could improve intervention and safety programs
targeting personality-attitude-behaviour-crash association.
As argued by Sumer (2003), although these models seem pretty convincing
and theoretically sound, they can be refined by adding driving skills and other
proximal factors (e.g., hazard perception) as predictors of traffic accidents. A similar
approach was adopted by Lajunen (1997), as he tested both driving safety skills and
other proximal factors in addition to the indirect association of traffic accidents by
proximal factors through exposure factors. In conclusion, it can be argued that
though many unexamined factors should be investigated in addition to this model,
contextual mediated models like these do not always predict reduced crash risks.
The research further examined Lajunen's (1997) assumption and incorporated
driving experience (number of driving years) as an indicator of driving exposure
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(driving mileage and licensing period) between proximal factors and traffic
outcomes. Unsatisfactory fit indices were observed for the proposed model with the
inclusion of driving experience. These results assert that driving experience does not
mediate the relationship between driving behaviours and traffic accidents. However,
other estimates were similar as found previously. It can be concluded that, based on
the results of the current study, driving experience does not mediate traffic accidents
through driving behaviours among Pakistani drivers.
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CHAPTER 5: DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
5.1

Thesis Summary and Discussion
Traffic safety has reduced tremendously globally with the increase in

motorized vehicles, which has posed a severe concern over the economy and human
lives (i.e., in terms of RTI, RTF, and RTAs). Human factors may play a vital role in
predicting adverse traffic outcomes. As established in the first two chapters, it is
imperative to understand traffic safety regarding country-specific traffic situations,
Traffic safety has a unique culture depending on traffic safety rules, adherence,
awareness, and implementation of these rules. Therefore, the main aim of the
research was to establish a traffic safety framework based on country-specific traffic
situations and can be applied in developing countries more generally.
Two studies were conducted to understand the traffic safety framework in
developing countries and to answer two main research questions of the study. The
first question concerned the traffic safety situation in low-middle-income countries,
in this case, China and Pakistan. The first question investigated traffic safety
concerning the relationship between distal and proximal factors. As for China,
considerable research is being carried out to understand driving behaviours in traffic
safety (Shen et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2019). These studies' results support drivers'
personal (distal) factors as strong predictors of driving behaviours (proximal factors).
In contrast, research limited to only crash reporting, attitude, and driving behaviours
have been conducted in Pakistan. This contrast in the availability of literature, yet
similar traffic outcomes in both countries motivated the first question. However, the
second question digs deeper to understand the relationship between traffic outcomes
in both countries. A general (i.e., universal for developing countries) and country130

specific traffic safety framework cannot be established without clarifying the distalproximal-outcome relationship. Hence, these two studies were carried out to
contribute to the knowledge of the traffic safety framework in developing countries.
The findings of the Study 1 suggested that distal factors (age and gender)
affect proximal factors (driving behaviours; driving violations) and adversely impact
traffic safety through a higher number of severities of traffic accidents. Young male
drivers were more likely to be involved in traffic violations (speeding and drunk
driving). Additionally, the relationship between proximal factors and traffic
outcomes (accidents) established an indirect association through the mediating role
of driving experience. The majority of the accidents in China are attributed to a lack
of driving experience among young and novice drivers. The mediating role of driving
experience between driving violations and traffic accidents further supported the fact
that interventions targeting driving experience could improve traffic safety in China.
Although the literature in China highlighted the importance of personal
characteristics in predicting driving behaviours and traffic safety (Shinar et al., 2001;
Zhang et al., 2013), the present research was restricted due to its data limitation
(secondary objective data). As such, the model only utilized age and gender as
distal/personal characteristics of drivers (Miaou & Lum, 1993; Sabey & Taylor,
1980). Due to the direct association of personal characteristics with driving
violations and the indirect association of driving violations to on traffic outcome by
driving experience, it would be imperative to devise specific safety measures in
China. The findings of the first study illustrated both research questions, indicating
the importance of the distal-proximal-outcome association on the traffic culture in
China. The results further supported the (already established) importance of personal
characteristics in driving research. Regarding the research questions in Pakistan, the
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second study stressed that personal characteristics, specifically distal factors, affect
proximal factors. However, the examination established that the indirect association
of personality-attitude-driving behaviour-outcome could be more effective in
Pakistan.
5.2

Theoretical Contribution and Practical Implications
Literature established that traffic accidents are unfortunate events in the

traffic environment. It is rather essential to share scientific knowledge to control
risky driving and fatalities on the roads in developing countries. Therefore, both
country-specific and research-based safety interventions could help minimize
accident severity and risks associated with aberrant driving behaviours (WHO,
2004). The first and foremost implication should be to enforce traffic laws and
regulations regarding aberrant driving behaviours, which are considered to be the
high-risk factors in traffic safety in developing countries.
5.2.1. Theoretical contributions
The present study provides a theoretical contribution to the distal-proximaloutcome relationship of the G-TraSaCu model (Lajunen & Ozkan, 2015) (in Study 1
& 2) and personality-attitude-behaviour model by Ulllerberg and Rundmo (2003)
(only in Study 2). Additionally, to the best of our knowledge, this study is one of the
very few studies which investigated traffic safety framework for two developing
countries (i.e., China and Pakistan) through objective quantitative data and subjective
survey data. Moreover, the significant indirect effect of proximal factors on traffic
accidents through the driving experience in China and the non-significant results of
the same model in Pakistan established that the driving experience affects traffic
safety in developing countries differently. This further highlights the immediate need
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for conducting country-specific research on traffic safety particularly through distalproximal-approach as it provides an overall safety framework. This framework could
be further analysed with multiple factors such as psychological and cultural factors in
China.
Theoretically, TraSaCu was implemented on the secondary observed data in
China for the first time (to the best of our knowledge) and contributed immensely in
the scant literature of Pakistan where minimal studies have been conducted. Study 1
has a unique theoretical contribution as a lot of work has already been carried out in
China via World Bank, Asian Development Bank, WHO, and Chinese government
but all these studies have never applied an overall distal-proximal-outcome approach
to examine and understand traffic safety. Although the model only incorporated the
model on secondary data, the significant results could be an addition to the literature
but can be looked with new set of variables. In contrast, limited studies on traffic
safety in Pakistan have. not been able to understand the safety aspect on the roads.
Earlier studies only examined accident reporting and analysis along with reviews on
driving behaviours. This study fills the literature and theoretical gap on traffic safety
in Pakistan and will be effective to further design, plan, and enforce indigenous
traffic safety policies in Pakistan.
5.2.2

Practical implications
In addition to structural measures, the results of both studies indicate that

distal/personal factors contribute significantly in traffic safety. Therefore, countryspecific safety countermeasures should target personal characteristics of drivers to
enhance traffic safety and decrease road traffic accidents. For instance, educational
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awareness programs targeting attitudes and resilience could contribute positively in
the traffic safety framework of Pakistan (results from Study 2).
Results of both studies further indicates that age contributes negatively to
aberrant driving behaviours, which highlights that young drivers are more likely to
commit driving violations and other aberrant driving behaviours as compared to
older drivers. These results further strengthen the narrative to enhance traffic safety
campaigns among young drivers in developing countries. Similarly, driving
experience of young and novice drivers could be enhanced through supervised
driving for a certain time period. As apparent from results, young and inexperienced
drivers could do more harm than other road users. These results could be tested by
introducing driving training centres for young drivers just like senior and middle
level drivers training courses were introduced in Shaanxi through Provincial Skills
Traffic Training Schools. These skill training schools are very effective and famous
among Chinese drivers. The same methodology should be introduced for reckless
drivers with minimum driving experience in both countries. These suggestions can
be incorporated in to the licensing policy of developing countries as well.
Results of Study 1 and 2 also established the vital role of distal factors in the
proposed traffic safety framework. Hence, it is necessary to design safety
interventions regarding distal factors according to the country specific traffic culture.
For instance, mediation of unfavourable attitudes towards traffic safety (in study 2)
further enhanced the positive association between fatalistic beliefs and aberrant
driving behaviours. This indicates that individuals with high fatalistic beliefs neglect
traffic safety and thereby are a potential threat to traffic safety. However, if
awareness and training modules targets safety attitudes (e.g., use of seat belt and
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speeding), then the enhanced safety attitude can mitigate the positive association of
high fatalistic beliefs and aberrant driving behaviours. The results enhanced the
notion that traffic safety manuals on safer attitudes could be an effective strategy in
enhancing safety on the roads.
The role of traffic safety attitudes in aberrant driving behaviours directs
researchers and policy makers to focus on the mediating role of attitudes between
personality and driving behaviours. Researchers (e.g., Albarracin & Shavit, 2018;
Goldenbeld et al., 2000; Rotengatter & Manstead, 1997) have argued that because
attitudes are not as stable as personality traits, and may be more malleable, attituderelated safety interventions might have a more effective long-term impact on aberrant
driving behaviours. Individuals scoring high on neuroticism (hostility/anxiety) are
more likely to be risky drivers and may lead towards drastic consequences in a
developing country where minimal adherence to traffic safety already prevails.
Therefore, situation-specific safety interventions, awareness campaigns advising, and
encouraging safer attitudes among drivers should be introduced at government level.
This further suggests to collect information at the grass root level for accident and
risky driving behaviours as well as road safety issues among drivers. These finding
could be helpful in designing e-learning manuals for drivers to be responsible and
safe drivers on the roads.
The results of Study 2 further assert that agreeableness and attitude towards
traffic safety are the strongest predictors of aberrant driving behaviours. Previously,
conscientiousness was considered as the highest impacting personality trait for
predicting aberrant driving behaviours (Arthur & Graziano, 1996). However, the
current study illustrates that drivers with altruistic tendencies are less likely to have
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aberrant driving behaviours in comparison to other personality traits. Earlier studies
(e.g., Salgado, 2002) have established agreeableness and accident involvement in
various settings (e.g., occupational and traffic). Additionally, the indirect association
of personality traits (agreeableness, contentiousness, and extraversion) with aberrant
driving behaviours through attitudes towards traffic safety indicates partial
mediation. These results elaborate that individuals scoring high on all these traits are
less likely to adopt aberrant driving behaviours and therefore are much safer drivers.
However, more attention is needed for individuals with high scores of
neuroticisms. The positive association of neuroticism with unfavourable attitudes
towards traffic safety and aberrant driving behaviours threatens traffic safety at a
broader level. Therefore, traffic safety policy (at government or company level)
should consider administering a personality test to professional drivers. This test
could provide a benchmark in the traffic safety framework for developing countries
as well. By making personality assessment mandatory, at-risk drivers could be
identified at a much earlier level and countermeasures could be introduced to
improve their attitudes traffic safety. These countermeasures can be based on
personal training and include anxiety management awareness and practice in the
similar situation (so that it won’t affect their driving behaviour). The stressful
environment of traffic can increase the anxiety level of individuals with high neurotic
tendencies and hence can be fatal for these drivers. Therefore, special measures
including cognitive behavioural and training manuals should be provided to
individuals with high tendencies of neurotic traits. It is understandable that drivers
won’t voluntarily work on their self-improvement if they knew that they have
tendencies that could threaten their life. Therefore, safety intervention measure needs
to be enforced by the government through traffic police or via their traffic and skill
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training schools. For instance, hazard perception test is mandatory for drivers in UK
to get a driver license. Similar test could be used for individuals to overcome their
driving anxiety or at least stay calm while driving. Traffic safety can be improved by
managing (not treating) all these factors, since personality is difficult to change but
efforts can be made to minimise the negative traits.
Study 2 also found an indirect effect of both extraversion and neuroticism on
traffic accidents. Lajunen (2001) established a positive but weak indirect association
of both traits with accident risks. However, the present research’s results found a
negative association between extraversion and aberrant driving behaviours.
Previously, it has been suggested that impulsivity has a higher chance of being
associated with accidents than the sociable facet of extraversion (Elander et al.,
1993). The present research did not assess personality traits at the facet level;
therefore, it can be attributed as the limitation of this study and the future studies
could take impulsivity and sensation-seeking into account. Hence, it can be
suggested that traffic safety interventions should consider assessing the facet level
extraversion trait in drivers to enhance traffic safety in Pakistan. Additionally,
neuroticism also indicated a weak yet positive association with aberrant driving
behaviours and traffic accidents. Previously, researchers (Clarke & Robertson, 2005;
Glendon, 1991) associated this association with stress and anxious facets of
neuroticism. The present results can be attributed to the stress of driving as Batool
and Carsten (2017) established that driving environment of Pakistan is complex with
traffic congestion being the main reason of stress on the roads.
To summarise, although both neuroticism and extraversion have an indirect
effect on traffic accidents, safety strategies cannot be implemented without further
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investigating their role of specific dimensions of personality traits in accident
involvement. Interventions focusing on emotional factors targeting hostility, anger
(extraversion dimension), and emotional regulation for anxiety (neuroticism) could
be useful for all age groups. In this regard, previous research findings have
demonstrated cognitive and behavioural intervention to reduce anger and hostility in
driving (Deffenbacher, 2016). Similar measures can be introduced in Pakistan and
other developing countries with similar traffic system to reduce hostility, anger, and
anxiety which instigates risky driving behaviours.
Although openness to experience is the least studied personality trait in
driving behaviours (Sumer, Lajunen, & Ozkan, 2005), the present research indicated
that in addition to all distal factors (in model testing), openness contributes positively
to aberrant driving behaviours and (indirectly) traffic accidents. However, due to
limited literature on its association with driving behaviours, conclusive results cannot
be drawn. Interventions targeting the personality-crash association should further
investigate facet-level associations as a pilot study.
In the current research, fatalism did not predict an indirect effect on traffic
accidents through model testing in Study 2. However, it displayed a positive
association with aberrant driving behaviours. These findings are quite unexpected for
a country with predestination beliefs (i.e., Pakistan). Fatalism is collective belief
system where an individual believes that he or she does not have any control over the
situation and fate has already been written (Kayani, King, & Fleiter, 2012). The
results suggest that within such a belief system, the driver commits aberrant driving
behaviours but surprisingly does not have any indirect association with traffic
accidents. The conclusion cannot be drawn from this study, where fatalistic beliefs
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were taken as distal factors for the distal-proximal-outcome approach. Policymakers,
researchers, and other road safety stakeholders have not yet considered these deeprooted cultural beliefs which led to the non-consideration of this issue as a significant
social health-related issue in Pakistan. We cannot rule out the general conception and
understanding of fatalistic beliefs that have significant importance in traffic safety.
Therefore, educational interventions to improve the awareness and education of
general road users are of high importance than other safety interventions.
Educational safety modules, awareness-advertisement campaigns may have
significant impact in reducing fatalistic beliefs among drivers.
Resilience has the potential to reduce traffic accidents through educational
programs (Senserrick et al., 2009). These results could be helpful in designing
intervention to promote and enhance resilience among drivers, which might increase
the probability of safe roads and reduce the frequency and severity of traffic
accidents.
To conclude, the findings of the study from a distal-proximal-outcome as
well as personality-attitude-behaviour-outcome-perspective bridge the literature gap
on driving behaviour and traffic safety in developing countries. The findings can be
applied to the writing of safety policies for enhancing road safety in developing
countries. However, country-specific interventions focusing on emotional factors that
target hostility, anger (extraversion facet), and emotional regulation for anxiety
(neuroticism facet) could be also useful.
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5.3

Limitations and Future Research
Although the study results were generally consistent with the previous

literature, the study is not free of limitations, and the following potential limitations
should be addressed for future studies.
First, the present research in the first study used crash-injury severity report
data from the Traffic Management Sector-Specific Incident Case Data Report from
Guangdong province. As this observational data was extracted from the secondary
source during the reporting period of 2006-2010, the traffic situation during this
period has changed a lot in China. Furthermore, data were collected from Guangdong
province, and results cannot be generalized to all provinces of China. Hence, it can
be argued that nationwide data on traffic accidents might yield different results on
the proposed model. Additionally, due to large sample size the significant value and
variance explained by the regression in SEM models is minimum and could question
the impact of the model. Therefore, future researches could use Odd Ratio and
examine the effect size of the data.
Second, issues such as underreporting of minor injury accidents may inherit
the data, which can create a possible bias in the parameter estimates. Third, only
observational data were collected regarding demographics (age, gender, education,
and safety status, driving experience), driving violations, and accident severity. Other
personal factors (e.g. personality, attitude, and beliefs) might yield different results
on the model testing.
Third, due to the secondary data, group differences (e.g., age and driving
experience) could not be computed for types of violations (speeding and drunk
driving). Additionally, accident severity was only assessed by one perspective
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(driver's perspective), and sometimes the incident may have unrelated occurrence
with the driver but to other factors (e.g., road and vehicle). Therefore, multiple
perspectives on the accident-related data could further be analyzed along with group
differences.
Fourth, in both studies, among distal factors, gender differences could not be
examined in the model due to the non-availability of female drivers. Future studies
could examine the model across male and female drivers as driving behaviours, and
traffic outcomes differ across gender.
Fifth, traffic accidents in both studies were taken independently instead of
examining the combine effect of traffic accidents and tickets. This might explain the
small effect size of distal and proximal factors on the outcome. Therefore, future
studies and policy makers should consider this while applying the traffic safety
model in practice.
Finally, future traffic safety researches can examine and expand this model
by incorporating a cognitive perspective. For instance, decision-making and hazard
perceptions are an essential part of socio-cognitive models of traffic safety. Hence, it
can be further tested in both developing and developed countries. Additionally, the
low reliabilities of the subscales of aberrant driving behaviours and openness to
experience could be a limitation in the predictive relationship and mediation analysis.
Future researches can be carried out by assessing the reliabilities of the scales on a
larger sample and by establishing discriminant validity for these scales.
Present research was carried out with an aim to establish indigenous safety
framework for developing countries as well as to test the safety framework
independently. However, due to data limitation, comparisons of traffic safety
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couldn’t be made but future studies can examine the differences by working on the
model with similar variables in developing countries. Moreover, present research has
different data sets (objective and subjective) in both countries and the future
researches could utilise the finding and get representative sample for developing
countries and test the model in developing as well as developed countries to establish
norms for the traffic safety framework. Traffic safety framework in its present form
incorporates few distal and proximal factors but it can be extended to other factors
including different groups of drivers (professional vs. non-professional), drivers of
different transport companies (at meso level). In other words, traffic safety model
could be an important tool in understanding and developing some universal traffic
safety protocols (such as hazard perception and driving tests) as well as country
specific safety measures (for instance, speed limit and traffic license age).
5.4

Conclusion
To conclude, the distal-proximal-outcome or the G-TraSaCu model was

supported by the results of both studies (China and Pakistan). This highlights that it
can be implemented in developing countries to reduce aberrant driving risks.
However, the research contributed to the traffic safety literature in Pakistan
concerning the distal-proximal-outcome and personality-attitude-behaviour model.
Confirmation of both models in Pakistan further provides future research perspective
to expand this traffic safety framework in other low-middle-income countries.
Different results for driving experience as a mediator between proximal factors and
outcome in both countries implied further exploration of culture-specific constructs
that, affect traffic safety.
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The findings have general implications for countries with effective as well as
non-effective traffic safety interventions. However, the findings have more relevance
to traffic safety campaigns for developing countries. These findings can facilitate the
traffic safety framework from both the distal-proximal-outcome and personalityattitude-behaviour perspective.
These findings provided a generalisability of both models in low-middleincome countries. Results of personality-crash association through attitudes and
proximal factors provide an ultimate tool to examine group differences of drivers.
For example, professional and non-professional drivers, across age groups, and
drivers with different cultural backgrounds. Therefore personality, attitude, beliefs,
driving behaviours and outcome model across age groups could extend the model.
Although both studies differ in many ways, they provide a fundamental
analysis and safety framework highlighting the urgency of traffic safety campaigns,
educational and behavioral interventions, regulation, and implementation of traffic
safety laws. The fact that traffic safety is dependent on infrastructure and vehicle
design is important, but in low-middle-income countries, the mode of transportation
is different than that in the developed countries. Thus, this research was carried out
to test a model applicable to these countries, applying the local road usage pattern
and conditions. However, the effectiveness of the model needs to be
comprehensively studied in other low-middle-income countries. To summarise, with
all the safety measures, traffic safety is challenging for all countries, let alone for
developing countries. However, the fatality rate can be reduced if all the stakeholders
work together to create safe roads for tomorrow.
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APPENDIX
A. SECOND STUDY: QUESTIONNAIRE (English Version)

Dear participants,
Thank you so much for agreeing to participate in my research. I am a year
one PhD student at Lingnan University, Hong Kong. Before you start filling the
questionnaires, I would like to get your consent for the research and to give you the
brief description of my research. The research is about traffic safety and driving
behaviors, which intends to assess the role of personality in predicting accidents and
risky driving behaviors among professional and non-professional drivers in Pakistan.
You are requested to fill out the questionnaire honestly and appropriately,
your responses regarding driving behaviors (like speeding, traffic rule violations, and
accidents) will not be judged and reported to any other person or institution. These
responses are used to get a general perspective of driving behaviors, and what
measures can be implemented to improve the road traffic safety in Pakistan. The
results of the present study will provide guidelines in developing traffic safety policy
for Pakistani drivers.
Your participation in this research will be voluntary, and you will have the
right to leave the survey at any stage. It is also to be assured that your provided
information will be kept confidential and will not be used anywhere else other than
this research.
It will take about 35 minutes to complete the survey. Thank you for your time
and response.
Signature: _______________________
If you have any query, you can contact me at raynasadia@ln.hk.
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Demographic Information
Gender:

Male

Female

Age: ___________

Education:

____________

Monthly

income:

_______________
Residence:

Rural

Driving route:

Urban

Urban highway

Motorway

Driving hours per day: ________
Driving License:
License issued:

Yes

GT road

per week ________
No

with test

without test

License year: __________

Driving experience: ___________ (months /

years)
Learned driving:

Driving institute

Driving status:

Professional

Vehicle driving:
Traffic tickets:

Car

Family

Truck

Public transport (

No

Violating traffic sign

Irresponsible driving
Traffic ticket fixing:
Traffic accidents:

Van

rickshaw)

If yes;

Number of traffic tickets in the past 6 months: ______
Reason of traffic tickets:

Self

Non-professional

Bus

Yes

Friend’s

2 years: ________
speeding

other: _________________
Yes

No

Yes

No

If yes;

No. of traffic accidents in the past 6 months: _____________
Route of Accident:

Urban Highway

Reason of Traffic Accidents:
Irresponsible driving

2 years: _________

Motorway

GT road

Violating traffic signs

Speeding

Mobile use

Fatigue

Sleep

Other _____

This section is designed to measure your driving behavior. For each of the driving
behavior described in the table below, please indicate how often the behavior
happened to you in the last three months. Please indicate this circling the appropriate
number. Please respond according to the numbers mention below.
Never
0

Hardly
Ever
1

Occasionally
2

Quite
Often
3
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Frequently
4

Nearly all
the times
5

1. How often do you become angered by another driver
and give chase with the intention of giving him/her a
piece of your mind?
2. *How often do you drive when you suspect you
might be over the legal blood alcohol limit or any other
stimulant/drug (heroin, cocaine, and cigarette)?
3. How often do you stay in a lane that you know will
be closed ahead until the last minute before forcing
your way into the other lane.
4. How often do you overtake a slow driver on the
inside?
5. How often do you pull out of a junction so far that
the driver with right of way has to stop and let you out?
6. How often do you cross a junction knowing that the
traffic lights have already turned against you?
7. How often do you drive so close to the car in front
that it would be difficult to stop in an emergency?
8. How often do you sound your horn to indicate your
annoyance to other driver?
9. How often do you race away from traffic lights with
the intention of beating the driver next to you?
10. How often do you become angered by a certain type
of driver and indicate your hostility by whatever means
you can?
11. How often do you disregard the speed limit on a
residential road?
12. How often do you disregard the speed limit on a
motorway?
13. How often do you speed, blow horn or overtake to
get ahead of female drivers?
14. How often do you give way to pedestrians at
crossings?
15. How often do you wear a seat belt/helmet in builtup areas?
16. How often do you wear a seat belt on
motorways/highways?
17. How often do you ignore continuous white lines
while changing a lane on road?
18. How often do you do not stop at the stop line?
19. How often do you drive a vehicle with improper
lights at night?
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0

1

2 3 4 5

0

1

2 3 4 5

0

1

2 3 4 5

0

1

2 3 4 5

0

1

2 3 4 5

0

1

2 3 4 5

0

1

2 3 4 5

0

1

2 3 4 5

0

1

2 3 4 5

0

1

2 3 4 5

0

1

2 3 4 5

0

1

2 3 4 5

0

1

2 3 4 5

0

1

2 3 4 5

0

1

2 3 4 5

0

1

2 3 4 5

0

1

2 3 4 5

0
0

1
1

2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5

20. How often do you change lane without using your
indicator?
21. How often do you carry goods/articles in your
vehicle more than its capacity?
22. How often do you use high beam lights during
driving at nighttime in built-up areas?
23. How often do you use your status profile or personal
connections to get rid of fines, penalties?
24. How often do you do not stop at the call of traffic
police wardens?
25. How often do you drive with tinted windows glass?
26. How often do you drive against one-way traffic?
27. How often do you park your vehicle in a no parking
zone?
28. How often do you use a hand held mobile phone
when you are driving?
29. How often do you manage to drive a vehicle within
poor maintenance condition?
*Item 2 is modified for the alcohol use during driving

0

1

2 3 4 5

0

1

2 3 4 5

0

1

2 3 4 5

0

1

2 3 4 5

0

1

2 3 4 5

0
0
0

1
1
1

2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5

0

1

2 3 4 5

0

1

2 3 4 5

This section is designed to measure your attitude towards driving safety. For each of
the statement described in the table below, please indicate your true response by
circling the appropriate number. Please respond according to the numbers mention
below.
Strongly
Disagree
1
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Disagree

Neither
Agree
agree nor
disagree
2
3
4
Many traffic rules must be ignored to ensure traffic 1
flow
It make sense to exceed speed limits to get ahead of 1
‘Sunday drivers’
Traffic rule must be respected regardless of road and 1
weather conditions
Speed limits are exceeded because they are too 1
restrictive
It is acceptable to drive when traffic lights shift from 1
yellow to red
Taking chances and breaking a few rules does not 1
necessarily make bad drivers
It is acceptable to take chances when no other people 1
are involved
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Strongly
Agree
5
2 3 4 5
2 3

4 5

2 3

4 5

2 3

4 5

2 3

4 5

2 3

4 5

2 3

4 5

8. Traffic rules are often too complicated to be carried
out in practice
9. If you are a good driver it is acceptable to drive a
little faster
10. When road conditions are good and nobody is
around driving in 100 mph is ok
11. Punishments for speeding should be more restrictive

1

2 3

4 5

1

2 3

4 5

1

2 3

4 5

1

2 3

4 5

12. I will ride with someone who speed if that’s the only 1
way to get home at night
13. I will ride with someone who speeds if others do
1

2 3

4 5

2 3

4 5

14. I don’t want to risk my life and health by riding with 1 2 3
an irresponsible driver
15. *I would never drive after drinking alcohol or any 1 2 3
other stimulant/drug (heroin, cocaine, cigarette)
16. *I would never ride with someone I knew has been 1 2 3
drinking alcohol or any other stimulant/drug (heroin,
cocaine, cigarette)
*Item 15 and 16 are modified for the alcohol use during driving

4 5
4 5
4 5

Here are a number of characteristics that may or may not apply to you. For example,
do you agree that you are someone who likes to spend time with others? Please write
a number next to each statement to indicate the extent to which you agree or disagree
with that statement.
Strongly Disagree a little
Neither
Agree a little
Strongly
Disagree
agree nor
Agree
disagree
1
2
3
4
5
I see myself as someone Who…..
1. Is talkative
1 2 3 4 5
2. Tends to find fault with others
1 2 3 4 5
3. Does a thorough job
1 2 3 4 5
4. Is depressed, blue
1 2 3 4 5
5. Is original, comes up with new ideas
1 2 3 4 5
6. is reserved
1 2 3 4 5
7. Is helpful and unselfish with others
1 2 3 4 5
8. Can be somewhat careless
1 2 3 4 5
9. Is relaxed, handles stress well
1 2 3 4 5
10. Is curious about many different things
1 2 3 4 5
11. Is full of energy
1 2 3 4 5
12. Starts quarrels with others
1 2 3 4 5
13. Is a reliable worker
1 2 3 4 5
14. Can be tense
1 2 3 4 5
15. Is ingenious, a deep thinker
1 2 3 4 5
16. Generates a lot of enthusiasm
1 2 3 4 5
17. Has a forgiving nature
1 2 3 4 5
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18. Tends to be disorganized
19. Worries a lot
20. Has an active imagination
21. Tends to be quiet
22. Is generally trusting
23. Tends to be lazy
24. Is emotionally stable, not easily upset
25. Is inventive
26. Has an assertive personality
27. Can be cold and aloof
28. Perseveres until the task is finished
29. Can be moody
30. Values artistic, aesthetic experiences
31. Is sometimes shy, inhibited
32. Is considerate and kind to almost everyone
33. Does things efficiently
34. Remains calm in tense situations
35. Prefers work that is routine
36. Is outgoing, sociable
37. Is sometimes rude to others
38. Makes plans and follows through with them
39. Gets nervous easily
40. Likes to reflect, play with ideas
41. Has few artistic interests
42. Likes to cooperate with others
43. Is easily distracted
44. Is sophisticated in art, music, or literature

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

For the following items, please respond on a scale of 1 (very inaccurate) to 6 (very
accurate).
Very
Slightly
Inaccurate
Slightly
Accurate
Very
Inaccurate Inaccurate
accurate
accurate
1
2
3
4
5
6
1. I feel capable of overcoming my present or any future
difficulties and problems I might face such as
resolving dilemmas or making difficult decisions.
2. I have high capacity for facing adversity.
3. When there is a great deal of pressure being placed
on me, I remain calm.
4. During stressful circumstances, I never experience
anxiety.
5. When I have made a mistake during a stressful
situation, I continue to like myself.
6. When I need to stand up for myself, I can do it easily.
7. In difficult situations, I feel able to respond in
positive ways.
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1

2

3

4

5

6

1
1

2
2

3
3

4
4

5
5

6
6

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

2

3

4

5

6

1
1

2
2

3
3

4
4

5
5

6
6

8. I experience peacefulness-free of thoughts and
1
worries, when I need to relax during stressful times.
9. I remain calm, even when I am in a frightening 1
situation.

2

3

4

5

6

2

3

4

5

6

For the following statements, please respond by circling the right number.
Strongly
Agree
1

Agree
2

Slightly
Agree
3

Slightly
Disagree
4

1. Your paths in life are decided by fate, whether 1
you want it to or not
2. What happens in your life is already 1
predetermined
3. You cannot change what fate has in store for 1
you.

Disagree
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Strongly
Disagree
6

5
2

3

4

5

6

2

3

4

5

6

2

3

4

5

6
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